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I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 
In Track & Fi e ld Athletics it is often said t hat "spr i nters a r e born , 
not made ." To a great extent this i s true. Conversely, it can be said 
t hat t he La jority of great di stance runners are deve lo ed t hrougl1 p ro e r 
tra i n i !'lg, r ather thsn being born ili th great runnin,; ab ilit • Vrnile s rinters 
can i m rove t h rough knovlledge and a plication of goo d train i ng t echniques 
and boys born Hi th exceptional pulse r ates develop i n ro great distance 
runners, t he emphasis on the latter must rest on hard uork t hrough correct 
1 
t rainin;; , r a t he r than on sor::e circul atory phenomenon. 
It '\'las not until Octobe r, 19.51 that 4:10 was beaten for t he f irst time. 
And t he r ecord sho1·1s t hat up t o 1948, t 11enty- seven ..llen had beaten 4:10. And 
no',l loo:{ at 1956 ! I n that Oi1e year , six men beat fo ur minutes, t 1enty- seven 
beat 
~ile 
I 
4:05, and. 69 bettered 4:10. Durin.::; t he year of -957 t he four minute 
.2. 
.... ,as beaten on fou1·teen occasions . 
Th i s vast i mprovement i n middle and long distanc runn i ng performances 
i s ..uainly t hrough t he a plication of nevl and i mp roved training !I!ethods. 
Thi s neiv technique named 11 I nt erval Tra i ning " has been Nidel a.::cepted 
hroughout t he vlorld , v;i t h the exception of America. Every chan:pioc 
r unner and coach in Euro e is nov! usin,; sorr.e for.:t of i nterval 
raining i n h is preparation for cori!petition . The great Hungarian trio of 
andor I haros , Lazslo Tabo ri, and I st an Ro zsavolgyi , under their mar t inet 
1-Iihaly I gloi , followed its tenets faithfuLy and intens iv e ly. 
rmas Va.} ste, Fir..~1ish ~~3.tional Coac1, applies it to his pu ils. Franz 
1. J ohn .A. Lucas , 11 .Analysis Of 
t.mning A;A A Su""gested Proc;ram For The 
faster ' s Thesis , Univ ersity of Southern 
2 . Harold o r ahams , "Inflation d 
Sports, LonQon , October, 1957, p . )4 . 
5· I bid ., • )4. 
erice.n And Swedisl Long Distance 
A:::lerican Coll e.;e Track Team 11 • 
Cali fornia , J une 1952· P· 1. 
TLe Death Of Su?e1-:::.an 11 , ':forld 
Beston Univereitt 
School of Education 
Libr ary 
2 
1 
St ampfl , famous Briti sh and Australiru1 coach, advocat es interval trai ing 
as t he core of modern rur..ni'· ,:;: 110ne of the !.lain char2s of i nterval 
trainin~ is it 1 s fl exi bility , s i nce i t can be adapted to t he varying needs 
4 
of all athletes at an; sta:;e of deve lopment . 11 
Similarly , Ro .ger Bannister found t hat interval t 1ainin;; ans'.·Tered his 
needs : 11 In Februar ~nd Earch ( 1953 ) I started track trainL.;; and i·;oul d 
so..;.eticnes r un ::;.s man; as t en quarte r r1i l es , eac in about 6,3 seco.-~ds , and 
1:1ith an i nterval of t.·o or t hree Li nutes beb;een ~:;ach. This 1r,s ...nuch more 
st renuous t rail ir.~ tha.1 I .• ,. done before. It left :r.c ex .. austed ..:'or 
severs. days but it could be acco~plished ivithin t:1e 1'3. f - hour or so a .:..a:y 
~:1at I 1·ras ab l e to ar<:- for training . 11 2 
I The list coul d be le.1c;;thened indefinitely: 1-loens of Jelgiur.. ( 00 ..:eters 
1:45·7 , C. ata.ray of En6 land (mile in 3 :59 . 8 and world record over 
, 000 meters ), Bo;;s;:;n of l'~or:;ay ( 800 meters in :45 · 9 a:.1d. ;ror l d record 
ver 1 , 000 -.,cters , irie of En,c;;la.nd ( 13 : 35 at 5 , 000 !ll.ete s ), ric sen of 
enLJ.ark (1500 ...c1eters , ) : i10 . 8 ard 3 : 59 ·1 for one ::J.ile) , c..n , to ad one 
f the success~"'·,l An:crict.... .... , To ... Courtney lyt.i ic P,Qn t:Etcr Cl:c....u lor. . E2.ch 
f the:::e wCll l&CCS his O>i.. 9rti0t,lar E:l'p'.asis U 0.! tr.E. 'TariOUS _._~ ects 
6 
f interval train · .. c:; , yet 1;:411 .lollo '•l a basic ar . 
The systc~ entc.ils briefl , rur.nin~ s: orter thad race dsta ces 
eatc-:ly in each traini:1.g session . Betvrecn t;;_.c 1 fast r 1 tr..e J.t.~:.cte 
easily until recovered ru1d ready ~o st~rt another r~=(;tition . 
rs 3..'1d L:J iolo
0
ists a l l a!'e in o.~:reement t:.;;..t ~edically s ea~-:ing 
neiv c.wtho d of inttorval runni ng is t he sounde;st a roae;h to middl e 
I 
a loa~ di stance trai.in~ ver dev~.sed . 
4. I Fran.: St:L n , Sta.~ fl On Run'1b.:_, 11 , The J.J:ac::ilLn .Jo ., N. Y. 1955, .4 1• 
Roger Ban'1i"'ter, 11 7Le Fi rst Four l~inutes 11 , The ;:e..c;:ill an Co ., ~;. Y • 
• 95 · 
::enneth Do~•ertj , 11 I Dtel·vc..l TrainL.,; 11 , Tr3cl:: & Field :~e·.-Js , Los Altos , 
ali:::' ., I:arc. , 1956 , • E. 
7. Persons. intervie,· •.oith Dr. Vle..rrcn R. Guild, I nstructor i n ::::.edlcine , 
fLrv rd l-:~dical School; j unior associz.te L1 :.....ed.::..cinE- , Peter Sent Bri~haill 
Eos it~l , J an . 4, 19~8. 
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0~:. FTER I 
THE F OBLEM 
Statement of t .e problem. Americans s.re the m..unb cr one traclc and 
field at .letics nc.tion in the HorlJ. as they cl earl·- Je Jon..:trate in every 
interr:2.tional meeting in ~; ich they enter. They roducc rc.ore sprinters , 
ju;npers, t:uo1:ers ar.d ole ve..ulters tha!"l -:my other m .. tion , yet t. ey are 
d fi 1i tel• out of the c ass of tl1e European an Austre..lian athlc"'-es in 
middle and lon6 istauce numin,;. It is the pur ose of ti:is study to ( 1) 
to present to trac:c coaches a:1d at. letes new data in a:1 area '·:here the 
significant factors h9.Ve not been isolated, nd to find son:.e integratint.; 
princi les c•hich ;;ill prove L.oEt useful in develo~·incc:; the fraJJ.e,;ork of a 
successful trainin0 rogra.:.. ( 2 ) Hel improve the lo·,; standard of 
distance runnin_:: in t:ae U. S. by shoKing the training teclmiques and 
.netl10ds of successful coaches and athletes of t!1e world ir. the area of 
middle a .d lon~ distar1ce running. (3) To give an increased insight into 
factors vr.ich are causing improver'-ent in ~iddle and long distance running 
throughout the •·rorld, but not in the United States . ( 4) To present a 
year-round trainin~ schedule f'or the klerican col 1 c,;e 2iddle distance 
run:1er , Lased on the .uerits of both European-interval 8.nd k:..'"'rican 
cethods o~ training. 
Value of the stuci.y. Frol!. a health point of vieH, every ~a:-1 , \·roman 
and child needs sport ·.rhether they are out for exercise or striving :·or 
records. Technical ro;ress has m_de life easier for us , but perhaps '\·;e· 
have to pay too hi;h price ..:'or t~is co.fort . He are in dan~er of leadinc;; 
an unnatural life, becoming Ul1c.:_lc to Laintain our health. ':!e do not 
OVC as ~uch as peo 1 e in b· ~One years , \·lO do not need uUCh h sical 
stre~tn in our daily Hork. Only s ort can Lel rr.alce up :"or our 
3 
deficiency in illovement and in exercisin~ our bodies . Through t his study it 
is hoped to cause a r ea1·ral:enin.:; of the value of a ':rise ro2,r8.i:1 of distance 
runnin; through the present ~tion of a fresh approach, not only as a form 
of r ec r eation, but , as a means of i ruproving t e caliber of middl e and long 
distance ru:r.ninc; i n the United State s. Also to t;ive an i nc reased i nsig11t 
i nto the many f ac t o rs l'fl. ich are causing i m revelLent in perfo r .aances i n 
thi s middl e and long distance running area of track athletics . The urpose 
of t h e study is directed to1·:ard track coaches , veteransrunners , aspirants, 
and ent husiast s o~ the sport . Ther e groups may find the study lelpful in 
devel oping or r evisin,; t heir o1m tra ining programs . 
1 
Definition of Terms Used. 
1. TLe Bell . The start o :· t e f inal l ap i n a race is i ndicated to 
cou1peti tors by the ringin~:; of a han~..-:..ell , or by shooti ng 
a gun by an official. 
2. Build-U s . A for o:'"' speed training i n 1·1hi ch the athlete , .:hil s t 
runnin,; at a fairly fast pace , accelerates and tries to 
r each ~aximum speed . I n this study build-u s are sometimes 
r eferred to as "acce l erations 11 • 
3. Tl e Cinders. An arti f icia lly prepared runninc:; trac:c the surfac e of 
1iliich is usually composed o f fine cinder ash or shale . The 
standard trac'{ in the U. S. i s 44o yards long , i. e . 4 l a s 
to th e mil e . I n the Euro ean coun Gries tl1e t rack usually 
Eeasures 4oo meters pe r l ap . 
4. C1oc:dng. A f inal time recorded by a stop-1.;atch. 
5 · Cooling-Dolm . So.Letimes referred t o as war .. 1i ng- down . This , as its 
name i mplies , i s the direct opposite to i·!aL .. ir.; u and 
nor.c.ally takes place a t th e end of traini nt, . 
6. T .e Country , Ref ers to cross-country running and courses ls.id ou·t. over 
natural ground condit ions such as paths , fields , ·,'oods , 
II 
I 
et c ., as opposed to t !1e a rtifi cial surfaces of nmning tracks . 
7. Even-Pace Running . reco~nended f orm o f runni ng for t he di stance 
athletes , in vlhich att empt i s ,_;<>de to run every l ap or 
mile at th e sa.:J.e averad;e race . 
1. The definitions a r e t aken froill 
Cost es , Boston Univ ersity (June , 1955 ) 
ong 11is .... ce • ffi:mi ng 11 -y J ames eters 
the ~aster 1 s Thes i s of Ni cho las 
and from, 11 t-1odern !-Iiddle and 
see oibliograp1-w ~. 
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8 . Fartlek. A form of 11go-as-you-please 11 training of Scandinavian 
origin in which the athlete runs at a slow and fast pace 
in as nl easant surroundings as possible . 
9. Front Runners. Athletes who prefer to take up and try to maintain a 
leading position right from the start. 
10. Jogging. Steady loose running used mainly for warming up. 
ll. Kick. An acceleration , or sprint at the end of a race . 
12. Middl e Distance. Distances be"oreen the half mile and two miles . 
Above hm 1:1iles is referred to as long distances . 
13. Over-Distance . Training or running over a long er distance than the 
special distance of a race . 
14. Over-St rid i ng . Employing an abnormally long leg span v1hile running. 
15. Pace . A specified rate of speed . 
16. Pole. The position , or lane nearest the inside curb of the track. 
17. Recovery or Recovery Rate. This i s the amount of time t aken by the 
l ungs and heart to r eturn to their normal rate after 
exercise . Steady and systematic training reduces the 
amount of time required to return to normal . 
18. Running From The Back. In the early stages of a race the athlete is 
content to take a position towards the rear of the 
competitors . As the race progresses he begins to increase 
his pace and move up towards the front . 
19. Second :iind . The sudden feeling of freshness during a rvn, usue.lly 
preceeded by a feeling of fatigue. 
20. Shacking. A loose, almost flat-footed jog, sometimes called s:1ag or 
shagging . 
21. Stride. The leg span lihile running , or the distance consumed by a 
complete leg cycle . 
22 . Strider. moderate acceleration . 
2; . Staleness . A physio-mental condition 1·1hen an athlete is ~'"!ab l e to 
prouuce best forE . 
24. Tempo. The rhyth,u of running action. 
25 . Time-Trial. A specified run before a race, or a substitute for 
com etition in ;·Thich the athlete runs e. specific dist~mce 
as fast as possib l e and is chec'.:eJ by a stop 1·ratch. This 
is performed durin6 a trainin6 sessior:. 
5 
26. Trai."in;. T E; rocess of general conditioning. 
27 . Under-~ist?..nce . Tr .... inin::, over a Ghorter lis"!:..:...nce than t .• e special 
distance o:· a meet 
23. ',·:ar.c...-up. A relimin~cry run, or e·<erciein0 recedin~ the \-Io:c~cout. This 
is ~ai~ly "!:.o adjust the body to the more severe qctivity that 
·.-~ill follo·· clurin0 the trainin,s period . 
29. ·.:arm-do;·rr.. The coolin'"" off period or runnin 6 , that follo·,,s a 11orkout. ' 
30. ·.:orkout. Refers to the actual training session , or the scLeduled 
activity for training . 
Procedures &. Or ,Sfuli ::at ion Of The Project. 
The follov:in.:; steps Here einployed by the •·rri ter in m.aldn0 this study : 
(1) Gatherin6 and readinz o:' literature perte..inin6 to European , 
.Austr::tlian, and ericru1 oethods and techniques of training for middl e 
~nd l ong distance races. 
( 2) Formulation of the problem and outlinin6 of the rocedure to be 
fo llowed in ma~in6 the study. 
( 3) Personal corre ondance and intervi ev1s ~·:i th a mlillber of leaC.ing 
Australian , Euro ean and ~erican authorities and athletes . 
(4) Compiling data and results of readings , corres ondence , and 
interviews and organization of all into formation of the presentation 
of the stud • 
Tr.e re~aining c:1apters of this study are organized to resent to the 
reader, first the ....tetLods of the six most successful coaches in the entire 
l•iorld in the area of 1r..idd l e and lone;, distance running. At the beginning 
of eacL cbapter there is a brief historical bacl:c:;rot.md of the coach 
pre:::ented to give the rea..:.er sol"'e i ndication of the achieve: ... e~.ts of that 
i ndividual . Also inclu~ed in this the first part of the study , are tLe 
trail:in::; techniques of sorr.e leading 11 in~~ert 11 athletes in the 'v/orld , 
6 
7 
their rr:ethods a re presented to supplement the ideas "'lready sho1·:n by the 
leading coaches . The second phase of the study deals with the presentation 
of ll.ethods of Awerican coaches , coaches who produce the best SJ,ong our 
middle and lon0 distance runners. Runners who have the ability to reach 
the top in America but seem to be lacking Hhen pitted a6ainst European 
or Australian foes in international competition. 
The final phase of the study deals 1·1i th a sum:nary and conclusion 
concerning the findings of this study , and offers a suggested year 
round training guide aimed at i mproving ~he quality of middle and long 
distance run:ing in the Unit ed States . 
II 
I 
Metric Distances and Their Equivalents in Feet , 
Yards , and Miles : 
1 . 100 meters are 109 yards 1 foot. 
2. 200 ueters are 218 yards 2 feet . 
3· 4oo meters are 4)7 yards 1 foot. 
4. 600 meters are 655 yards 3 feet. 
5 · 800 meters a re 875 yards. 
6. 1, 000 meters or one kilometer are 1, 093 yards 1 foot . 
7. 1, 200 meters are 1, 311 yards three feet , or 9 yards short of 
three-quarters of a mile. 
8. 1, 500 ~eters are 1 , 64o yards 1 foot , or about 120 yards short 
of one mile . 
9. 2, 000 meters are 1 mile 426 yards , or 14 yards short of one and 
a quarter miles . 
10. ),000 meters are 1 mile , 1 , 521 yards, or about 24o yards short 
of 2 miles. 
11 . 5 , 000 meters are 3 miles , 188 yards . 
12. 10 , 000 meters a re 6 miles , 376 yards . 
13. 42, 195 meters a re 26 miles , )85 yards , th e accepted marathon 
distance. 
II 8 
PART I 
WORLD LEADERS 
Percy Cerut ty Australia 
Gosta Holmer Sweden 
Arr-.aas Val ste Finland 
:tv'Jihaly Igloi Hungary 
vl. Gerschler Germany 
Franz Stampfl England 
Emil Zapotek Czechoslovakia 
Vladimir Kuts Russia 
s. Jung1·1irth Czechoslovakia 
Percy Cerutty Australia 
Behind the many great performers of recent years stand men Nho, on 
t he testimony of the athletes the:nselves, share some of the credit for 
their famous deeds. They have exerted their influence in various Hays : 
directly, like Franz St:::>.mpfl and Hi haly Igloi in a consultative 1:1ay , 
like \1oldemar Gerschler: and in a hilosophic way, li:.Ce Percy Cerutty, 
v1ho is content to pass on to others t he wisdo:n gained throug ~ experience , 
study and t hought . 
The instinctive reaction to advice of a~y k i n d is to question if the 
precept i s based on practice . Those 1:rho seek knowledge listen more 
attentively to the t eacher 1:rho has a backgrou: ,d of personal success. 
Percy Cerutty's na3e is not on the Olympic li st . But his story of 
athletic achiever.L.en".:. should be knovm to all >-Tho study his hilosophy. 
Looking a t him noiv, most people \·.;ould assess • in as one of those 
leathery veterans H:·10se fitness is founded on a naturally tough constitutioj• 
They would be ivrong , for 1·1hen Oerutty's athletic story began in 19;9, he 
was 44 years of age and in poor health. 
The average person in such a situation 1:1ould resi.;;n hi;neelf to an 
arnchair , a succession of ·~octors and the com;ni seration of his friends . 
But , with the r est of the 1::orld primi ng itself for \'lorld War II, Oerutty 
began his Oim soli tar: battle back to health . 
By dieting , carefully graded exercise and gentle runninG oe built 
u his stren;th over three years until he coulc. cover a .::nile in six 
minutes. At 47, 1e could well have been content to consider that as a 
satisfactory climax ( ho'tl !:...any .::niddleaged l:!len , vrith a clean history of 
health , can run a mile in six mi nutes ?). But Oerutty , i nspired by the 
9 
\·rritings of Arthur Ne1·1ton , the world-famous runner uho had begun his 
career at 39 , decided that a .Lore significant t a rc:;et · roul 4 rove the 
1 
stimulus to even greater achievement . 
The classic .J.c.rathon di.stance of 26 n iles .?85 yards Has the event 
that challenged his ambition. No one needs to >:;in a rr:arathon rac e to 
achieve intense personal satisfaction : to complete the gruelling ~istance , 
even today , is a 1;Iort1nvhile feat in itself . 
Cerutty had talcen three years to build up his mile in six n:inutes. 
He a llowed himself another tl1roe years to prepare hi ·nself for t he 
::..arathon. A..11d , just short of his fifty-first birthG.ay, he :::;,ade a 
privately tLned r un over th e regulation distance in ~ hours 2 J.:J.inutes. 
He a.ssed t1e .::.:..arlc in good shape , and 1:1ent on to complete thirty il cs in 
2 
3 hours 34 minutes . 
As a bare entry in a record book , that meant little but the feat 
was destined to have a significance far beyond a rr..ere p:lYsical feat 
achieved b.t a fifty-ons year old _an . Obvious l y , a Llan '.::-10 could ·mrk 
such a rdracle ;:ith his o>m .nea6er pLysica resources mus t have a. u.es sage 
to i mpart to others. 
The r::essage he _1as , has been the drivin_s force behind ll!en such as 
John Landy , Dave Ste hens , Al Thomas , the sensational Herb Elliot , and 
America 1 s ruarathon cham ion Johnny Kelley. 
Cerutty does not place uch interest in s ecL'ic details of hOl'! 
athletes t rain , such as ho1: n,any L:4o 1 s anc at uhat speed. Speed aed 
the al::ilit~' to ;.;.ustaiL it , cio-"s not necesso.rily co=e fro~ a :;hol e Learted 
devot ion to the racti ve of it. Cerutty contim:es, 11 0n t .e cor.trary , 
\·!e nm correctly , lots of slo'.; rtm1:in; pro-erl · ..lone r:..a!ces '"or speed , 
1. ur Contributor T:_o Scots 
CO(_ dlL . P· 
10 
I 
and uc dew n..;trcot the corr0ctnesr- of o. .::r:o;c:r,erts anr' tn.L in~ by bursts 
7 
L. 
of sheer c:pecd al thou.;:1 .:e __ s.y not ... alE' actually racteC:. sp, eel as sucl--,. 11 
If Oerut'.:,y co~es across a .;ooC: prospect .le invites t' 0 :: llo;·r to 
:tis b .. ce c.t Fortse"', 60 ~.i.lt-s fran: ::clbourne. The lad lives 1:ith hir:: for 
a ;-wcl:c.Jd or ... a.q Ppen" t> •i:· :10lidays lvit!: .. i... Iu this ti!!..e he i::culcates 
c .. ncl do tLese things--or tLr:;y ..:.on 1 t . .. r.o C:.o occo:.......e ' . C.Li'J.!:. ~0£"'.1.8 
-"-J seein,s t:. li... a~c .. in. Or er:m: s I sE.e th .r. c. bit lc>ter or once a ye .. r 
and corrcsror d a little . T!1ey ::...ust les..rn to love u.nis::rr..ent tL'ld lean. to 
consult itE nE)eds . As 0!"1e cha.r:.pion .Ello ca. .. e to ::r..e said. 
lafter I til...iC:.ness , 11 1 mu.,t no\·: return hon.e anJ. ..;.a::e 
_ysel:2 a _::J.n i.Jto::ore I ca..' 'ueco_ e a really g:;re::;.t rv..nner. 11 I~ iC:.e;as can only 
c..p1ca l to fello>'ls •·:ho have ti1e capacity to becone self- r elia."lt and. bE:lieve 
''·C ··:.en I S8.J Diraclt:s can :..e acco __ lir-hed ann .• c,ve :.he tenn.ci ty anJ 
4 
L.-;telli_;er.ce to fol o·,; it out to the bitter end an ... soLe. succes:o . II 
11 I n athletic.; L/.:.elli2:er .. CE. i s Hhc .. t \·:ins out, ••• :'1ot killin= ones'-'1: , 
rui .in,; one 1 r domestic l.:..f0 , Gtc . Feeling tlH- .;oa.ls ~nc: feelin6 t. at t .. e 
re t...isi te thin.;s ha e.~.: L1 us to ~tchicv e t'1eu;: tlnee factors arc 1 rL_e: 
(1) plcr.tJ of natUl"'l (;..i.,ility; (2) stren,;th; and ( 3) intelli0 er.ce . Runr.L"t:; 
alone does not acld ....:uch to any or.e of the t~uee , alt:10uz;h \lc l'avc to 
practice that ·,1hi c:1 ~.-e :;:-erfor::. 
2 
t-kes us little ." 
.,., ... 
..... l,. 3ut beJond ~ certain level practice 
5· Letter fro_ F(;;rcy Je1·~.-'.tty to Freu ;:nt , 6-17-:::;6 . 
4 . LGttcr frow Percy :J.;,;r;;tt:t to Fnc 1Iil"v, ;-14-::;.6 . 
::; . P -rsonal inter vie\·; ,- .:.. t: .... John Kelley , ~w.crican L.lar;...t'1or:. cha.:u •;•lO 
i s t rained by :Jeruttj. KelJey rroduced letters fro::J. J crutty that rovided 
11 
12 
" I li:ce hill runnint,--lots of .:..t--eo add stren'-'!:.h or po .0r tLat 
nor'"'-.:tl ilc.t ru."lPinc:.: ',;ill never 'o , aft ~r ·.:e c:o so far. Long runs--i·:e do 
four miL;;s or the eavy bE-ach sand at Portsea--runnin6 as stron0 l y as the 
mediu.n ··rill Jer.nit . l·~otLin...., is ~ore exhaustin0 • To run Oi'1 t.1e: fL .. t 
once or twice a v1eek over ten Jliles and once a vreelc over 20 or so \·.'ould 
loo!<: after the l u..'lJ.~s , heart c..nd running muscles--but adds l i ttle. From 
added poi··er , from. greater built-in stren[:;th .. e run ·:rith an increased 
len6th of stride and/or te~po for the same apparent output of effort . 
This is a princip l e \ve are 1·rorking: on here at Portsea. l·:Ysel f today 15 
ruiles with 220 1 s up a hill. other day vie \·:ill run four or :ive miles 
'·ith as ouch s eed as 1·re can n.,.anage in half- mile bursts . T~'le one for 
6 
po;.rer anc' the other for practice surge . 11 
To be specifi c again , ~-lithout c:_uoting hi:rr. , Ocrutty advocates intensive 
weic:;ht tn.ining prepa.rstory to nmning (that is durin._; the "off- season "), 
liftin6 and pull ing . 
Cerutty'e latest rupil to c.chieve stardoiL is perha:-s tLe greatest 
rrospect in historJ o 
Herb Elliott , is the: sin;le brightest star in \·:hat !L.Ud be considered 
a \,hole ncH genera".:.ion of .:nilers . The ranb:/ 19 year o l d son of a Perth 
furniture dealer, has set up for hil:;iself and other rJil lers a new stanC.ard 
to shoot at : the 3 : 5~ wi l e . "I feel sure he ' ll ma~:e i t, 11 se.ys Elliott 1 s 
coach . Percy :;erutty , v1ho was one of J ohn Landy ' s :rl:!entors . "Here ," said 
Landy hirr..self \vhen he s1n: Elliott do the ..:1ile in 4 : 00 . 4 a year a._::o , 11 is the 
oreatest natural runner I have ever seen . 11 
I 
Elliott , viho tas t':ice dipped under four minutes i n a single uee:c and 
ovms three sub four .r.inute !Liles i n 19)8 is 5 1 1:!. 11 ::.nd -:.:f'i;l:s 150 lbs . 
6 . I bid . 
p . 16. 
ra:c l , t:i es I n.\ .~eek , ' Sports L t..strate , ( Feb . 10 , 1958 ) 
II 
A native of Perth, he first attained prominence i n Novemb er, 1954, when, at 
16, he won the city's major interschools 880 yards race in 1:57 a d t he 
mile in 4:25.6. A few months later, in Adelaide, he won a junior 880 
yards in 1:55·7, an Australian under-19 record and a mile in 4:20.2, 
8 
beating prominent Victorian boys nearly two year s older t han himself. 
These Adelaide times, set on a poor grass track and i n shocking heat, 
stamped Elliott as a runner of tmusual natural ability, but at home in 
Perth he could get neither the competition nor the cos.chin.;; to help him 
develop. Then, in September , 1955, Percy Oerutty , made a lecture visit to 
Perth and sa:-1 Herb idn a school mile in 4s22. He predicted: "This boy can 
be coached to breru<: Laniy 1 s 1·rorld mile record by the end of 1958· n 
2. 
Under Oerutty 1s direction in 1956, Elliott took up residence in a 
craned burL<:..ilous e ~ t the coach's famed Portsea training center. Each day, 
"l'rhipped by the icy ocean 11inds on a sandy clearing nearby, he hefted 
dumbb ells and barbells fashioned of ancient and rusty len6ths of' railroad 
I track, old bolts and v1ater pipe tp dev elop t he ~hc st muscles so ilnportant 
for ru..,miag . At this poi l1t coa ch Oerutty stat ed, "I have ne·ver seen a 
young man with greater deter-.ni nation or a greater capa city for self-
10 
punishment." 
\'/hen not busy expan i ng lungs nd chest, Elliott , often vrith Oerutty 
at his side, kept his long, lean legs in trim pounding through ankle-deep 
sand, fri0id surf water ~1d sharp gravel on t he coach's effective but 
unorthodox training course. The first time Elliott ever covered t his 
torturous mile-plus, he ~ras clocked at 5: )1. Over and over ag3.in, to the 
amazement of fellow athletes, some of whom had never been ab le to make it 
even once, he ran up and do>m an 80 foot sand dune. No\'1, 
8 . Joe Galli, "Master Spindle-Shanks, n World Sports 
9. Ibia, P• )8. 
10. Sport s Illustrated, op. cit., p. 16. 
in an "instinctive"] 
(April, 1957) P• )8. 
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\'lhen not busy exp n i ng lungs and chest , Ell iott, often Nith Cerutty 
a t his side, kept his long, lean legs in trim pou."lding t h rougn a."lkle-deep 11 
sand, fri gid surf water and sha rp gravel on the coach ' s effective but 
unorthodox training course. . The first time Elliott ever covered this 
torturous mile-plus, he was clocked at 5:)1. Over a."ld ove r aga in, to the 
a.lUB.zement of fello;.,r athl etes, some of •.-;hom had never been able t o make it 
even once, he r an up and dovm a."l 80 f oot sand dune . No•.-;, in an "instinctive 
train i ng ritual t hroug!1 which , he says, "I se em to lmo':l by i ntuition •.l.nat 
I sho1..1ld do," this once-li s tless young man Nho limited his school boy 
traini:1g to a few idle l aps on the school tr ck runs up ~o 25 miles a day. 
"Since I 1ve been 11i"i:.h Percy ," said Elliott , 11ivf;y" aims have changed . I feel 
like a fly1-;heel. I ne eded something to get me going , I know Percy started 
me off . 
l1 
Noo-r t hs.t I 1ve got going, I know t hat I can keep going on a."ld on. 11 1 
Speaking in terms of top flight mile production Elliott is the frosting 
14 
of the ce.ke ~hat Landy made for Oer tty. Land:r i·ras t!1e . ustn.l ia:.1 philosoph r 1s 
I 
first and biggest contribution to the cl a s sic 1, 760 Y·-'.rd No man 
yet has been abl e to me.tch t he likeable L, ndy in pro duction of f ast times. 
Six t i mes he srw.she t he four :ninute barrier, tha t he f'oug:1t f'or t vro years. 
L ndy' s training has 3.11 the ear- marks of Cerutty's philosophy, "The present 
craze f or rigidly r unnin0 b.ps a t certain speeds , '.tith time tri::1l s, etc., II 
is admirable perhaps f or beg inners. But it b egi s to - all e ::1fter a 'linile, 
and I am quite sure i-:. is not neces s 3.ry onc e you h3.ve h3.d so "lte s e;1ior r~- ningll 
experi enc e . As :l.'l exa .. :1ple , I quote my :51.8 , 88C> 3.~ainst Spurrier . I had 
done no t i med trainin"' and 
lcouple of days before ( >men 
12 
what I could do." 
11. Ibid., p. 1~ 
ad had on l y one rQ"l o n cinders, and Q"lt il a 
I run a 1:51-4 tra il), I had no idea at all 
12. - oe Gani, "Landy On Tra ining, 11 Track & Fi el d News ( l-iay, 1956) p. 15. 
Durin,b the summer of 195.3-1954, La_l'ldy used to run 4l.Jo , 880 and ;5/4 1 s 
of ~ ile z.,sai nst the cloc .•• ri::;id schedule, and the result '·rs.s 0 .1 
improve ent i 12 months. ( Short l y later tho 1 he estab lished his 3:58.0 
vrorld mark.) 
During 1955 and 1956 he ra..11 ( 1) \vi thout watch, ( 2) in b3.re feet or 
rubber-soled shoe s , (3) Ahtay s on soft gras s, (4) Without mar k ed track or 
distance , (5) Always !<:eeps movin6 , and (6) Constantly varying speeds and 
1:2. 
di stances . 
11!-t' main session t akes about 1~ hour and consists of' ~p )roxim3.tely 
1 600 yard runs (67-75 second per quarter speed ) •·rith 300 y r ds in b eh re en, 
nd up to 20 per s e s sio . To increase the degree of severity, I increa se 
speed of slo \·f runni s b ebreen approxims.t e 6o0 1 s . To ru..'1 sli...,h7.ly higher 
l ev el, I rQl'l about 4oo y a r ds , and h ave a rest period of 200 y ~r d s jo0 
betHeen e c:'l (up to 20 of the se ), vrhil e s ometimes I devot e l :t ~1our to 
14 
st e ~ 5~ n inute . , ·r l .0 ... " -r ,n.~. e :?3.ce . _ o -L'?.:YS O .L res .. . 
As I have mentioned Percy Oerutty does not advoca te 3IJ.Y speci:f"ic 
training schedules for his pupils, he is a philosopher. Hard work, r epeated 
speed runs, and occasional long runs are inserted into t heir programs . The II 
follo '\oring pages contain the training of John Landy prior to his \·lOrld-record 
l2. 
mile of 3:58.0 in 1954. ~ 
_ _ D;;..;a~t:...::e;____..../ _ __ .. ____ _ · __ Traini_ng ____ _ 
26th April Jogging. 1 hr. 1 x 4l.Jo yards at 60 secon ds. 
27th 
23th 
30th 
lst May 
13. 
II 14. 
15· 
P· 75· 
II 
n 
n 
12 x 44o yards. Average 59 . 4 seconds . 
Left Melbourne . 
Arrived Sin 6 apore. 12 x )00 yds . 
Beirut - Lon don 
Ibid., P• 15. 
I bid ., p . 15. 
-: e r2.,s e 37. 5 sec . 
Jim Pet e. s , ":.Joder ..fiddle and Lo. g Distance Ru::r.'li:10 , n London, 1957, 
15 
--
2nd May 
)rd II 
4th II 
5t.l II 
6th II 
7th II 
8t h 11 
II 
lOti1 II 
l l til 11 
, ':J+, 
_ _ v ...... 
II 
13th II 
14th II 
15th II 
16t 11 
17th II 
18th II 
19th 11 
20th II 
21st II 
22:nd II 
2)rd n 
= 
London. 2 miles jog and stride . ArriY ed Sto~ 'c1o lm . 
Tur:ru - 3 - 4 mil es jo~. Track sui-:.. 
a.~. 4 miles j og and stride. 4 x 440 at 61 sec. 
P· . 2 ~iles jo6• 8 x 44o at 59.1 sec. 
Bad cold no training. 
a. m. 1~ mi. jog . p. • 8 :>: 440 at 57.6 seconds . 
a . m. 4 miles jo:.; and stride . 
-o . ;:t. 2 mi!.c s stride. 10 :1L1s . 05 so~ . Stride- j og-otride 4 x 44o yds. at 57-58 seconds . 
11 laps jo..., , 1) l aps jos Hi th 2 build-UlJS each . 
J ~1.our jo:; i 10 x 44o yds . at 57. 6 '3.Yer ,xe. 
a.m. } hour jog and stride . 
p . 11 . 1·~- miles , '3 1 "'JS ( st r ide- sr>ee:l.-st::dde ), 12 x 100 
yards sprint s . 
'3.. :'1. 
P• ;:t , 
3 l ~? S jo~, 3 x 44o yds. at 53.~ 
6 ~~ 44') Tls. -:. 57. 2 sec'Jn f> . 
' setJo.:.1 '19. 
a.m. 6 laps jog, 10 x 100 meters ~~ d one 220 in 23. 3 
p.m. also 11 laps (fast-jog-fast-stri de). 
Jo ;ging 6 x )CO yards at 41.7 sec . 5 x 44o at 57·9· 
12 laps jog, 6 x 100 yards fast. 
10 laps jog , 10 X 44o yards at 57 . 6 Sevonds. 
15 laps and about 16 build-ups lus one )00 ~eters in 
)6.8 sec. and 1600 mete rs i 4 : 20 . 
lO lap s j o3; pl us ll X 400 meters t ol SO C, ·Ti t:1 the 
last 110 yds. al l out. 
8 l aps jo:::; , 800 :,eters in 1:)1. 4 (55 ·5-.55 ·9 !3 laps jog. 
8 laps jog , 12 x 44o yds . at 58 . 6 sec . 
3 lo.ps j o:.; r·ncl build-u;_Js; 2 :: )00 dc.rs . 35 . 0 [1.;1 d )6.0 
.3 laps j o::; , 11 ~: l.Joo mtrs. at 6o .4 ( 2JO . !1 . '::l ~h;een) . 
20 laps j ogs , 1200 ete rs i n 3 in . 00 . 5 sec . 
16 
24t~1 :'by 
25th II 
26th II 
27t:l II 
28th II 
29th and 
31st Nay 
lst - 6th 
7th June 
• 
8th II 
9th II 
lOth II 
11th II 
13t h n 
14th II 
15th " 
16th II 
17th n 
18th II 
19th 
" 
20t'rl 
" 
~lst II 
22nd 11 
2)rd 11 
30th 
June 
Rest .,. bad foot . 
17 laps build-ups . l x 600 ~ . o 50~. ( sprint- jog-spr.) 
10 laps of buil -U:,:J s , 
_o x )JJ:..-1 . 2:rass 1 ~- s o:' 2 :J' il ~ --..tp s -, er :r_ ., _ _:J; 3 laps 
4oom. jog plus 14oom. 
20 l aps jog - ~~th last one 61 seconds. 
Rest . 
Time trial: 56 - l : 55 · 7 - 2:58 - lf:Ol . 6 . 
Rest. 
Fe'\·l sprints and jog . 
-~- hour i;am.-u. 59·5- 1:59 .0- 3:01.0- 4:01.6. 
Jogging for one hour . 
Jog and stride and fe,., 300 ' s in 42 seconds . 
One our war m-up : 1500 meters in 3:46.4 (59.6 - 1:59 
- 3:01.4) 
One hour of jog0 ing and striding. 
One hour of jogging nd striding. 
Rest . 
7 x 4oom. at 62 sec . plus 2000m. in 5 :12. 6 . 
Rest . 
Vlarm-up . 300m. in 37 seconds; 4oO:.a. . om 49.7 seconds. 
6 laps warm-u • 1200 . in 2:58 . 8 . 
Rest. 
1 hour warm-up 3 to 4 p .m. 
3/4 ' s s f ho r 'tlar..::1-up t 6 to 6:45 p.~ . 
l ::1Ee L1 3:5-3.0 :fe1·1 lforl:l. Record . 
.Kest. 
6 x 800 meters at 2:05 averat.;e ( 2 laps be-:. i·:een). 
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GOSTA HOLNER and SWEDISH FARTLEK 
The Swedish coach Gosta Holmer describes Fartlek as "A path to an 
1 
oasis in the wilderness of training." It is not a definite proposition. 
It is rather a philosophy of training. The athlete constantly builds up 
his strength, speed, and endurance, and never tears himself dovm. Fartlek 
is not necessarily the same for any two individuals, and may v1ell vary for 
2 
the same athlete from day to day. 
The birth of Fartlek system of training came about during the mid 
1930's when the Swedes found themselves being continually beaten in their 
favorite middle and long distance races by their fellow Scandinavians 
the Finns. At this point Gosta Holmer decided to try to create something 
new, something that suited the Swedish mind and also fitted the nature of 
2 
their country. He rejected the American opinion that the runner should 
have fixed distances to run during their daily training schedule; he realized 
the great importance of that, but wanted to give the boys a feeling of 
self-cr eating. He wanted them to understand themselves and then fix the 
training according to their own individuality. Speed and endurance are 
the marks a runner should follow in his training. Following these lines he 
made up a system, that he called, 11Fartlek 11 • Meaning in English, Play of 
4 
Speed, or Speed Play. 
11 The next problem was how to develop speed and endurance at the same 
time. So when starti~g to formulate his plan he had these three ideas 
in mind: Run faster, Run farther, but don't get tired. 
II l. Run faster. An athlete cannot run faster than full speed, but he 
I can run at full speed, or nearly full speed repeatedly. 
1. Fred \'/il t, "More About Fartl ek 11 , Track & Field News, May, 1949, p .11. 
- Ibid., P• 12. 
3· GC>sta Holmer, 11Fartlek 11 , Track & Field News, April, 1949, p. ,3. 
4. Gosta Holmer, "A Training Program 11 , Amateur Athlete, Dec. 1950, P• 1 • 
II 
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2. Rtm Farther . Runner sta:· s in uotion f'o1· a long c.rio c. o:::' J .... i:;::1C , 
; . Don't get tired. This can be accomplished by two meanss 
a . The workout is spread out over a long period of time. 
b. The athlete controls himself, slo~dng do'm before an oxygen 
2. 
debt is built up to the point of fat igue. 
Holmer ·in his search for a method consulted scientists. 11 tlhen talking 
about the method to use in coaching the runners engine, we must first take 
into consideration the progress that science has made. First, we have 
reserve power that we never quite use . In our daily lif~e we use about 20% 
of it, but in training we can use up to 60% mo r e without having to call 
upon the use of our will power . But , to use more of it, the influence of 
the wil l ' is essential. We can through the will use 10% more . The remaining 
10% you use only in the case of unexpected, sudden danger . To a certain 
degree this is connected 1-Jith the choice of intensity for the different 
runs . That is decisive for the efficiency of the training. This can be 
said s All running should not be done with the maximal power but only with 
such speed that the irritation waves are passed. A permanent increase adds 
considerably t o the runners reserve po.,.;er . That is to sa:y, after a long 
training work there follows an increase of the endurance, and after ~ quick 
6 
work there follo ws an increase of the quick power and so on." 
11After an intense training for a long time--many years--there is a 
I 
gain in power almost ten times greater than in the beginning." 
"We all know that if you train a detail only once, there is no 
5· Cordner Nelson, "Why Fartlek Is Successful", Track & Field News, 
June, 1949, P• 6. 
6. Gosta Holmer, 11Long Distance Running ", International Track & Field 
Digest , June, 1956, P• 87. 
7. Ibid . , P• 88. 
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positive result. More repetitions are needed. A shot putter must m~~e 
thro~r after throw, a jumper jump after jump, and a runner must make run 
after run. This repetition of practice has been called 11interval running 11 • 
To benefit at all the choice of distance must not be longer and the speed 
not higher than the athlete can repeat them several times. The repetitions 
8 
must be chosen in a manner to develop both speed and endurance." 
"\'lhen running short distances in sprinting tempo, the muscle gets 
used to working >'l'ithout oxygen and finally learns to suffer this condition 
of oxygen debt, a consequence of every short, quick work, without any 
greater difficulty. These repeated irritations will result in mu h 
shorter intervals necessary to regain strength, and you have not only 
9 
gained speed but better endurance." 
Realizing that this type of training might become too difficult if 
carried on for twelve months of the year Holmer seeked further scientific 
advice on a type of training that could be carried on during the long 
severe winters that prevail upon all of Sweden, the following conclusion 
was derived. 
"A long distance runner can run his distance with a speed that is 
equal to his oxygen supply. To increase the ability of the heart and lungs 
not only the processes follo~ring the training are important, but also those 
taking place during the run, meaning the collaboration between the breathin 
system and the internal organs. Only a longer run--a work going on for a 
longer time-- can affe~~ this, and that is po ssi bl e only if the work is not 
too quick. It is also necessary to proceed with utmost caution to the 
increase aiming at a perfection of the heart action. Finally the running 
becomes easier and the more even the tempo, the longer the time it can go o 
8 . Ibid. ~~ · 90. 
9· Ibid., P• 92. 
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You can also call this kind of endurance, "general stamina". It is the 
development of the runners organs that this type of training especially 
promotes, this type of training dominates the winter and early spring 
programs of the Swedish runners and is mixed with long walks in the forest 
Holmer found also that the leg muscles should be kept soft, pliable 
and springy. He explains it, "The antagonistic muscles offer a minimum 
of resistance. A muscle that is relaxed produces greater speed than a 
11 
tense muscle." In order to obtain the soft muscles he advocates that 
the running be done in the woods, golf course, or other springy surfaces 
rather than on a road, concrete, or hard track. If the athlete is living 
in a large city where it is difficult to get to aforeat or grassy area 
he should make a path on or around a sports field, and make the path 
12 
-soft by covering it with sawdust. 
10 
-
So with all t his information in mind Gosta Holmer set out to establi h 
a pattern f or the runners of Sweden to follow in order to regain their 
prestige as the number one distance running nation in the world. The 
following is the basic pattern he established, and which was the method 
followed by iV'orld record holders Gunder Haegg, Arne Anderson, and Lennard 
Strand during Sweden 1 s 1940 to 1952 reign as the numb e:.r one middle and 
long distance running nation in the world. 
The athlete should train from one to two hours each day, with this 
schedule as a guide. 
(l) Easy running from five to ten minutes. 
(2) Steady, hard speed f or ;/4's of mile to l i miles. 
(;) Rapid walking f or about five minutes. 
(4) Easy running, broken by wind--~prints of from fifty to sixty-
five yards and repeated until you feel a little tired. 
21 
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10. Holmer, op. cit., p. 9;. 
11. Wilt, op. cit., p. 12. 
12. Gosta Holmer, 11Fartlek 11 , Track & Field News, April, 1949, p. 6. 
n 
reality, these swift steps would be like the sudden speeding up of a runner 
during a race when he tries to fight off a challenger who is trying to pass 
him. The body lurches forward and three or four quick, sudden steps are II 
taken.) 
(6) Full speed uphill 175 to 200 yards. 
(7) Fast pace for one minute following this trial of strength described 
in (6). The above described work can be repeated until the end of the 
period o f the workout; but every athlete must remember that he must not 
feel tired but rather stimulated after the training. Always finish the 
training by running on the track from one to five laps, depending upon what 
distance the individual runs in competition. This work on the track would be 
considered pace work by Americans. II 
Running uphill should be done only twice a week, preferably on Mondays 
and Thursdays. An athlete l..rould be \dse in running uphill only once on 
!2 
Thursday and twice on Monday. 
Mid-season training is different, because of the strain of competition, 
recuperation periods folloldng strenuous races, rest periods immediately 11 
before an important race, etc. As Fred Wil~ points out in his article, "More 
14 
About Fartlek 11 some runners use little or nothing except Fartlek. But 
for those who liant to see a fairly typical program as recommended by Holmer 
for a mid-season period, here is a schedule illustrated earlier and now 
resembles the track interval training of Stampfl and others. 
MONDAY: Fartlek for forty-five minutes, then the first quarter of race 
1 repeated three or four times with easy running for five minutes between these I 
runs, followed by walking and easy running to complete two hours. 
1;. G. H. G. Dyson, "Training For The Distances Swedish Style 11 , 
Athletics Weekly, London, October, 950, pp. 14-16. 
14. Wilt, op. cit., p. 14. 
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II 
TUESDAY: Fartlek f or twenty minutes, then 880 yards on track two 
seconds per lap slower than race, and repeated again 1·Tithin an hour, easy 
running on grass or in woods between 880 1s. 
WEDNESDAY: Walk in woods for two hours. 
THURSDAY: Same as ~~nday, but run uphill two to nine times for 150 
yards each time during the Fartlek phase of training. 
FRIDAY: Same as Tuesday, but run four quarter miles instead of the 
two half miles, each lap one second slower than racing speed. 
SATURDAY: Rest. 
~y: Warm-up and run one mile. The first quarter and last one 
hundred yards at racing speed. The middle of the race two seconds per lap 
.!2 
slower than racing pace. 
Remember these schedules are not blueprints. Each athlete must use 
his head. The Swedes are extremely practical about fitting the schedules 
to the needs of the individual. For example Holmer says, "It is wrong 
to give a student at Yale the same work in training as a man 1d1o, in the 
16 
struggle of life has to walk ten miles. 11 
When Holmer's met hods were first brought to the eyes of the public as 
;.rith all new theories, some accepted his ideas other doubted. In time, 
however, t hey were to spread throughout Europe and from his basic ideas 
were to stem the many various branches of interval training that is found 
throughout the world today. l~ and most of the leading athletes of today 
include same form of Fartlek into their training scheme. From personal 
observation and interviews with leading runners in Europe today I have 
found these athletes employ Fartlek mainly during the winter months. The 
purpose being to maintain their condition and to daily build and hold speed 
and endurance until they are able to return to the track in the spring. II 
15. Cordner Nelson, "Swedish Distance 
News, Los Altos, Calif., Sept. 1949, • 9. 
16. Ibid., p. 10. 
Training Schedules•, Track & Fiel ~ 
ARY~S VALSTE COACH FINLAND OLYMPIC TEAM 
Beginning in 1912 and carrying up to the present Finland has held 
the lead among the nations of the world in the production of f irst class 
long distance runners. This small Scandinavian country has produced more 
Olympic Champions in the distance events than all others, to emphasi ze this 
the following list of Finland 's Olympic Champions (1500 meters to marathon) 
1 
is offered: 
1500 Meters (1,64o yds. 1ft.) 
1924 Paavo Nurmi 
1928 H. E, Larva 
),000 Meters Steeplechase 
1924 Willie Ritola 
1928 T. A. Loukola 
19)2 Volnari Iso-Hollo 
19;6 Volnari Iso-Hollo 
5,000 Meters ()mi. 188 yds.) 
1912 H. Ko1ehmai nen 
1924 Paavo Nurmi 
1928 Wil l ie Ritola 
19)2 Lauri Lehtinen 
19)6 Gunnar Hac kert 
Cross Country 
1912 H. Kolehmainen 
10,000 Meters (6 mi. )76 yd) 
1912 H. Kolehmainen 
1920 Paavo Nurmi 
1924 Willie Ritola 
1928 Paavo Nurmi 
19;6 Ilmari Salminen 
Marathon 
1920 H. Kol ehmainen 
1924 A. 0. Stenroos 
10,000 Meters Cross Country 
1920 Paavo Nurmi 
1924 Paavo Nurmi 
The peak of Finni sh supremacy came during the period f rom 1920 to 
19;6, then t he small country started to decline as a track p~werhouse. 
With the coming of their war with Russia and then their entrance into 
World War II athletics disappeared almost completely until 1945. There 
were a few exceptions however during this period of world turmoil, being a 
world record spree by T. Maki and V. Heino during the early 194o's. After 
the war Finland had trouble regaining its spot among the world leaders 
1. British Olympic Association, "Of ficial Report, Olympic Games 1952", 
London, 1952, P• 19. 
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and except for the success achieved by her marathoners she was not heard 
from on the international athletiC$ scene. 
Then on July 11th, 19;7 the sleeping Suoami* burst back into the 
limelight as an international leader again. 
SL~ce Paavo Nurmi's days (his 1500 meter record, ;:52.6, was set in 
2 
1924 - Finland had never tasted the world record for the "Metric Nile". 
In the· Olympic year of 1956, hol-rever, there had been seen some unmistakable 
signs of a Finnish revival at this classic distance, when three young men, 
Salonen, Vuorisalo, and Salsola (all Olavi by first name) had shown a 
number of marks in the range ;:42 - ;:45. On July 1st, 1957 the three had 
shqwed excellent early season disposition, bettering ;s45 in a sort of 
tactical race. On July 11th at 7 p.m. on the hyper-fast track at Turku, 
Finland a field of 14 men lined up for the start of an attempt on the 
world mark of ;s4o.6 held by !stan "Roza" Rozsavolgyi the Hungarian. 
Among the field of starters was Dan \'laern who four times in 1957 bettered 
2. 
four minutes for one mile, and the three Olavi 1s. 
A novice, Nordstrom, took the lead at the start, with Waern, Salonen, 
Salsola trailing. Vuorisalo had some trouble early but somehow managed to 
move up to the fifth early in the first lap. The first 4oo meters were 
negotiated in 56.8 (as opposed to Roza's blitz--start of the year before 
in 55· 7). Going into the second third of the race, Waern took over, 
followed by the Finns in the same order. The Swede went through the 
fractions of 1157 (Roza was 1:59.2 at the 800 meters) and 2.29.0 at 1,000 
meters. At the bell signaling the start of the last 4oo meter lap Waern 
was still in the lead followed by the Finns still in the same order. The 
time at 1200 meters was 2:58.4 (Roza 2:59-8). By then the hopes of a new 
======*--w_o=rld record had ris~onsiderably. So the men set out for the last 
II 
2. Cromwell, .Dean B., "Championship Technique In Track & Field", 
McGraw-Hill, N. Y. 1949, P• 98. 
;. Track & Field News, Los Altos, Calif•, August, 1957, pp.l-2. 
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~0 meters with an a~lowance of only 42 seconds or less. The strong Waern 
still led the parade around the last curve, but, when Salsola started his bi , 
the Swede was unable to offer tit for tat. Very soon, ~he three Clavi's 
stormed past him, Salonen, the late comer, was also the fastest finisher; 
he almost caught Salsola at the tape, while Vuorisalo wound up third, a 
yard back. After extensive talking in the judges circle, Salsola was 
declared the winner . The times were: ):4o. 2 for Salsola and Salonen, 
4 
and ):4o.) for Vuorisaio--all under Roza's record of ):4o.6! 
This sudden rebirth of \'Torld class runners is a direct result of 
planned road to regain for Finland some of her former prestige . The leader 
of this renaissance has been Armas Valste, head coach of the Finnish Olympic 
Team and the country's national coach. In Finland there is a national 
coachi ng scheme , 'i'Ther, 17,000 classified athletes are instructed in training 
2. 
from the central headquarters. 
In 1957 the A.A.U" (Amateur Athletic .Union) of the United States sent 
a team of its best potential distance runners under the tutelage of Mr . 
Douglas L. Raymond, (coach of track & field at Boston University} to 
Finland. The purpose of the trip was to study Finnish methods under Armas ·· 
Valste. From August 11th to September 17th, the group of six Americans 
were housed with the Finnish National Team. They trained daily under Valste 
and attended lectures and demonstrations given by the Finnish master. The 
author was fortunate to have competed under the guidance of Coach Raymond 
While an undergraduate ~~ Boston University (1951-1955) and to have been a 
close personal friend of one of the athletes, George G. King, for the past 
ten years. When approached for information I received a large amount both 
from a coaches and from an athlete's point of view. 
4. Track & 
5-. -~uglas 
Valste 11 , Boston 
uectures Del~vere rmas 
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Valste 1s methods are similar to the other leading coaches methods in 
that he applies the principles of interval running yo his program. It 
varies f rom conventional interval training in that he places more emphasis 
on rhythm running and thus his training is kno\'m as "Interval Rhythm 
6 
Training". 
According to Valste the principles for Interval Rhythm Training are 
very old and more or less propaganda. This opinion is also shared by 
Gosta Holmer l'lho says, "My opinion is that what we call interval running, 
l 
was part of the training of a Shrubb and a Nurmi. Nurmi made repeat runs 
8 
of 200 and 1500 meters, while Shrubb ran repeated two miles."- Valsti 
defines interval training as running at a short or long dist ance with a 
2. 
rest in between. 
Before giving an actual program to any of his athletes Valste 
believes the coach must consider many things about the person. His physical 
make-up, and type, the athlete's basic skill to do a certain task. The 
facilities for training, for regular t1ork, working all day as well as 
taking into consideration athletes who are carrying heavy academic loads. 
The general work of the individual, his intelligence, cleverness, etc., 
and the most important consideration--enthusiasm or interest in training. 
10 
The last factor Valste believes to be 75% of the battle to success. --
In assigning actual workout Valste has typical training sessions 
11 
that all athl etes follow. A few of these follow: -
6. Raymond, op. cit. 
7• Shrubb, was a famous one mile runner just after the turn of the 
century. 
8. Gosta Holmer, "Long Distance Running", International Track & Field 
Digest, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1957· p. 87. 
9. Raymond, op. cit. 
10. Raymond, op. cit. 
11. George King, personal interview January 17th, 1957• 
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Workouts used about three months before actual competition begins. 
T,ypical over-distance workout for a 5,000 meter runner. 
1. 45 minutes to one hour continuous running on cross country course. 
2. Three separate twenty minute runs at fair speed with a fifteen 
minute interval of jogging between each. 
Typical over-distance workout for a 1,500 meter runner. 
1. 20 to ~ minutes continuous running. 
2. Two separate runs of fifteen minutes at fair speed, with 
fifteen minute intervals of jogging between. 
). Three separate runs of ten minutes at fair speed, with seven 
to ten minutes of jogging bet\'reen each. 
In setting up a schedule for a ):45 (1500 meters) or 4:02 for one mile, 
12 
Valstm suggests the following: 
1st and 2rd Week 
~~nday: 2 x 10 ~nutes cross country with 10-15 minutes of jogging between 
each. 
Tuesday: A. M. Twenty-five minutes 
P.M. 12x~O meters in 42-42 
between each. 
of warm-up, calisthenics, and windsprinJ • 
seconds with three or four minutes 
Wednesday: A.M. Twenty-five minutes of warm-up, calisthenics, and windsprint • 
P. M. Four sets of five 200 meters sprints in 28 seconds. 
Thursday: Day of rest. 
Friday: A. M. Twenty-five minutes of warm-up, calisthenics, and ~dndsprints. 
P. M. lOx~O meters in 41 seconds each with three minutes rest 
hetween each. 
Saturday: Two runs of fifteen minutes at fair speed with fifteen minutes 
of Fartlek for recovery between each. 
Sunday: Two runs of 1200 meters in ):05-):06 with thirty minutes between 
each. If a time trial is preferable it should be done on this day. 
2nd and 4th Week 
Monday: Five runs over 1,000 meters in 2:52 each, with eight to ten minutes 
between each. 
12. Ibid. 
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Tuesdays A. M. Twenty-five minutes of \'farming-up, with calisthenics, and 
wind sprints. P. M. lOx~O in 41 sec. 
Wednesday' A. M. Twenty-five minutes of warming-up, with calisthenics, and 
windsprints. P. M. Thirty sprint's of between 75 and 100 meters 
at full speed. 
Thursday: Day of rest. 
Friday: A. !.oi. Twenty-fi.ve minutes of warming-up, with windsprints and 
calisthenics. P. M. Five sprints of )00 meters in ;9 seconds 
each, with four minutes between each. 
Saturday: Thirty minutes of continuous running. 
Sunday: Four runs of 6oo meters in ls32 to 1:33 each. 
This schedule should be set up from one month before to two weeks 
before competition. During the actual season when the athlete usually 
races either Saturday or Sunday use Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursd~ 
workouts and rest the day before competition. For all workouts the wan;-up 
!.2 
should take twenty-five to thirty minutes. 
The question has repeatedly been asked whether Finnish long dis.tance 
runners apply methods of training which differ from those followed elsewhere 
It seems reasonable to answer this question in the aff i rmative. The fact 
that Finland--a smal l nation--produces large numbers of outstanding 5,000, 
and 10,000 meters men, steeplechase and marat hon runners is due to the 
application of a combination of procedures \mich lead to a singularly 
effective state of adaption to the stress of long distance--including ski-
running• By contrast, no valid explanation has yet been given why the 
U. S., the leading track and field power in t he world; is so weak in the 
long distances. 
An interesting answer to questions of this nature was provided by 
Dr. Ernst Jokl, University of Kentucky, at the First International Track 
& Field Coaches Clinic, Berkeley, Calif. in June of 1956. 
13. Raymond, op. cit. 
"I have come to the conclusion that the traditional Sauna bath which 
all Finnish--and scarcely any Americans--runners use regularly, combined 
with the rigors of the long and cold winters to which the Finns are exposed 
on account of the geographical position of their country is a highly ~ 
significant adjunct to their athletic training.• I 
Jokl continued, "Physiologically, the points of least resistance whicH 
determine reaction~ to heat and cold, or physically 
cold environments, are of a "cybernetic" kind, i.e., 
efficiency in hot ot ~ 
they concern the body's 
steering mechanisms of heat production and of heat dissipation, and of the 
circulato~J control of blood pressure and blood distribution. Though 
primarily perfected through adjustment to temperature extremes, these 
mechanisms, once they are fully operative, add to the long distance 
runner's perfomance capacity." 
"The issue under discussion is not merely that of exercise tolerance 
in heat and cold, important though it is. ~fuat I wish to convey rather is 
that customary pattern of practicing for long distance running, even if it 
is modernized by the inclusion of interval training, fails to improve the 
l1eat regulation mechanism of the body. To do so additional measures must be 
adopted. The Sauna bath ~dth its dry and steam heat rooms as well as 
contrast exposure to ice water or snow must be used for several months, 
twice weekly, before its benefits become effective in terms of performance 
improvement which ~dll become evident irrespective of whether the athlete 
competes under moderate or under hot or cold weather conditions. At the 
same time, there is no doubt that the physiological adaptation of the body's 
temperature regulation mechanism will improve of considerable value for 
I physical activity performed in extreme climatic circumstances.• 
~~~====~==~--J~o~kl suggests, "That track and field clubs throughout the United States 
construct Sauna baths and that the experiences made in Finland be carefully 
and systematically applied in t eaching athletes in their use. I predict 
that the introduction in this country of the Sauna bath will lead to a 
significant performance improvement in long distance running." 
------- - ·-·-- -· ---
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Mihaly Igloi Hungary 
The summer of 1955 produced many outstanding performances in track 
and field, but the small Communist country of Hungary stole the show from 
all the major powers. The satellite shone brighter than all, three men 
Iharos, Rozsavolgyi and Tabori set eight world records within five months. 
How did they do it? The key seems to be a remarkable track and field 
coach named Mihaly Igloi, a stubby, little man of 49, who was appointed 
a "state trainer" in 1951 by the Communist regime in Hungary and as such 
became the coach of the Honved Army Club, 'I'Thich includes Iharos, Tabori 
l 
and Rozsavolgyi, all of whom Igloi developed into great runners. 
l , ooem. 
1,5QOm~ 
1 mile 
2,000m. 
),ooom. 
2 miles 
.? miles 
5,000m. 
6,ooom. 
l,OOOm. 
1 ,500m. 
1 mile* 
2,000m. 
),OOOm. 
2 miles 
.? miles 
5,000m. 
6,ooom. 
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THE HUNGARIAN WORLD RECORD ASSAULT 
World Records as of May 1st, 1955 
2:19.5 
) :41.8 
.3:58.0 
5:07.0 
7·58·8 
8:4o.4 
1):26.4 
19:51.2 
15.21.2 
Boysen 
Landy 
Landy 
Reiff 
Reiff 
Reiff 
Kuts 
Kuts 
(Relay) 
Norway 
Australia 
Australia 
Belgium 
Belgium 
Belgium 
Russia 
Russia 
Hungary 
World Records as of November 1st, 1955 
2:19.0 
):4o.8 
):53.0 
5:02.2 
7:55·6 
8:) ) .4 
1):14. 2 
1):4o.6 
15.14.8 
Rossavolgyi 
Iharos & Tabori 
Landy 
Rozsavolgyi 
Iharos 
Iharos 
Iharos 
Iharos 
(Relay) 
Hungary 
n 
Australia 
Hungary 
Hungary 
Hungary 
Hungary 
Hungary 
Hungary 
* On May 28 Tabori, Hungary, ran the mile in 3:59.0 
Igloi is a firm believer in intensive training. His training would be 
considered along the lines of the European system of interval running. The 
1. David Mayer, "Great Po'trer - In Track", Sports Illustrated, N. Y., r 
November 21, 1955· P• .37• 
2. Mayer, op. cit., p • .35· 
athlete runs a series of repetions interspersed with periods of walking 
or slow jogging between each. 
This regimen brings results, particularly when it is supervised by a 
stickler for conditioning like Igloi. "Hard work," is Igloi 1s explanation 
for Hungarian success. "Hard work at the daily training sessions. Everything 
depends on the athletes daily condition." 
2 
The Hungarian method varies from most interval training in that they 
run very fast, and with as little recovery period as possible. Olympic 
Champion Tom Courtney, visiting in Hungary in 1955, saw the three world 
record holders once in training do 15 times 4oo meters in 55 seconds each, 
4 
with only 200 meters of jogging between each. 
Courtney amazed at this amount of work approached Igloi an.d asked, 
"Do they do this much everyday?" This was the reply, "Yes, but, Mr. 
Courtney if I trained you, you would be able to do much more. Tom those 
three have no natural talent, you have!" Courtney, shook his head in 
amazement. "Too much to even think about, no thanks." 
Hard work is the essence in Hungary, not only in the Igloi camp, but 
throughout the entire country. Dr. Andras Csaplar, former Hungarian coach 
no ~>l in the U. S. states, "Hungary has many great distance men because of the 
2 
training system. The U. S. has a world of talent but no system. 0 II 
Sandor Iharos, who developed from a mediocre runner into a superb athlete 
under Igloi, finds time for 700 training sessions a year. the morning after 
breaking the world record for two miles in London he was up at 7 a.m., 
running in Hyde Park. The morning of his return to Hungary he left a call for 
4:15 a.m., to be sure to have time for an hour's training-before flight time .II §. 
;. Mayer, op. cit., P• ;7. 
4. Personal intervie'l"l with Tom Courtney, Paramont Hotel, N. Y. C. 
Sunday, Feb. 9th, 1958. 
5· r • • ~dras Csaplar, "Track Field News", Los Altos, Calif., May 
1957, page ;. 
6. Mayer, op. cit., p. ;6. 
The day after breaking the world record for 10,000 meters in the summer of 
1956 the German press carried this schedule of a daily training session 
used by Iharos in preparation for the record attempt: 
A. M. Training from 7 to 10 
P. M. Training from 5 to 6 
During the day he 1d complete the followings 
10 x 4oo meters averaging 57 seconds each. 
:; X 800 meters beh1een 1:56 and 1:58 
15 X 200 meters {no time given) 
1 x 1200 meters in 2:5i·O 
Iharos' development has been a long and slow process, not blessed 
with the great natural talent of teammate Rozsavo1gyi he has spent almost 
seven· years preparing for his present day results. 
Year Age Best l·iark For 1500m. 
1949 19 4:2;.6 
1950 20 4:06.8 
1951 21 ;:54.2 
1952 22 ;:49.4 
1955 2; ;:48.8 
1954 24 ;:42.4 
1955 25 ;:lJo .8 
There has been very little written about the training of the great 
Hungarians, possibly for a number of reasons. One, being an Iron Curtain 
country little other than results are released to the western press, and 
t\'IO, the rise of the I glio men has been so fast and sudden. However, there 
follows the training of the Hungarian world record holders Iharos, Tabori, II 
and Rozsavolgyi under their coach Ig1oi, t-vrice a day. Their -vreekly training 
8 
for the track in the spring: 
7. Track & Field News, Los Altos, Calif., August, 1955, p. 1. 
~====:..fr:=-::-__:8. _ Toni Nett, 11Der Lan streckenlauf 11 , Verlag Barthels & \'iernitz, 
Germany , 1956, pages 22-2;. 
Berlin 
I 
Mornings Afternoons 
1st Day: Free 6-7 miles of striding 
2nd Day : 200 meter runs 100 meter ru-_J.s 
3rd Day: 100 meter runs 2 X 1,000 meters 
4th Day: Free 10x4oo meters in 55 seconds 
5th Day: Light running 6-7 miles. Free 
6th Day: 5x800 meters in 1:55 Free 
7th Day: Day spent free from running 
On days when they run 100 1 s or 200 1 s they generally cover up to 4o 
of each di stance. The recovery period as mentioned earlier is kept short, 
and the speed (as indicated by 4oo and 800 meter times) is very fast. 
Not too much has been heard from the Famous Four of Hungary during 
the past two years. The revolution in the fall of 1956 prevented the 
heavily favored Hungarians from gathering expected r ewards in the f.ielbourne 
Olympics ( ~ 1st week in Dec. '56) and split the athletes from their coach. 
Iharos escaped to Belgium, Igloi and Tabori are now in the United States, 
and only Rozsavolgyi is left to represent Hungary in international 
competition. Their disappearance from the spotlight was almost as quick 
as their meteoric rise to fame during the spring of '55· 
WOLDEVAR GERSCHLER GERM!u"'T 
Only during the last few years has Waldemar Gerschler of Genuany become 
the most famous and successful track coach in the world. Yet one of his 
early pupils, Rudolf Harbig, the German half-miler, v1as a world sensation 
back in 19)9 . Indeed, the 800 meters world record of 1 min. 46.6 sees. that 
Harbig set up in Milan in July of that year, stood until 1956, (it was then 
broken by another Gerschler pupil, Roger Moens)--the last surviving world 
track mark of pre-war vintage. 
When Josef Barthel (Luxembourg), a 100-1 outsider even to the experts, 
won the 1952 Olypic 1,500 meters, he declared that he owed much of his 
1 
triumph to Gerschler. 
The athletic v1or1d pricked up its ears. Clearly Gerschler had bit on 
a new coaching method. Working hand-in-hand r1ith University professors, 
this quiet, modest man, possessed by his ideas, had found the truly 
scientific approach. 
Because many of his pupils, including Britain's Gordon Pirie (second 
place 1956 Olympic 5,000), Barthel of Luxembourg, Roger Noens of Belgium 
( World record holder 800 meters and ):58 miler) Tomas Baris from Spain, ~mnu 1 
Faria the Purtuguese star and other do not live in Germany, Gerschler coachJ 
mainly by correspondence. But from time to time they visit Freiburg 
University, >there Gerschler is in charge of physical education, for 
thorough checks of health and organic improvement, above all on their 
heart condition. 
Before the 1952 Olympic Games, the German team trained at Freiburg; 
before the European Championships of 1954, t he Germans were again training 
there. But the bulk of Gerschler 1 s practical coaching is done by letter. 
1. Personal Interview with Barthel in his home in Luxembourg, January 2 
1957. 
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It is as clear cut as that. 
At Freiburg there is a trio of men working together to produce 
champions, beside Gerschler there is: Hans Reindell, a professor medicine; 
Dr. Schildge, a psychologist. The three are men of research, trying to 
discover where the human limit lies and ,.,hat can be expected, in training 
and in performance, from the human body. Their development of sport 
along a scientific basis has helped greatly in transforming the physician 
2 
into a friend and counsellor of the athlete. 
Gerschler feels that from a health point of vie•,: , every man, \-loman, 
boy and girl needs sport--whether they are out for exercise or striving for 
rec<Drds. "Technical progress has made life easier for us, but perhaps we 
are paying too high a price for this comfort. ~e are in danger of leading 
an unnatural life, do not have to move as much as people in bygone years, 
we do not need such physical strength in our daily work. Only sport can 
help in making up for our deficiency in movement and in exercising our bodie • 11 
Medical supervision of the athlete is vital. Ill health can have bad 
consequences when linked with competitive sport, and it can exist before any 
deterioration in perforQance leads to the detection of its cause. Coach and 
physician together shoulder a great responsibility. They must never make II 
concessions to an athlete's ambition, lack of knowledge or desire for success. 
Modern training is methodical and has a sound basis, thanks to years 
of study and research. That is the findamental difference between the 
training of today and that of yesterday. In the old days there were many 
personal methods, mainly based on personal experience and intuition. The 
safe foundation was lacking and it is that which we think we have supplied now. 
2. Waldemar Gerschler, "The ¥Jan Behind Champions", Worla Sports, 
London, September, 1954, p. 28. 
;c..!._ \'/oldemar Gerschler n oo Tough? o, Nol" \'fo~~d Sports, London, 
February, 1958, p.44. 
4. Gerschler, op. cit., (September), p. Zf. 
4 
But not for one moment mus.t the trainer think he can apply the same 
I 
rigid training schedule to all his pupils. Nature does not set all athletes 
the same limits. For example, t he wo rk done by Gordon Pirie cannot be 
duplicated by many of his opponents. The basis of Pirie's training since 
1952 has been three hours on the track everyday, with 25 miles put behind 
him at each training session. He has run a mile three times at 4:11, 4:14, 
and 4:21 '1-rith a jog of eight minutes between each. .2 In June of 1954 the 
author trained with Pirie for one day, the day went as follows : One hour of 
running at about 6~ minutes per mile, this was considered a warm-up. 
Followed by six runs of ;/4 1s of a mile in under ;:20 {fastest being ;:11 
and slowest ; :18) with a mile of easy jogging bet'treen each. And to end the 
training session Pirie jogged for one hour on the grass i nfield . Pirie 
does this t ype of work everyday, seven days a week. 
The tremendous amount of training that Gerschler requires of his 
athletes has led many to say that he is too tough, and demands too much 
from his runners. Admittedly, he asks for a consi derable effort from his 
athletes. But he has never guessed the maximum effort of which an athlete 
is capable in training; he { Gerschler) t·rorks on scientif ic and medical 
evidence to find the limit of what may be demanded from the human body. 
Time after time his methods, based on Professor Reindell 1s research, have 
been proved justified. 
Gerschler 1s view is that the athlete's body can adapt itself to the 
stresses of more strenuous sporting performances by correct application of 
scientifically planned training. Too easy a program cannot stimulate the 
body sufficiently; his schedules are based on knowledge of what the body 
{and particularly the heart) can stand. The formula is: Dosed effort to 
6 
organic adaptation, which leads to bette~performances. 
lJ 5· Denzil Natchelor, Pirie--The Problem At hlete", World Sports, London 
ll october, 1955, p. 5· 
6. Gerschler, op. cit ·., (Feb. '58) p. 45. 
II 
A runner's body reacts to systematic training and adapts itself to 
greater capacity if applied correctly. We know, because of many tests that 
have been made, that, through sport, the heart can be enlarged. This- en-
largement is considerable; it can add capacity of ;DO cubic centimeters to 
the average heart of a_~ untrained man. It is vital f or t he increased and 
economic output of the heart so necessarJ for great performances. Gerschle~ 1 s 
studies of the circulation under varied conditions have shotm other 
characteristics >vhich make for greater athletic capabilities a lower pulse 
I 
rate, o!Bten lower blood pressure, and so on. II 
This adaptation of bodily functions through training , and the changes 
in the bodily organs, is called adaptability. It is the a im of Gerschler 1s 
training to achieve this adaptability of the body so t hat the organism can 
stand the increased demands which strenuous sporting perf ormances put on it. 
This adaptability of the athlete's body can only be achieved if the I 
correct individual demands (e. g . training schedule) are applied. Too easy 
a program cannot stimulate the body sufficiently; too heavy and too intense 
a schedule leads to disorders• 
Gerschler cautions, "Remember, athletics preparation is not just rigi 
adherence to pre-conceived training schedules. Sport is not a mathematical 
game; it is a form of human expression. You must be in lov e \'lith it if you 
want to achieve success--and I mean love from t he heart, not the brain. Love 
8 
of sport makes effort your fiancee."- ••• Formerly you could make sure of 
success i~ sport if you merely possessed talent. The standard then made it 1 
possible for a talented athlete to produce excellent performances after I 
training only twice or three times a \'leek. Today that is no longer enough. 
Today's f ormula for athletic success is talent plus daily training. 2 
7. Ger schl er ,- op. cit. , Sept. '54) p. 51. 
8. Gerschler, op. cit., (Feb. '58) p. 45. 
9• Der Spiegel, "F'irma Fur l'leltrekorde 11 Hamburg, Germany, 21 Nov., 
1956, p.44. 
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TRAINING: 
Competitive running finishes in September and from then until the end 
of the year the athlete runs for one hour daily over the country. This 
running is not merely for pleasure but is a definite type of "Fartlek 11 
which entails fairly hard work. During each training session the ·athlete 
runs fast accelerations regularly, the emphasis at this time is upon long, 
or over-distance runs. The accelerations are started at a slow, then move 
up in speed as distance increases to the point where over the final 200 
yards the athlete is running at a maximum speed. While training with Barthel 
I have seen these accelerations taken over as long a distance as lt miles. 
This training from September till January is considered "background" work 
for the severe speed running that follows in the spring. The idea is to ge 
enough long runs so that vrhen the athlete starts his track training he does II 
not need to be concerned with over-distance work and can concentrate on 
speed vrork. At this point Gerschl er 1 s athletes are concerned with getting 
in large amounts of mileage, and on weekends, when time allows increase the 
length of the runs to, two hours duration. All this work is done in the 
woods, forest, or golf course, and generally vdth heavy training shoes 
and two sweat suits on. 
After the athlete has acquired a sufficient background he starts 
training on the track. At first he is aiming f or quantity, and is not 
concerned vdth the quality of the runs, In other w ords, he runs ~ 
repetitions at specified distances in slow times. An example of this is 
25 times 440 yards in 75 seconds, as compared with a mid-season quality 
l·torkout of 7 times 56 seconds. Barthel explains this early season training 
as the base, a wide base, upon wh i ch the pyramid of training is built. As 
~~~~~~~the training progresses the time o 
the number of repititions is decreased, thus giving the training a pyramid 
resembl ance in structure. Naturally, to complete the entire pyramid envolv s 
a great deal of time. Gerschler, believes the stronger and wider the base 
(or background) the more work that can be done above it. 
After · a month or so of this quantitative running where little emphasis 
is placed upon time, and much on meeting the required amount of repetit~ens ll 
the athlete then begins his cycles. A cycle is a systematic means of 
adapting the body to stress imposed upon it by one day running at a specific 
then the next day running that same speed but 11 speed f or a short distance, 
only for a little bit fUrther distance and continuing to do so each day until 
he reaches almost racing distance. This is usually MComplished via the 
following steps: 
1st day of cycle. 22:> yards (ex: 20 times in .?5 sees.) 
2nd day of cycle. 4llo yards (ex: 15 times in 66-67 sees.) 
or day of cycle. 660 yards (ex: 10 times in 1: .?9-1 :liO) 
4th day of cycle. 880 yards (ex: 5 times in 2:15-2:16) 
' 5th day of cycle.lloo yards (ex: 4 times in 2:50-2:51) 
Upon the completion of a cycle the athlete is then ready to start a 
fresh one at a slightly faster speed, in the example used above, the cycle 
was started with 22) 1 s in 5.? seconds therefore the next cycle \vould begin 
~dth 220 1 s in .?1 or .?2 seconds. As the times are increased it becomes more 
and more difficult to meet the previous cycles number of repetitions, and 
therefore the number is decreased slightly. 
This gradual change from the large amount of repiti~ions to fe\ver is 
called ~~ative to qualitative training--from quantity to quality and is 
the basis of Gerschler 1s scientific theory of gradual body stress adaptation 
method. As the fitness of the organism increases so does the amount of 
training at greater speeds it can absorb without any harmful effects. 
All workouts are preceeded by a wa~up o£ one hour easy jog~ang and 
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end with a wann down period of easy running. 
During the early spring for about h1o-three weeks before starting the 
training on speed work the athlete during his runs in the woods shorten his 
accelerations in l ength and increases the tempo. \Vhen ready for actual 
speed work on the track he ah1ays preceeds and ends the l«>rkout with 
sprinBing in an easy and relaxed manner on the grass infield. This 
sprinting is done mainly to accustom the body to running very fast in a 
relaxed manner • •• the athlete concentrates on moving the legs as fast and 
with a lightness of foot as possible, the upper body is carried very smoothly 
and as relaxed as humanly possible . If weather and ground conditions permit 
this running is done in bare feet. This gives an added feeling of lightness 
to the athlete, while at the same time acting as a stimulant to the feet 
and legs. 
Gerschler sees no benefit from time trials, as he feels they interrupt 
the regular training cycles, and deprive the athlete of much needed repet~-
tions • He feels more benefit is derived from running three times ;/4 1 s 
of a mile in 3:05, than in having a time trial of 2:58 for the same distance,. 
The i dea is always to train the athlete to be as strong over the last quarte 
or half of his race as possible, this he feels is accomplished by running 
repititions at a fairly fast pace. Also he feels it is not necessary to r 
all-out speed workouts in order to increase the man's speed, more is II 
accomplished by repeating three quarter effort sprints than a single all out 
sprint which leaves the athlete spent and exhausted. The athlete should 
train t o develop speed over the last quarter of his race, rather than merely 
the ability to sprint 100 yards in 10.2 or there-abouts. Most of the great 
milers of Europe continually out-sprint Americans who would beat them by 
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four and five yards in a flat sprint over 100 or 200 yds. 
Here is a very interesting table*showing the time it has taken the 
great milers to cover the 119 ~ards from 1500 meters to one mile. This 
vrill give the reader some indication of ho~r fast the runners of today 
cover the final 120 yards or so in their fast miles: 
1500m. Mile Last 119 ;y:ards Name Year 
,5:41.8 5:57·9 16.1 Landy 1954 
3:4_5.2 3:58.6 15.4 Landy 1956 
,7:4).2 3:58.6 15.4 Landy 1956 
,5:4_5.,? 3:58.6 15·3 Bailey 1956 
):4,?.1 ,? :58.7 15.6 Landy 1956 
,5:42.2 3: 58.8 16.6 Bannister 1954 
,5:4_5.8 3:59.0 15.2 Tabori 1955 
,5:4,7.0 5:59-0 16.0 Rozsavolgyi 1956 
3:44.6 3:59-0 14.4• Delany 1956 
,5:43.6 3:59.1 15·5 Landy 1956 
,5:44.3 3:59.1 14.8 Neilsen 1956 
,7:4_5.0 5:59.4 16.4 Bannister 1954 
3.44.4 5:59-4 15.0 Ibbottson 1956 
,5:41.9 5:59-6 17.7 Landy 1954 
3:43.2 3:59.8 16.6 Hel'lson 1956 
3:43.8 3-59-8 16.0 Chat away 1956 
,5:42.8 4:oo.6 17.8 Santee (USA) 1954 
,5:4;.6 4:00.7 17.1 Santee 1954 
,7:45·3 4:01.2 15-9 Santee 1955 
In the Olympic 1590 meter final of 1956, Delany's finish was most 
certainly the best in history. A few others have run as fast a last lap, 
but never in such a speedy race. The 6•~ 11 , 165 pound Irishman, after 
running laps of 6o.o, 61.4, and 61.0, toured the last 4oo meters in a 
fantastic 53.8! And he did it running around the pack on both turns. 
The last ;oo meters (330 yds.) a classic finishing measurement since it is 
from the 1200 meter mark to the tape, was ,?8.8; the final 200 meters vras 
covered in 25.6; and the last 100 meters (109 yds.) was 12.9. Ron Delany 
must be acknowledged the King of the Finish. For his 14.4 for the last 120 
yards of his Compton mile a1 ready is far and away the fastest \dndup to a 
* Table was taken from Leichtathletik of 5 January, 1957, p. 7. 
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fast mile race. 
K owing the finishing potential of other great runners Gerschler 
n 
s·tresses that his men concentrate on building up their finish. To be unable 
to finish fast in modern competition is certain defeat. 
The following pages contain a schedule set up for miler A. Otenhajmer 
of Yugoslavia by Gers~hler for the 1953 season. This athlete was one of 
Gerschler 1 s prize pupils during the early 1950 1 s. The author obtained 
this schedule from John Disley , Great Britain's silver medalist in the 
Steeplechase at Helsinki. Otenhajmer has been a house guest of Disley 1s 
for a few weeks of that year and t he pair had trained together daily during 
that period. 
As mentioned earlier, competitive running finishes in September and 
from then until the end of the year the athlete runs for one hour daily 
over the country. This running is not me rely for pleasure but is a 
definite type of Fartlek which entails fairly hard work. 
January an.d February: 
ReE~t.itions Distance Rest Time Total Distance Fast 
M. 4 11 . 4 !Ill.. 12 min. 5 miles 
T. 6 1 mi. 12 min. 6 miles 
ReEeti tions Distance Rest Time Total Distance Fast 
\'{ . 8 1100 yds. 12 mins. N 5 miles 
0 T 
T. 10 66o yds. 10 n A 3·3/4 miles 
T K 
F. 6 1100 yds. 10 n I E 3·3/4 miles 
MN 
s. 4 One mile 10 
" 
E 4 miles 
10. Bert Nelson, "Olympic Record Book. Rewritten 11 , Track & Field News , 
Los Altos, Calif., December, 1956, p. 8. 
I 
March and A;2ril : 
lre:Eet.i t ions Distance Rest Time Total Distance Fast 
M. 
' 
1¥ mi. 10 mins. """"6:"2:> ;. ;/4 miles 
T. 4 One mile lO 
" 
4:52 4 miles 
··; . 4 )/4 1 s mi. 10 
" 
;:;o ; miles 
T. 6 66o yds. 10 " 1:45 2~t miles 
F. 8 44o yds. 10 " 1:05 2 miles 
s. 10 ;;a yds. 10 " 45-47 sees. 2 miles 
May, June, July & August: 
Repet.iti:ons Distance Rest Time Total Distance Fast 
M. 4 1100 yds. 8 mins. ;:oo :?:~ miles 
T. 8 660 yds. 8 " l:4o ; miles 
w. 10 44o yds. 8 II :6o ~miles 
T. 12 )30 yds. 8 n 4,3-45 sees. 2i miles 
F. 1~ :g.ours run covering 8 - 10 miles. 
s. 10 44o yds. 8 
" 
6o-62 sees. 2~ miles 
ComEetition \~eek: (For Race on Saturday) 
\·1. 2 660 yds. in ;/4's effort. 
Th. 4 100 yds. in twelve seconds. 
F. One half hour's run. 
During the summer of 1952 the greatest miler in the world \'Tas 
unquestionably Josy Barthel, who remained unbeaten and annexed the Olympic 
title that season. The next few pages are reprints of the day by day train· g 
11 
of the Olympic Champion taken from the pages of his own training diary. 
11. During 1954 Barthel was a student at Harvard Graduate School, the 
author trained with him throughout that year. Nick Costes, M. A. B. U., 
1954, wrote a t hesis on Barthel and his training. This information was 
obtained from Costes 1 thesis and from Barthel's diary. 
The Month of July, 1952: 
1st. Track. Warm-up f or yo minutes, with 2 accelerations. Three repititions 
;r-1,200 meters. The fir st, ; :07.1 (62-2:06-61.1). The second, ;:12.; 
(64-2:10-62.;). The third, ;:12.1 (64-2:10-62.1). Total mileage: Bt· 
2nd. ~foods. T\'TO hours of light running with three repi t i tions of 1,000 
meters, 'l'rithout being times. Total miles: &~ . 
~· \'ioods. One hour and a half of light running, vdth two repetitions of 
600 metres without being timed. Miles : aJ4. 
4th. Woods. One hour and a half of light running, with five ace. !.files: 6-;i. 
5th. Rest. 
6th. Competition against Germany's Bl Team. I won the 1,500 meters ~n 
;:51 (59.5-2:06.1-;:10). Miles: 5· 'I'Tas at ease during the race, 
especially in the last ;oo meters. 
7th. \'loods. One hour and a half of light running . Uiles : 6t· 
8th. Track, Wa rm-up for ;o minutes, with two accelerations. One 6oo meters 
rim in 1:26 (57-29). Miles: 6!· I 
9th. Vloods. T-vro hours of running and walking,ldth eight repititions of ;oo 
meters, averaging about 47 seconds for each. Miles: 10. 
lOth. Track. Warm-up f or 25 minutes. Ten r ep!titions of ;oo met ers in the 
folloNing times: 4o.l, 42, 41.8, 41, 41,2. 42.2, 41 .9, 42, 42 , and 41,7. 
f.ii les: &~. 
11th. Woods . One hour and a quarter of light runni ng , 'l'dth moderate run of 
1, 200 meters. 
12th. Rest. 
lpth. Traveled to Trier, Germany. Competition over 800 meters. I won in 
1:52.8 (55-57-8). I also ran a leg on the 4 times 4oo meters relay in 51 
seconds. Miles: 4 . 
14th. Woods . One hour of jogging. Miles: ~. 
15th. Woods . The same as yesterday . Miles: ~· 
16th. Woods . One hour and a quarter of light runni ng , l-rith a run of 1,000 
meters at a fair p~ea inserted. }iiles: 6i· I left for Helsinki. I wn 
apprehensive. 
17th. Arrived at 4 P. M. in Helsinki. Woods. One hour of light running. 
Miles:5. 
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18th. Morning at 8 to 9 in the woods. One hour of light running. Afternooxr, 
I trained ~~th Luegg . (One b~the~three world record holders for 1,500 
meters) Dohro'tr, and Lamers. 600 meters in 1:25·3 (54·5-28 . 8 ). 800 meters 
in 1:58 (60.5-57.5). 6oo meters in 1:27 (59-28 ). Hiles:ll. The times t..,rere 
accomplished without se,vere ·effort. 
19th. Morning at 10. Busy running for 45 minutes. Afternoon. Track. Eig ~ 
repiti tions of ;oo meters in the follov1ing times: 41.7, 42, 41. 5, 41 ,9, 42, 
42, 41, and 4o. :f..iil es: ll. I feel quite good from this workout. 
20th. Morning at 10. Easy running for 45 minutes. Afternoon. Track. A 
fast pace for 1,200 meters in ):06.4 (59·5-2:0)-6).4). Yules: 10~ . I feel 
tired, but am at ease. 
21st. Morning at 11. ~sy running fo r 45 minutes. Afternoon. Track. A 
)CO meter sprint in 39·5· 800 meters in 2 :01.8 (61.5-60.3). And another 
?co meters in 4o.5. :f..iiles : 10~ . 
22nd. Morning at 8 . .i!iasy running for )0 minutes. Evening at 7. Easy 
TUn;ing for 4o minutes. Miles : &~. 
23rd. l4orning at 8 . Light running for )0 minutes. Miles: )i. 
24th. Morning at 8 . Very light running for ,?0 minutes. Afternoon at 5· 
The first trial heat for the 1,500 meters. Warm-up for 30 minutes. I won 
in 5:51.6 (59.-2:0)-5:08 ). Miles : 6-;t. Despite the \'rind, I was very much 
at ease, and just rolled along. 
25th . f· orning at 8. Light running for 15 minutes. Afternoon. The semi-
finals ~or the Olympic 1,500 meters. arm-up f or )0 minutes. I won in 3: 
(62~2:07-5:09). ~1iles: ~· I felt relaxed. 
h. 
. ' 
26th. Morning at 8. Light running for 15 minutes. Afternoon at 4. The 
final of the 1,500 meters. Warm-up f or )0 minutes. I won the Olympic 
1,500 meters title in 5:45.2 for a net..,r Olympic record, (58-2:01. 7-5:03. 3). 
I am inexplicably happy. And I am not tired at all. }files: 6i· 
27th. Woods. Light running for ;o minutes. Miles: ;.t. 
28th. Morning at 8 . ~loods. Easy running for 45 minutes. Afternoon. 
Jogging for 30 minutes. Miles: llt . 
29th. Travelled to Stockholm. · I compet ed in an exhibitiona1 post Olympic 
meet . I '\'Ton the 1,500 meters in 3:49.6 (6)-2:08-3:07.5). Miles: ~. Before 
the race I lias nervous, tired, but elated. The same night I departed for 
Amster dam by plane • 
.2Q!:£• From Amsterdam, to Brussels, then to Luxembourg . I arrived at 6 P. M , 
received a wonderful recept ion, but am tired from travelling. 
31st. I returned to t'lork in the laboratory. Evening. Track. Easy run..."ling 
for 45 minutes. Miles: 4-~ . 
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The Month of August, 1952· 
1st. Woods. Light running for 45 minutes. Miles: 6t· 
2nd. Rest. 
~· Competition . l won the 800 meters in 1:56.5 (57·5-59). Miles : ~· 
4th. Woods. Easy running for 30 minutes, then eight repititions for 250 
meters. Miles : ~~. I am still not recuperated from the excitment and 
receptions • 
5th. Woods. One hour of light running ~nth three accelerations. Miles: ~. 
6th. Travelled to Cologne, Germany. Compet ~tion over 1,000 meters.! won 
in2:24 (58-59-27). ~1iles : 5· I ran the last 100 meters very fast. 
7th. I returned home. oods. Light running for 45 minutes. Miles : 6t· 
8th. Track. ~bderate running for thirty minutes . Miles: ~· 
9th. Travelled to Berlin, Germany . 
lOth. Competition over 1,500 meters. I won in 5:45.6 (59-2:01.5-5:04). 
'Mi'les: 5· 
11th. Travelled to Zurick. 
-
12th. Competition over 1,500 meters. I \·ton in 3:51 (60~2:07.5-5:09.2). 
Miles : 4. 
~· Travelled to Brussels . Competition over 800 meters. I won in 1:52.6 
\55~5-57·1). Miles: 4. I am noticeably tired. I 
14th. I returned to Luxembourg. Track. One hour of easy running. !.files: 5f 
15th. Track. Easy running for 50 minutes, with two accelerations. Miles 5 
16th. Morning. Track. Light running for 50 minutes, with three accelerati<;~ns. 
Afternoon. Woods . Light running for forty minutes, ldth three repitition~ 
of 4oo meters, vdthout being timed. Miles: 9. 
17th. Track. One hour of running with three accelerations. l~les, 5· 
18th. Woods. ene hour of running with four accelerations. ~1iles : 7• 
19th. Track. Slow, easy running for 20 minutes. Miles: 2. I ran with 
Reiff. (Gaston Reiff was the world record holder for two miles in 8 :4o.4 
and for ),000 meters in 7:58.8). 
20th. Competition over 1,500 meters . I won in ):44.5 (57.8-2:01-5:02-5:44.5)· 
~ iles: 5 Despite the wind, I felt at ease. McMillen (the co-holder of the J 
=--=====If- Olympic record ~lith Barthel) was second. in ~:45. 2.- Beiff was third in 
5:45.2· Herman finished 4th in ):47.6. 
21st. Woods. Light running for 50 minutes. ~dles: 5· 
22nd. Woods. One hour and a quarter of light running with tl'TO acceleration • 
Miles : 7. 
22rd. Vlood..s. Light running for 20 minutes. Miles: 2. 
24th. Competition over 800 meters . I won in 1:54·7 (57-57·7). Miles: 4. 
25th. Woods. One hour of running with four accelerations . Six repititions 
of 200 meters sprints without being timed. l4iles: 6t. 
26th. Woods. One hour and 20 minutes of light running, with 2 accelerations. 
Six repititions of 200 meters without being timed. Miles : 12~- . 
27th. Track. Warm-up for ;o minutes , with three accelerations. Two 
repititions of 600 meters. The first, 1:24.5 (57-27.5). The second, 
1:27.6 (60-27.6). ¥dles: 6i· 
28th. \1oods . Light running for one hour and ten minutes, with three 
accelerations. ~ules: ~. My morale is low, and have no interest in 
running any further for the day. 
29th. Track. Light running for 45 minutes~ 1-dth three accelerations. 
Miles : 5· 
.22!:!:.. Travelled to Orefield, Germany. Easy running for 15 minutes • ~1iles:2. 
I 21st. Competition over 1,500 meters . I won in ;:49.6 (61.6-2:05-5:08). 
Miles : 5· I 'vtas quite at ease during the race. Hennan \'las second in ;:50.6. 
On the 4th of September Barthel ran his fastest 1,500 meters. 
4th. Competition over 1,500 meters. I won in ;:44.1 (56-5-1:56-5-2:59.;). 
The track was excellent, but the weather was very cold vmich affected my 
legs. The l ast ;oo meters rrere weakly run, f or I ,had no competition to 
push me on. Miles: 5· 
FRANZ STAMPFL 
I Franz Stampfl record of success in the training of athletes is 
without parallel. He was the training advisor to Roger Bannister when he 
became the first man to run the mile in under four minutes, and to Chris 
Chataway when he ran his epic 5,000 meters against Vladimir Kuts and 
knocked five seconds off the worl d 's best time. ~~y other world ranking 
athletes, including Chris Brasher (1956 Olympic Steeplechase Champion and 
record holder), Merv Lincoln (3:59.0) Aust ralian miler, Ian Boyd an Olympic 
1500 meter finalist, Brian Hewson and Olympic 1500 meter finalist and ):59 
miler, Fred D'l-zy-er f ormer American mile champ, Max Truex current American 
Champion and record holder at 5,000 meters. Every one of the British gold 
l 
medallists at the 1954 European Championshi ps was tra ine by him. 
Until recently official coach to the Oxford University Athletic Club, 
Achilles Club~ Belgrave Harriers, The Westminster Bank Athletic Club and 
John Fisher School. Was formerly coac~ to the Northern Ireland Amateur 
Athletic Association. Is now athletics coach to Melbourne University ~~d t e 
State of Victo ri a where he will be responsible for coaching the Australian I 
2 
Athletics team. 
Stampfl came to England from his native Austria in 1937· He became 
int erested in the problem of middle-di stance running aft er having trained 
and competed in the field events ( 215(1 in the javelin). ~1/hen Hitler went 
2 
into Austria, Stampfl remained in England and took up his coaching career. 1 
Before going into the actual running phase of preparation that Franz 
Stampfl directs his athletes to use, I would like to write briefly about I 
mental approach as he sees it. Prior to R. Bannister's first sub four-minu e 
1. Franz Stampfl, "Stampfl On Running 11 , p. 1. II 
2. Stamfl£L, op. cit., PP• )., '=-
). Toby ~1a.x'Vrell, "Franz Stampfl Coach 11 , Track & Field News, June, 1955~ 
P• 16. .II 
li 
mile not too much consideration was given to mental attitude in middle and 
long distance running. But vdth the advent of sub four-minute milers more 
and more emphasis has been f ocused on mental preparation, and as in interva] 
training, Stampfl has been one of the p~oneers. Psychological preparation 
for the big event is the secret on which Stampfl has built his remarkable II 
reputation. II n "It takes, he says, intelligence as >-rell as physical fitness 
to win races no,vadays. 11 ••• "The aim of the athletic coach should not merely 
be to help his pupil to achieve a set performance in his event, to throw 
a discus 150 1 or to run a mile in four minutes, ten seconds. It should also 
be to shov1 him how, through experiencing the stress imposed by his event, 
4 
he can master his personality." To further emphasize the way Stampfl 
applies psychological factors to his athletes is brought to light by the 
•~ay they frequently speak of him, says Roger Bannister, "The things a man 
learns for himself he never forgets, and he can adapt to many different 
situations. The things a man does by himself he does best. Franz Stampfl 1 s 
greatness as a coach rests on his adaptability and patience. He ;.ratches and 
waits for the moment when the athlete needs him. Rranz once told me of 
setting a group of young boys to the task of traversing ~ beam suspended 
above the floor. Some string along tdth their hands, some walk upright, 
some cra'l-rled, but none of them fell off. In each method there was some 
particular grace derived from the boys inventiveness. It woul d have been 
possible to show them how to cross the beam correctly. Some would have 
managed it easily, others would have stifled their natural inclination to 
do it differently, and might have come to grief." 
2 
I 
In an article appearing in Sports Illustrated follotrlng his triumph 
over John Landy in the 11Eile of the Century" at Vancouver, B. C. in August 
~Stampfl, op. cit., inside cover of. 
5· Paul 0 1Neil, "Miracle Mile at Vancouver", Sports Illustrated, 
August 16, 1954, PP• 20-24. 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Li brar y 
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of 1954 Bannister describes the coaches duty thusly, "I think it is the 
duty of the coach to encourage resources and initiative in each of us. We 
do not want to become identical human beings, the servant of a new totali-
tarianism. \~e seek individual freedom in a world that of necessity imposes 
more and more restrictions. The 1 ess we can find freedom in our work the 
6 
more we shall need to find freedom in the games we play." 
Chris Chat away, two time Olympian~ :and former holder of the world 
record at 5,000 meters describes his coach, "For F~anz Stampfl athletics 
presents an exciting challenge--a different and a personal challenge to 
each individual, no matter what may be his initial capacilities. It is 
52 
something to be taken in a spirit of adventure; but also for quick thinking 
intelligent planning, and the courage to risk more than any of t he oppositi ln." I 
For the actual : running phase of t~aining Stampfl feels, "It is 
impossible to lay down hard and fast rules, one can only suggest skeleton 
schedules capable of wide modification on which suitable programs may be 
based. ~1oever the athlete and whatever his temperament, the only effective 
trai ning schedule is that which concentrates on a gradual build-up in the 
amount and the intensity of training. Most athletes suffer from too little 
training. Too much training is a rare disease <v.nich may result in 
8 
magnificient physical fitness marred by mental staleness." \'lhen Stampfl 
suggests a training schedule he does not expect the athlete to adhere to it 
right to letter perfection, he tries to develop in his men an attitude of 
exploration, because as he says, "Our knowledge of training is still 
II 
element~ry and a great deal of experiment ing must continue for yours to come. 
Mostly the experiments tdll be made by men of set purpose--pioneers who , 
dissatisfied by established practice will strike out for t hemselves in 
6. 0 1 Teil, op. cit. , p. 25·-
7. Stampfl, op. cit., Preface . 
8 . Stampfl, op. cit., P• 38/ 
search of some new formula to clip fractions of time from existing records. r 
In essence, Stampfl is working with the problem of distribution and 
absorbtion of lactic acid in the muscle. He conceives the building of 
muslce stamina as strain and rest, over and over again, rather than a few 
all-out efforts each day. Reduced to its bare essential a race is a 
contest of speed run between two given points. The ability to run fast 
is therefore a prime r equirement, but a proportionate mea sure of stamina is 
equally necessary because however fast a runner may be over part of the 
distance, he will never win if he has not the physical endurance t o complete 
the course. Thus speed and stamina are so closely rel ated as to be inter- 11 
10 
de pendent. Speed over the whole distance--or enduran ce is i mportant, the 
only limiting fa ctor is speed of muscle contr.action. Efficiency and endur ce 
11 
can easily be improved through training. Stampfl does not advocate any 
practice at a pace faster t han that actually used in the race. In holding 
this Stampfl does not negl ect speed, but is attacking it from a different 
angle. One talks of the float in a 220 yard dash because even the best 
sprinters cannot go all out over the entire distance without tying up. The 
limitation is not wind, or other exteri or powers such as gravity , air resist-
ance, the friction and the reaction of t he earth, but the f ormation of l acti 
I 
acid in the muscle at the rate which is faster than i t can be carried away, 
causing a restriction in its action. Stampfl 1s slow repitition method trains 
the muscle to continue to work under an acid load and encourage the growth 
of capillaries to take it off. Many coaches fear that if t heir athletes 
don 1t run faster in practice than t he pace t hey will use in their r ace they 
will be unable to run efficiently at t he r ace pace. Medical men like 
Bannister and Jack Lovelock (19)6 Olympic 1500 meter Champion) both of 
9· Stampfl, op. cit., P• 4o. 
10. Maxwell, op. cit., p . 16. 
11. Gordon Dickson, "Interval Training ", lecture given by Fran z Stampfl 
at Canadian Exhibition, 1957· 
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'l'thom are Doctors graduated from Oxford disagree \'lith this "speed Nork is 
a necessity theory. 11 Lovelock \vrote, "It is a fallacy that slo'l'r \'tork 
necessarily makes one slow, for judiciously mixed with fast work, it increases 
12 1 
speed in addition to aiding in the buil ding-up processes ."-- And Bannister 
states, "The basis of modern training is interval training which builds up I 
12. 
speed and stamina simultaneously. 11 
To illustrate this Stampfl explains the training of Merv Lincoln. 
Lincoln ~ s best workouts were : 10 x 44o in 65 sec., 5 x 880 in 2:10, and 
5 x 5/4 1 s in 5:15, yet he ran 3:58 for a mile and improved his 880 from 
14 
1:57 to 1:51, and his 44o from 55.) to 55·5·-
A third factor after speed and stamina is muscular strength; the snap 
and po1·rer 1-Ti th which a runner drives fo rward at each stride comes from 
this source. The leg power has two main purposes (1) To prevent the runner 
from falling to the ground (2) To push the runner forward in the direction 
!2 
of the running . 
TRAINING: 
The pattern of all training is graduated according to severity. Thus 
easy cross-country run."ling which makes the least demand on the human frame 
comes first on the program. This is followed by Fartlek, a little more 
demanding but still not harsh; followed by interval running which is severe; 
following by repetition running, severer still; and finally, come time 
trials which make the sternest test of all. 
Easy cross-country running is the ideal gentle means of breaking one-
self into rigorous training. It is essential because it develops stamina 
and strength. The principle value of this training lies in the improved 
12. 
15. 
14. 
15. 
Coaches 
Achilles Club, "Track & Field", p. 85. 
Achilles Club , op. cit., p. 88. 
Dickson, op. cit. 
Gosta Holmer, "Long Distance Running " Clinic Notes, International 
Clinic, Los Angeles, Sept. 1956· 
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breathing which it induces and the development of muscular strength. 
Fartlek is the Swedish method of training based on running long 
distances at free untimed variations of pace, the literal meaning of Fartle 
being "speed play". It is more effective uhen the pace is varied frequently 
f rom short sharp sprints to long easy jog-trots, 1dth occasional fast 
quarter miles and sustained efforts over distances ranging from half a 
mile to a mile. Follo~nng a course of easy cross-country work, Fartlek 
provides ·a new basis on which to build more stamina and some speed. The 
value is twofold: (l) By its emphasis on pace variation it serves as an 
introduction to the more exacting interval running (2) Because it breeds a 
high standard of stamina and some increase in speed, also it offers a l'l'elcome 
change from track training throughout the competitive season to middle and 
long distance men. 
Interval · running is a method of training involving continuous running 
accurately measued ~~d timed distances, a fast run being followed by a slow 
one. Thus ten laps of 44o yards interval running in 60 seconds per fast 
lap call f or t\'lenty 44o yards laps altogether, each fast 60 second lap 
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being followed by a slow one. !he slow lap is called the recovery or inter al. 
Although 44o yds. is generally accepted as the basis distance in training , 
interval running may be practiced over any distance suited to the needs of 
the individual. What ever the pre-arranged distance the principle is al ways 
the same, a fast run follo wed by a slow run. The recovery run must always 
be long enough and slow enough for the athlete to recover normal breathing 
and to recover from fatigue. The recovery times is customarily t wo and a 
half to three times as long as that of t he fast run, but with increased 
fitness this should decrease steadily. 
Durin&- the interval r.1uming phase of tr~ining the body must reeover 
from day to day and therefore no hang-over effects from the previous days 
training. Stampfl advises the use of the pulse as an indicator of recovery 
and also as a• !llleans of notiilg __ progress in fitness. Merv Lincoln, his lates 
protege to dip below four minutes in the mile states an example of how his 
pulse rate lowered as he reached peak performance level, "When I first 
reported to Stampfl I was r unning a 4:)7 mile and had a normal pulse rate o 
67 ••• After five months of Stampfl's training my pulse rate was down to 48 
16 
and my mile time had improved to 4:00.6" -
One ofthe main charms of interval running is its flexibility, since i 
can be adapted to the varying needs of all athletes at any stage of develop I 
ment. It induces speed and stamina which together produce pace, pace 
judgment and an all-round improvement in physical well-being. 
Repitition running comprises the running of a given distance in a 
given time, a specified number of times with a complete rest between each 
run. Repitition running is the most exhausting of the various training 
methods and continues to become more so as the runs approach the final 
racing distance. 
Time trials form the last stage of the runners' preparat ion for the 
race season. They give the final t uning and polish to the highly trained 
athlete. They are generally run over three-quarters of the racing distance 
and are al ,.;ays at racing speeds. 
A schedule which includes cross-country running , Fartlek, interval 
running, repetition running, and time trials is essential to the gradual 
build-up of a combination of speed and stamina. Speed and stamina are 
fundamentals and the goal of all training is to develop the stamina to 
sustain high speed. 
16. Dickson, op. cit., p. 16. 
As noted earlier Stampfl does not lay down hard and fast rules vthich 
the athlete follovts but he does se:y of training, 11There is one invariable 
rule that applies to every athlete, champion or novice: All training must 
be gradual in its increase in intensity and quantity." ••• "The enthusiast 
who embarks on a program of continuous hard work does himself more harm th 
good if he has not understoodthat the build-up in any projected training 
17 
schedule must be gradual. 11 -
TRAINING OF ROGER BANNISTER: 
At this point the author thinks it might be interesting to insert 
the training of Roger BruL~ister during his m1dergraduate days at Oxford and 
his post graduate training while a medical interne in London. I would like 
to point out that during his days at Oxford he used no form of interval 
training. But, after graduation he began on the interval system and the 
immediate result was that he shot t~ the top of world class milers. Now in 
the words of Dr. Banni st er here is his training: 
11}4y training in Oxford was very light, if not inadequate, at this 
point my system was to train four days a week, alternating daily a slow 
run of li miles with faster runs of either 880 (i mile) or )/4 1s of a mile 
the following de:y, and to run a fast time trial of )/4 1 s a few days 
18 
before the race." 
"Throughout the winter of 52-53 I stepped up the severity of my 
training, by using the interval method of running. In February and ~~rch I 
started track running, and would sometimes run as many as ten quarter each 
in about 6) seconds, and with an interval of t\'ro to three minutes beh1een 
each. 11 
11 In December of 1953 I started a ne~:r intensive course of training and 
17. 
18 . author in London, June 1954 during a 
personal interview. was in London for purpose of competing against 
Bannister in his first race after the initial four minute mile three >-leeks 
earlier. 
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ran several times a week a series of ten consecutive quarter miles, each i 
66 seconds. Through January and February I gradually speeded them up, 
keeping to an interval of two minutes between each. By April I could 
manage t hem in 61 seconds, and by the end of the month t he quarter miles 
had come do\m to 59 seconds. n 
nan April 28t h I attempted a time trial at Paddington (the name of th 
track where he trained daily while in London). I f elt that two minutes 
fifty-nine and nine tenths seconds for the 3/4 1s mile run in solo training 
meant I \'las capable of 3:59.9 in a one mile race. The result of t he time 
trial was 2:59.9! 1 And now I thought I was ready f or the assault of a 
19 
sub four minute mile. 11 On May 6th Bannister crashed the four minute 
barrier and gained track immortality by covering the 176o yard distance 
in 3:59. 4 ! 
Here are some of the highlights of Bannister's tr.aining in the three 
\'leeks prior to his record mile: 
April 12- Seven consecutive 880 1 s at an average of 2:06. 
April 14 
April 15 
April 22 -
April 24 
April 28 
- pril 30 
Three quarters in 3:02. 
Solo half mile in 1:5).0. 
Ten consecutive 44o 1s at average of 58·9 sec. 
Three quarters in 3:oo.o. 
Three quarters in 2:59·9· 
20 
Half mile solo in 1 :54.0. 
At this point a skeleton schedule for a one mile running training 
to run a mile in four minutes is offered. It is the same skeleton schedule 
Franz Stampfl gives to his pupils. The schedule which follows is based 
on the assumption that the track season begins in the middle of !~ and 
continues until the end of September. In o_r_de-r_ to cietermin a fixed 
19. Author, ibid. 
20. Boston Post, A.P. London, May 7th , 1954. 
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standard of performance the quantity and intensity of the training recom-
mended are based on the four minute mile, and assume that the athlete has 
retained much of his previous season's form and fitness by doing easy 
cross-country and Fartlek between the end of the season and the point at 
which the schedule begins. 
NOVEYJBER: 
Seven-day Schedule to be repeated each week of the month 
1st day s 20 minutes warming up. 
5 minutes rest. 
10 x 44o yards interval running, 70 seconds, 2i-3 minutes 
recovery lap. 
\~arming- do•.-m. 
2nd dey: 20 minutes warming up. 
5 minutes rest. 
5 miles easy run on track. 
Calisthenics. 
)rd day: 20 minutes warming up. 
5 minutes rest. 
10 x 44o yards interval running, 70 seconds, 2z\_3 minutes 
recovery lap. 
\·farming-down. 
4th dey : 20 minutes warming up. 
5 minutes rest. 
6 x 880 yards repitition running, 2:20.0, ten minutes rest 
rest between each. 
\'!arming-down. 
5th day: 20 minutes warming up. 
5 minutes rest 
6th day: 
7th day: 
Indoor training - calisthenics. 
6 - 8 miles Fartlek over country. 
he st. 
Seven-day Schedule to be repeated each week of the month 
1st day: 20 minutes \'farming up. 
5 minutes rest • 
10 x 44o yards interva~ running, 68 seconds, and ~2 to ) 
minutes recovery lap. 
Warming-down. 
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2nd day: 2) minutes \iarming up. 
5 minutes rest, 
6 x 880 yards repitition running, 2:16.0, ten minutes rest 
between eaeh. 
Wa rming-down. 
)rd day: 2) minutes warming up. 
5 minutes rest. 
10 x 4l!o yards interval running, 68 seconds, and 2t to ; 
minutes recovery lap. 
Warming do\'lllo 
4th day: 20 minutes warming-up. 
5 minutes rest. 
4 x ;/4 mile repitition running, ;:;5.0, ten minutes rest 
bet\.;een each. 
1t/arming-down. 
5th day: Indoor training - ·ca listhenics. 
6th day: 8 - 10 miles Fartlek ~ve r country. 
7th day: Rest. 
JANUAF.Y: 
Seven-day Schedule to be repeated each week of the month 
1st day: 2) minutes \'IS.rming-up. 
5 minutes rest. 
10 x 44o yards interval running, 66 seconds, and ~ to ; 
minutes recovery lap. 
Warming-down. 
2nd day: 20 minutes warming-up. 
5 minutes rest. 
15 x 100 yards fast sprinting. 
Warming-down. 
)rd day: 20 minutes warming-up . 
5 minutes rest. 
6 x 880 yards repetition running, 2:12.0, ten minutes rest 
between each. 
Warming-down. 
4th day: 20 minutes warming-up . 
5 minutes rest. 
4 x ;/4's of mile repetition running, ;:;o.o. ten minutes 
rest bet\'leen each. 
Warming-do \-m . 
5th day: Indoor training - : ~alisthenics. 
6o 
6th day: 8 - 10 miles Fartlek over country. 
7th ciay : rlest. 
FEBRUARY : 
Seven-day Schedule to be repeated each week of the month 
lst day: 20 minutes warming-up. 
5 minutes rest. 
10 x 44- yards interval running , 64 seconds, and ~ to ~ 
minute recovery lap. 
\'farming-down . 
2nd day: 20 minutes \'/arming-up. 
5 minutes rest. 
10 x 150 yards repitition sprint, 18 seconds, and 2 - ; 
minutes rest bet,.,een each. 
Warming-dol'm. 
~rd day: 20 minutes warming-up. 
5 minutes rest. 
6 x 880 yards repetition running, 2:10.0, ten minutes rest 
rest between each. 
4th de~r: 20 minutes vtarming-up. 
5 minutes rest. 
4 x ~/4 1 s of mile repetition running, ;:25.0, ten minutes 
rest between each. 
Warming down. 
5th day : 20 minutes warming- up. 
5 minutes rest. 
Indoor training - cal isthenics. 
6th day : Fartlek 5 - 6 miles over country. 
7th days est. 
?-1ARCH: 
Seven-day Schedule to be repeated each week of the month 
1st day: 20 minutes warming-up . 
5 minutes rest. 
10 x 44o yards interval running, 62 seconds, and ~ - ~ 
minutes recovery lap. 
\'larming- down. 
2nd day: 20 minutes warming-up. 
5 minutes rest. 
6 x 880 repetition running, 2:08, ten minutes rest between each. 
~~~======~==========~~Warming-dovm. 
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5rd day: 20 minutes \·rarming-up. 
5 minutes rest. 
10 x 44o yards interval running, 62 seconds, and ~~ - ; 
minutes recovery lap. 
\llarming-do\m. 
4th day: 20 minutes warming-up. 
5 minutes rest. 
4 x ;/4 1 s of mile repetition running, ;:20.0, fifteen minutes 
rest between each. 
itlarming-doim. 
5th day: Indoor training c.al i sthenic s. 
6th days 5 - 8 miles Fartlek over country. 
7th day: Rest. 
APRIL: 
Seven-day schedule to be repeated each week of the month 
lst day: 20 minutes warming-up. 
5 minutes rest. 
10 x 44o yards interval running, 60 - 61 seconds, and ~ - ; 
minutes recovery lap. 
\'/arming-down. 
2nd day: 20 minutes warming-up. 
5 minutes rest. 
5 x 880 yards repetition running , 2:06.0 ten minutes rest 
bet\'reen each. 
Warming-do'l\'!1. 
;rd day: 20 minutes warming-up. 
5 minutes rest. 
10 x 44o yards interval running, 60-61 seconds, with ~} - 5 
minutes recovery lap. 
Wanning-down . 
4th day: 20 minutes warming-up . 
5 minutes rest. 
; x ;/4 1s mile repetition running, ;:15.0, ·.vith f ifteen 
minutes rest bet;-teen each . 
vi arming- d ;-;on. 
5th day: 20 minutes warming-up. 
5 minutes rest. 
10 x 440 yard interval running, 60 - 61 seconds , with ~- ; 
minutes recovery lap. 
Wa 11ning- do \'1!1 • 
.-~~~==9F==---6t_h day: 4- 5 miles Fartlek over flat country. 
7th day : Rest. 
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HAY : 
FIRST WEEK 
1st day: 20 minutes warming-up . 
5 minutes r est. 
10 x 41lo yards interval running , 60 seconds, with c~ - 3 
minutes recovery lap. 
\'/arming-down. 
2nd day: 20 minutes vlarming-up. 
5 mi nutes rest. 
5 x 880 ya rds repetition running, 2:Qlf.O, ten minutes rest 
bet1veen each. 
Warming down. 
3rd day: 20 minutes i'Tarming-up. 
5 minutes rest. 
10 x 44o yards interval running, 60 seconds, with ~ - ) 
minutes recovery lap. 
Warming- dovm. 
4th day: 20 minutes 'lrarming-up only. 
5th day; 20 minutes vrarming-up. 
5 minutes rest. 
10 x 44o interval running, 6o seconds, >vith 2§- - ) minutes 
I 
recovery lap. 
Warming-do•Nn. 
6th day: ) - 5 miles gentle Fartlek over flat country. 
7th day: Rest. 
SECOND \'lEEK 
MAY: 
1st day: 20 minutes warming-up. 
5 minute s rest. 
10 x 44o yards interval running, 6o seconds, with ~ - ) 
minutes recovery lap. 
i'larming-do\om. 
2nd day : 20 minutes warming-up. 
5 minutes rest. 
10 x 44o y ards interval running , 60 seconds, with c} - ) 
minutes r e covery lap. 
Warming-down. 
3r d day: 20 minutes warming-up only . 
4th day: 20 minutes warming-up. 
5 minutes rest. 
)/4 1 s of mile time trial. Aim at 3 minutes 
Warming-down. 
5th day: 30 minutes \tarming-up only. 
6th day: 3 - 5 miles gentle Fartlek over flat country. 
7th day: Rest. 
TRAINI NG BEI'WEEN \'IEEKLY RACES: 
1st day: 30 minutes slow running over flat grass country. 
2nd day: 20 minutes warming-up. 
5 minutes rest. 
10 x 44o yards interval running, 65 seconds, with ~ - 3 
minutes r ecovery lap. 
Warming-do~m. 
3rd day: 20 minutes '.Yarming-up. 
5 minutes rest. 
II 
10 x 4l.jo yards interval running, 62 seconds, -vri. th ~~ - 3 minut s 
recovery lap. 
Warming-down. 
4th day: 20 minutes warming-up. 
5 minutes rest. 
4 x 880 yards repetition running, 2:06.0, ten minutes rest 
between each. 
Warming-down. 
5th day: 30 minutes easy running , either on track or over country. 
6th day: Rest. 
7th day: RACE 
PREPARATION FOR A MAJOR RACE • 10 DAYS: 
1st day: 20 minutes ,..,.arming-up. 
5 minutes rest. 
6 x 880 yards repetition running, 2:00.0, ten minutes rest 
between each. 
\~arming-down. 
2nd day: 20 minutes warming-up. 
5 minutes rest. 
10 x 44o yards interval running , 6o seconds, or slightly below, 
vli th ~ - 3 minutes recovery lap. 
l't'arm-do'l'm. 
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) rd day: 2J minutes ~rarming-up. 
5 minutes rest. 
3/4 1 s mile time trial in ;:oo.o. 
i'la rming-down. 
4th day: 20 minutes warming-up. 
5 minutes rest. 
10 x 44o yards interval running , 6o seconds or slightly below, 
'vrith 2-~ - 3 minutes recovery lap. 
\'/arming-down. 
5th day: 20 minutes warming-up. 
5 minutes rest. 
~mile time trial in 1:54.0 or better. 
Warm-down. 
6th day: 20 minutes warming-up. 
5 minut ea rest. 
3/4's mile time trial in ;:oo.o. 
\'/ann-do\m. 
Three days compl ete rest. 
lOth day: Competition. 
These schedules 'vrere formulated by Franz Stampi'l and appear on pages 
111 to 118 in his book, "Franz Stampfl On Running . 11 
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THE FIRST THIRTY: UNDER 4 MI!\TUTES 
Athlete Countr-.r \fnere run Date Time 
Roger Bannister England Oxford, England 6.5-54 3:59.4 
John Landy Australia Turku, Finland ~1 6.54 3:58.0 
Roger Bannister England Vancouv~r, Canada 7.8.54 3:58.8 
John Landy Austalia Vancouver, Canada 7.8.54 3:59.6 
Laszlo Tabori Hungary London, England 28·5·55 3:59-0 
Chris Chataway England London, England 28.5-55 3:59-8 
Brian Hewson England London, England 28.5-55 3:59-8 
John Landy Australia 1-ielbourne,Australia 28 .1.56 3:58.6 
John Landy Australia Melbourne, Australia 7-4-56 3:58.6 
Jim Bailey Australia Los Angeles, U. s. 5·5·56 ):58.6 
John Landy Australia Los Angeles, U. s. 5·5·56 3:58-7 
on Delany Irel and Compton, Calif. 1.6.56 3=59-0 
Gunnar Nielsen Denmark Compton, Calif. 1.6.56 3:59-1 
John Landy Aust ralia Fresno, Cal if. 12.5-56 3:59.1 
Derek Ibbotson England London, England 6.8.56 3:59-4 
Istvan Rozsavolgyi Hungary Budapest, Hungary 26.8.56 3:59-0 
ervyn Lincoln Australia r-Iel bourne, Australia 23·3-57 3:59.0 
Don Bowden u. S. A. Stockton, Calif. 1.6.57 3:58.7 
Derek Ibbotson England Glasgo"Yr, Scotland 5·6·57 3:58-4 
Dan vla ern Sued en Stockholm, S'\>reden 19.7 ·57 3:59. 3 
Derek Ibbotson England London, England 19.7-57 3:57.2 
Ron Delany Ireland London, England 19.7 ·57 3:58.8 
Stan Jung\-tirth Czechoslovakia London, England 19-7-57 3:59.1 
Ken i'lood England London, England 19.7 ·57 3:59.3 
Derek Ibbotson England Naadendal, Finland 8.8 .57 3:58-7 
Clavi Vuorisalo Finland Naadendal, Finland 8.8.57 3:59-1 
Dan \;,laern Sweden Gothenburg, Sweden 26.8.57 3:59-6 
Dan Waern Sweden Mal mo, Sweden 4-9-57 3:58-5 
Roger Moens Belgium Malmo, S'i'reden 4.9. 57 3:58.9 
Dan Waern S\-teden 1<!a.lmo, S\"1eden 6.8.57 3:59·7 
Of the thirty runs under four minutes listed above 
26 came l'!hile the athletes performing were under the 
guidance or influence of the six coaches discussed in the 
previous chapters. 
EMIL UTOPEK 
No paper on modern interval training would be complete ~dthout a 
chapter on Emil Za~opek (Czechoslovakia) the greatest long distance runner 
in the history of t he track. If credit must go to one man f or doing the 
most to advance the theories of interval training it would surely go to 
the popular Czech. 
In the summer of 1938 Paavo Nurmi, the famous Finnish runner of the 
nineteen-twenties, astonished Scandinavian newspaper reporters in an 
in \'thich he made, what seemed then, almost preposterous prophecies 
regarding the eventual records which would be established for all standard 
distances between 800 and 10,000 meters. Today, standing World Aecords 
for these specific distances completel y verify the shrewd judgment of 
1 
this great Finnish authority. 
When Nurmi gave his interview the World Record for 10,000 meters was 
II 
held by Ilmari Salminen of Finland at ;o mins. 5.6 seconds. Nurmi expressed 
his opinion that to be of true class t his record 1'1'ould have to be reduced 
to the seemingly fabulous time of 29 mins. 20 sees. The fi rst steps toward 
this predicted figure was made by another Finnish runner, Taisto Maki, who 
in 1938 turned in ;o:2.0 and a year later achieved 29 mins. ~2.6 sees. This 
record stood for five years until August 25th, 1944, ~nen yet another Finn, I 
Viljo Heino amazed the world by running t he distance in 29 mins. 35 ·4 sees. 
an i mprovement of no less t han 17.2 seconds on ¥~i 1 s figures. Heino's 
neii r ecord certainly appeared to be the last \'lord for 10,000 meters of 
running and most athletic experts vrere ready to ackno\'lledge it as p ractical ~y 
the limit of human capab ilities. Imagine t heir utter astonishment t hen, 
v,rhen at Turku, Finlan d, on ugust 4th, 1950, the phenomenal Czech runner, 
l. J. BarlOl'l', 11 Enil :za_:t:0pek11 - The World's Greatest Track Athlete", 
The Athlete, London , June, 1952 , p.ll. 
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~il Za~opek , won a 10,000 meter race in the incredible time of 29 mins. 
2.6 seconds, 32.6 seconds faster than Heino's 1944 figure and more than 
17 seconds inside the time v1hi ch Nurmi had predicted \'loul d represent the 
peak of man's endurance for the distance. In l ater efforts Emil Za}opek 
was to lovrer the record many times, his best effort f inally coming with a 
2 
28 :52.2 clocking four years later. 
The mark of a great track athlete is not merely the ~umber of fast 
II 
solo runs he makes at various distances , but, his record against competitor 
of international caliber in meets of high standards. In this respect Emil 
Zalop ek is vathout dispute the greatest in history . In 1948 he won in new 
Olympic record time the gruelling 10,000 meter race and finished a close 
second (Al-though seco nd his time still bettered the previous Olympic 
record.) in the 5,000 meter run. In the European Championships of 1950 
he sho\'led his heels to the best on the continent in both the 5 ,000 and 
10,000 meter races. It is not uncommon to have a champion sprinter tlin two 
events in a meet, but to win races of ' three and six miles from the best in 
the world is a rarity . During the Olympic Games in Helsinki, Finland the 
phenomenal Moravian had his greatest hour . In the space of one week he 
succes sfully ent ered and won the three long distance races on t he Olympic 
program, the 5,000, the 10,000, and the marathon, and in each he smashed II 
the Olympic record! In 1954 the European Championships were held in Berne, 
Swit zerland and the aging unchecked Czech again prov ed his mastery over his, 
continemt neighbors with a victory in the 10,000 meter race. 2 
In the past ten years there have probably been more articles written 
on the training of t his master than on all of his competitors combined. 
The articles vary as to the amount and intensity of his training, but it is 
======41===-==-=2~._Barlovt, op. cit., • L). 
3· E. Ko zik, 11 ZaloP,ek The :t-1a.rathon Victor", Prague, Artia Co., 1954,p.l5· 
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ve~ apparent from immediate friends of his that much of it is exaggerated. 
Such stories that come out from behind the Iron Curtain such as this, "In 
preparation at Houstka, "rhere he has made most of his world records, 
Za opek is regularly putting in 22 miles between breakfast and lunch, 18 
4 
miles before tea, the first in the vloods, the second on the track. 11 
When asked directly if this was true Za~opek replied, "That type of work wo ld 
2 
kill the strongest horse, I train very hard but that is too much." 
The basic principle of his work lies in daily training-- in wind and 
rain, blizzard or heat wave, throughout the year without interruption. If 
his work necessitates his being in the country he runs in the forest, the 
field or streets. If he is staying in to'~ he trains on the track no 
matter 'mat time of year it is. In bad weather he wears his military hob-
nail boots, otherwise tennis shoes or sneakers, according to the condition 
6 
of the ground. 
His actual training is a combination of interval runs and runs at 
alternating speeds. The actual speed set and the number of intervals alter 
I 
according to the season, to the weather, to his form and to the lists of 
In winter the distances are run slo..,.;er, and the interval 
II 
I 
engagements, etc. 
are slightly graded do'Vm. As the season goes on, the speed is increasedJ 
in the intervals he gets his breath again while running at a fast jog . If 
he finds it necessary to work f or speed he includes more runs of 200 meters 
stretches at a faster pace. If he wants to emphasize endurance t hen he run 
more 4oo meters stretches. His program includes no warm-up, for Za;c~ek 
acknowledges no separate "limbering up''· The first runs a re t aken at some-
,.,hat easier, then gradually speeded up and then tapered off to'l>rard the end 
of the training period. He carries out no gymnastic exercises on the II 
4. A. Y.d. lne, ''Zatopek' s Gruellin r.r Training Schedule 11 Amateur Athlete, 
N. Y., November, 1950, p . 6. 
5· Nick Castes, Troy State Teacher's College, personal interview 
December, 1957 • 
6. t4ilne, op. cit., p. 7· 
principle--to him the run is everything. 
In order to get an authentic look into the training of this great 
athlete the author contacted Coach Nick Costes, of State Teachers College, 
Troy, Alabama. Castes was a member of the 1956 American Olympic Team and 
had become a good friend of Emil Zapopekts during their stay in Melbourne 
for the Games. During a three and a half hour conference between Za~opek 
and Castes the Czech wrote dovm on paper his program of training for t he 
past ten years. 'What better source could there possibly be than the own 
hand of the man moat responsible for the tremendous improvement in distance 
running since the end of World War II. The following is the way he vrrote 
of his training: 
In the year of 1945, most of my work was (1) 10 x 200 meter and 10 x XI 
100 meters, with 100 - 150 meters slow jogs between the sprints; (2) or 10 
100 meters, and 20 x 50 meters, with similar jogs; ()) or 6 x 4oo meters, 
and 10 x 200 meters, with 150 to 200 meters jog. 
I added two repetitions to the intervals throughout the year of 1946. 
As to the speed of the intervals, he would not hazard a guess but admitted 
that they were quite fast. 
In 1947 I ran (1) 5 x 100 - 150 meters (150 meter jogs), 20 x 4oo 
meters (again 150 meter jogs bet~-teen each) and 5 x 100 or 150 meters. The 
4oo meters were beb<een 67-77 seconds, while the initial and concluding 
sprints l-tere slightly faster than the average pace of the 4oo meters; ( 2) 
or 5 x 150 meters, 20 x 250 meters (150 meters jog between each) and 5 x 1~ 
I 
meters. I alternated these everyday. 
The bulk of my running in 1948 was 5 x 200 meters, 20 x 4oo meters, 
and 5 x 200 meters. 
7. 0. Zabrodsky, "More Of Zaj.,opek 1 s Training Methods Revealed 11 , 
Amateur Athlete, N. Y., October, 1954, p. 19. 
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Again in 1949 I maintained the same type of training, averaging abou 
18 ldlometers a day (about llt miles). On the 11th of June I set a world 
record over 10,000 meters in 29:28.2. But Heino, of Finland, the very 
next month did 29:27.0. I vlaited until October to step up the training 
to 5- 30- 5· During the last week before his attempt to break Heino's 
mark, he ran as follows: Monday, 50 minutes easy jogging. Tuesday, 10 x 200 
meters. viednesday, and Thursday, the same as Tuesday. Friday and Saturday 
rest. And on Sunday he did 29:21.6 f or a ne1'1 world record. II 
Throughout the years from 1950 to 1955, I increased the intervals to 
5 x 200, 1~ x 4oo, and 5 x 200, averaging more than 18 miles a day . As I 
neared an important race I would run the following in the last week: 
~~nday, 5 - 4o - 5 as fast as possible, Tuesday, 5 - 20 - 5 slowly, 
Wednesday, 5 - 20 - 5 fast, Thursday 5 - 10 - 5 slowly. Friday, 5 - 10 - 5 
fast, but carefully, Saturday easy jogging for 4 or 5 kilometers ~nth 4 fast 
I 
fifty meter sprints. And Sunday the race. 
Incited by the threat of foreign rLmners like the Englishman Pirie, 
the Hungarian, Sandor hares, and the Russian, Kuts, ~rho iiere threatening 
over 10,000 meters Za~op ek launched upon a steady diet of two workouts a 
day. Beginni ng in January of 1954 he ran 5 - 4o - 5 in the morning, after 
breakfast was \>Tell di gested and in the evening he completed 5 - 30 - 5· Th 
runs i"fere interlaced with 100 meters of jogging. In March he increased the 
intervals to 5 - 45 - 5· Finally in April and throughout 1~y he attained 
5 - 50 - 5! He averaged more than thirty a day. The times of the intervals 
were mostly slovt and quite irregular . Many were practically 111'falks 11 but 
others sprightly around 65 sec. The ultimate was to cover the distance 
first, then to try to run the intervals faster. But always a ,.,.eek before 
8 
the race he severly reduced the distance and s eeded up the nte~vals. 
8. Costes, op. cit. 
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Probably no other athlete in the world has ever run so many miles in 
practice. Nevertheless, the records show that Pirie, Kuts, and Iharos, to 
cite a few, have surpassed Zatopek 1 s best times over 5 and 10 kilometers 
with training programs which cover about half the distance of the Czech's. 
\'/hy is this? 
Zatopek was the first to admit it, "These runners have much more 
ability than I for they can train at higher speeds and still cover ten to 
fifteen miles a day. Pirie for example, training more like a middle-distan e 
runner, completed 20 x 4oo meters in an average of 6o seconds. Iharos, 
~~th his t wo teammates, Tabori and Rozsavolgyi , suc cessfully ran 15 x 4oo 
meter s in an average of 55 seconds. Kuts training remains obscure to the 
2. 
western sports world except Nhat was seen at Melbourne. 11 Castes 
personally has seen do 12 x 4oo meters, averaging 67-68 sees . with a 100 
meter fast jog between each. And according to his coach , he had , that day, 
completed t wo such \'Torkouts--and that Kuts vTas taking it easy l During a 
visit to the home of the 1952 Olympic 1500 meter champion, Josy Barthel in 
Luxembourg, he told the author he had seen Kuts run 10 x 4oo meters, 
averaging 61 sec. ;.;ith only 100 meters of fast jogging between each. 
Zatopek answers the question of the training methods of others, 
"There are certainly various t-rays to success, but training and more 
10 
training must be the basis of it all." 
9. Castes, op. cit. 
10. Kozik, op. cit., p. 213. 
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VLADIMIR KUTS OF RUSSIA 
Every four years during the Olympic games there comes to fore many 
superb athletes, each in his native land a champion. It is during the 
Olympic Games when champion duels champion that some achieve track .immortal y, 
the 1956 Games held in Melbourne were no exception. Of the twenty-one 
events conducted within the Helbourne Cricket Ground only t he 4oo, 4 x 4oo 
meter relay, and the broad jump records were untouched. The 100 meter mar 
went unbroken but was thrice tied. Two t·mrld marks, the javelin and the 
4 x .100 meter relay, were broken. And in many cases there were wholesale 
violations of the Games• record--a notable case being the 1500 1neter run 
l 
where all but two of the twelve finalists bettered the former standard. 
If, from a galaxy of heroes and cinder luminaries a lone star must be 
said to shine more brightly than the others, that honor most likely should 
go to Russia Is "Iron r·la.rine", Vladimir Kuts. The irrepressible distance ace 
devastated the greatest fields in his t ory, not only making a mockery of the 
Olympic records of the great Emil ~cpek of 1952 fame, but doing so with 
a personal domination that perhaps is unmatched in running annals. 
In the 10,000 meter event the twenty-nine year old, 155 lb., 5 ft. 7~ 11 
S~al in of the track excoriated the entire field of twenty-five st~rters. 
The first 5,000 meters of this race ~ms run in 14:06.8 which was one 
fifth of a second slower than the Olympic record of 14:06.6 for 5,000 
meters by Zapop ek in winning the final 5,000 meter race in Helsinki four 
2 
years earlier. Six days later Kuts returned to the track for the final 
of the 5,000 meter run. Again it was the same story with the "Master of 
Sport " jumping into t he lead and proceedin_g to nm all his competitors 
1 
1. Bert Nelson, "Olympic Games Record Book Is Rewritt en", Track & Field 
News , December, 1956, E• 1. 
r
- 2. Norris McWhirter, 11Kuts, Morrov1, and Cuthbert The Immprtals", 
Athletics World, December, 1956, p. 2. 
II 
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into the ground with a murderous pace. The final time of 15:;9.6 was 
27 seconds under the old Olympic record! 
For each of his great victories there were 100,000 spectators who 
cheered wildly f or the twenty-nine year old sailorfrom the Ukraine. Said 
Kuts after his 10,000 meter victory, "The public help ed to spur me on, they 
\<rere very kind and I appreciate the way they applauded me."· •• It is I 
wondered ho\·l many of them 100,000 odd spectators marveling at the remarkabl 
Russian ever gave thought to the amount of time and effort that went into 
2 
his victories. 
Few athletes have shown the qualities of perseverance and single-
mindedness in their approach to sport that can match those of Kuts. In an 
article appearing in a British Sport magazine his wife Raissa states, 
11 I cannot remember a single occasion when Vladimir has started his training 
even 10 or 15 minutes late. In all types of weather--rain, bitter cold or 
intense heat-- he trains regularly." Only a line or two in a magazine 
article but, perhaps a great indication of the man within the red running 
vest of the U.S.S.R. Said the Russian Olympic coach of Kuts victories at 
Melbourne, 111 believe that the stubbornness and self-sacrifice with which 
4 
he had prepared for Olympic victory were invincible. 11 
To best cover the year round training of Kuts the author has reduced 
his preparation to include one week of his training during the spring in 
detail, one week in mid-summer during the height of the European season, 
and one week during the late fall, or near the end of the season. 
SPRING 
Monday ••• In the park or woods ••• twenty-five minutes of warming up, 
including easy running, accelerations, and exercises. Six sprints of betwee 
1~ and 150 meters ••• One hour and fifteen minutes of continual running with 
ten fast runs of between 600 and 800 meters included---15 minutes of light 
easy- stretching running. __ 
). Nelson, op. cit., p. 12. 
4. Raissa Kuts, 11 Kuts 11 , \'iorld Sports l·age.zine, August, 1957, pp.6-8. 
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Tuesday ••• In the park or v10ods •• • Thirty minutes of warming up ••• 
eight sprints over 100 meters ••• Ten minutes of exercising ••• 20 x 200 meters 
in 28- 29 seconds each and 5 x 4oo meters in 68 seconds ••• Fifteen minutes 
of light easy stretching running . 
Wednesday •• • ln the park or woods •• • One and one half hours of continu 
running vdth ten fast runs of 1 1000 meters in 2:50 included. 
Thursday ••• One hour of easy running in the morning ••• hest there-
mainder of the day ••• This is considered a day of rest and recuperation. 
Friday ••• Either on track or in the \•loods whichever he chooses ... 
Thirty mi nutes of warming-up ••• Five all out sprints of between 120-150 
meters ••• Ten minutes of exercises ••• 5 x 200 meters in 28-29 seconds, 20 x 
4oo meters in 67-68 seconds, and 5 x 200 meters in 28-29 seconds ••• Fifteen 
minutes of light easy stretchin8 runnin6 ••. End-off with light gymnastics. 
Saturday ••• In the woods or park •• • One hour and fourty-five minutes o 
continual running with either twelve runs of 600 meters (1:;2-1:55) OR 
twelve runs of 800 meters in 2:08- 2:10 included ••• End-off with light 
gymnastics. 
'sunday ••• One hour of easy running in the \'ioods or park during the 
morning ••• the remainder of t h e day is spent resting and recuperating. 
SUMM:ER or MID-SEASON: 
Monday ••• Training takes place on a track ••• In, the morning forty 
minutes of easy ru.~ning and exercises • • • Afternoon, thirty-five minutes 
'olarm-up ••• Five sprints of 80 - 100 meters • • • 5 x 200 meters in 27 - 28 
seconds. Then 15 times 4oo meters, runs one to eleven in 64 - 65 seconds, 
t vTel ve to fourteen in 67 - 68 seconds, and the last one in 6; seconds ••• 
Fifteen minutes of light easy stretching running ••• End-off wit h light 
gymnastics. 
Tuesday • •• Training takes place in the r1oods ••• During the morning 
forty minutes of running. The remainder of t he day is free from running. 
Wednesday ••• Training takes place on the track ••• 1-iorning _forty-five 
minutes of running and gymnastics • •• Afternoon, 55 minutes of watm-up ••• 
Five sprints of 150 meters ••• Fi ve runs of 4oo meters in 61-64 seconds ••• 
Two runs of 1200 meters in 5:12-5:16 and three runs of 4oo meters in 65-66 
seconds ••• Ten minutes of light easy stretching running . 
Thursday ••• Training takes place in the woods. One and a half hours 
of continual running with accelerations ranging from 100 to 6oo meters 
repeated frequently. 
Friday ••• Training takes place in the woods in the morning and on 
the track during the afternoon ••• A.!-1. Thirty minutes of easy running and 
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exercising ••• P. M. T'-1enty-five minutes of warm-up ••• Three runs of 200 
meters, six runs of 100 meters. After each fast 100 meters a jog of 
=====::tr-=100 net er.s • •• repeat this sy:s_t.sma a set_s 0 ete:r:~- a£toer- ea:c et-=lt===-== 
of six a jog of 600 meters in 2:32- 2:35 is included ••• repeat for entire 
workout. Ten minutes of easy light stretching running. 
Saturday ••• One hour of easy running in the woods during the morning. 
Sunday ••• The morning vrorkout is taken in the woods the afternoon one 
on the track ••• A. M. Thirty minutes of easy running and exercising ••• P. M. 
Thirty-five minutes of warm-up ••• Five sprints of 150 meters ••• Three runs of 
1600 meters in 4:40--4:47, and six runs of 9Qo meters in 65- 67 seconds ••• 
Between these 4oo meter runs he jogs only 100 meters ••• Ten minutes of light 
easy running. 
FALL TRAINING or LATE SEASON: 
Monday ••• Forty minutes of easy running during the morning. 
Tuesdsr•••In the morning thirty-five minutes of easy running ••• In the 
afternoon thirty minutes of warming up ••• Five runs of between 120 and 150 
meters ••• 3 x 4oo meters in 61- 65 sec. with 100 meter jog between each ••• 
One run of 1600 meters in 4:2) • • • 800 meter jog ••• One run of 1200 meters in 
):2) ••• 600 meters jog ••• three runs of 4oo meters in 65 ~ o9 seconds with 
100 meter jog between each ••• Ten minutes of easy light stretching running. 
Wednesda~ ••• Fifty minutes of running in the Noods with ten runs of 
4oo meters in3 - 65 seconds and five runs of 200 meters in 28 - 29 seconds, 
the 4oo and 200 meter runs follow the initial run of fifty minutes ••• Ten 
minutes of light easy stretching nL~ing . 
Thursday ••• Training takes place on the track ••• Thirty minutes of 
,.,.arming up ••• Four runs of 200 meters ••• One run of 2000 meters (li miles) 
in 5:)) ••• 0ne run of 1200 meters in }sl8 ••• 6oo to 800 meter jog, -then 
another run of 1200 meters in 3:22 ••• Ten minutes of light easy stretching 
running ••• End-off with gymnastics. 
Friday ••• During the morning forty minutes of easy running. 
Saturday ••• During the evening thirty-five minutes of '·rarm-up.• 
Sunday ••• COV~ETITION . 
The preceding description of the training of Vladimir Kuts was taken 
from an article appearing in the German publication Leichtathletik on 
December 31st, 1957· The article l>Tas written by Toni Nett and titled 
"The Training of Vladimir Kuts. 11 
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STANISLAV JUNGWIRTH of CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
Much has been written about Emil Za~opek and his inspiration to 
athletes all over the ~rld--This chapter deals l<Tith one of the athletes 
whose development is directly attributed t o the great Zatopek . Stanislav 
Jungwirth had little interest athletics as he grew up in his native 
Czechoslovakia, then in 1948, national hero Zatopek won his first Olympic 
gold medal and sprung his country into the international spotlight. By 
virtue of his London Olympic victory Zatopek became the Sort Idol of the 
youth of his native country. Children all over the land flocked to see 
the great champion in races, artcles floated the sports pages telling of 
the Champion~s deeds, training, etc., novice athletes imitated his style 
of running. he name Zatopek became as well known throughout the youth 
of the nation as was Babe Ruth 1 s to the millions of Americans during his 
reign as Sultan Of Swat. 
Jung\.,rirth was among the maey youth that l-lere drawn into the sport 
of track by influence of the successful Zatopek. The road '·ras very difficu t 
for Stanislav, he worked hard and finally after six years of struggling he 
was rewarded in 1954 by gaining international acclaim as a top flight 
mile/1500 meter runner. Success continued and in 1957 he smashed to a 
nel-l world record in the 1500 meter run, the record of 3:,38.1 (equal to a 
3:56 time f or one mile) survived the assaults of the greatest milers and 
1500 meter men in history last summer. 
The author first became acquainted with the blond Czech in London 
during June of 1954. r 1'e had each been sent from our native countries to 
race against Roger Bannister in a half mile at the famous White City Stadi 
Bannister l'las fresh off his first sub-four minute mile three weeks previous 
and was to attempt to cr~ck the world half mile record. Ho\"lever, Jungwirt 
surprised the Briton at his own game by whipping by the 11King of Kink" in 
the last 100 yards \':ith a finishing sprint that carried him to an eight 
yard victory. 
During the period immediately prior to and following the race I had 
the opportunity to train ~dth , and observe, the methods he employed . I 
was ama zed at the amount of work he \'Ias capable of absorbing without any 
visible ill effects or signs of extreme fatigue. The accompanying summatio 
of his training \'las obtained through personal interviews and supplemented 
by articles appearing in German newspapers. 
1 
PROGRESSION OF STANISLAV J UNG\>IIRTH OVER 1500 ME'l'ERS 
1949 4:02.6 1954 3:4).4 
1950 3:55·8 1955 3:43.8 
1951 ) :48. 8 1956 3:42.4 
1952 3:47 .2 1957 3:)8.1* 
1953 3:45.0 * World Record 
Jungwirth's training routine is very intense , both in quality and quantity, 
and it must be r emembered that he has been on this schedule since July of 
1949. At the time as a 19 year old novice in his first race he finished 
sixth in a 4:14 ( f or the winner ) 1500 meters race. Stanislav aims to train 
twelve times each week . mornings f rom 6 :)0 to 8:00 and evenings f rom 4:00 
to either 6:00 or 7:00 P. M. He runs speed intervals from distances of 
100 to 800 meters, and occasionally over-distance workouts of 2,000 meters . 
During the period from November to the end of April he covers up to thirty 
kilometers a day (approximately 15t miles). During this period he maintain I 
his speed dai ly b~ running intervals at all distances . It must also be 
remembered that Jungwirth is extremely fast in comparison with many of his 
European contemporaries over 1500 meters. • e can run 100 meters in 10.9 
1. Track &. Field Ne\'IS, August , 1957, p. 7. 
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and 300 meters in 55.2 , also as a result of his large amounts of endurance 
2 
vlork he is capable of 8 :10 :'or 5,000 meters. 
Usually the morning workout of Jungwirth is not too severe, it is con-
sidered a rest or build up of the organism for the afternoon training . On 
occasion they are severe if he feels he requires additional work . The 
morning \'lo rkouts have at times reached a point -vthere they include: 5 x 2JO 
meters, 10 x 4oo meters (58 sec.) and 5 x 2JO meters (29- 30 sees.). 
A typical afternoon \iorkout might run along these lines: 4 x 150 
meters, 7 x 500 meters and 4 x 150 meters . The times for the 500 meters ) 2 
are from 1:09 to 1:12 with the last one covered in 1:05.5! It is tr-aining 
like this that has enabled Stan Jungwirth to climb the ladder to the top 
of world class milers . It is reminded that the workouts previously describ d 
are typical of his daily routine. The distances of the intervals vary 
depending on what his coach, Dr . Fisher, feels is necessary for his pupil. 
Another illustration of his routine that the author saw was : 4 x 4oo meters 
6 x 600 meters , and 4 x 100 meters. The last 600 meter run was covered in 
1:22.4. 
Training day in, day out, rain or shine, hot or cold, is the basis of 
his training. he day after his \torld record run over 1500 meters last 
summer it was announced in the German press that the day of his record run, 
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it was t he 730th consecutive day that he had either trained or ran in compe i-
tion. 1Nhat better reward for two years of hard work could an athlete 
4 
possibly desi r e than to establish a world record over his favorite distance 
2. Keichtathletik, Berlin, Germany, 24 September, 1957, p. 4. 
3· Ibid. 
4. Leichtathletik, op. cit~.J~~~-
l'iASTERPLAN OF TRAINING FOR GEFJ.iAN MILERS 
Since their re-admission into International Athletics following the 
World War II, the German athletes over the mile and 1500 meters have 
established themselves as one of the top produc ing nations in the world. 
In the 1952 Olympic games in Helsinki they placed men third and sixth in 
the final of the 1500 meter run (both were under the old record set in 1936 
by J. Lovelock of New Zealand). During the 1956 Olympics in 1-ielbourne, 
Aust ralia, Klaus Richtzenhain clipped three seconds off the 1500 meter mark 
while finishing second to Ireland's Ron Delany . The fact that the mile 
distance is seldan run in their country has deprived such men as Valentin, 
Richtzenhain, Lueg, Lawrenz, Herrmann, and Dohrow from joining the ranks 
of sub-four minute milers. It is generally agreed among track experts 
that a time under ):4) is the equivalent to a f our minute mile . Valentin 
has recorded ):42.0, Richzenhain ):42 .0, Lueg ):4) m1ich was a world 
record at the time. Herrmann ) :41.8, Dohrow ) :42.8 and Lawrenz ) :4).8. 
The re is little doubt that Germany is one of the top miler producing 
countries in the world . The following Hasterplan of Training is taken from 
the training booklet published by the 11 Deutschen Leichtathletik Verbandes" 
(Governing body of track and field in Germany, equal to the National A.A.U. 
in the United States) and written by Olympic coach Toni Nett. 
It is based on the individual reaching peak form during July and 
August, American coaches and athletes can alter it to meet the needs of 
t heir own school or conference schedules. Again it is left to the discreti n 
of the coach the number of repetitions and the time of each f'or the 
interval running. 
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November and December: 
Sunday: )0 minutes warm-up. 
3-5 sprints over 110 yards with ') minute pause bet\'leen each. 
Interval running over 44o yards in 1100 yards . 
10-15 minute warm-do vm perio d. 
Tuesday, \'lednesday, Thursday ••• Indoor v1ork, with a large amount of 
body building exercises and general calisthenics. 
Saturday : 30-45 minute warm-up. 
5-5 sprints over 110 yard s with ') minute pause. 
Interval running over )/4 of a mile or l i miles. 
10-15 minute warm- down period. 
January to March: 
Sunday : )0-45 minute vlarm- up . 
Sprints over 110 yards ( ') ). 
Interval running over ')/4 of mile or 1} ~iles. 
:t.iondey: Rest. 
Tuesday : Indoor training in gym. 
Wednesday: One hour of easy running, with occasional accelerations. 
Thursday : Repeat Sunday workout, or one hour of easy running. 
Friday : Rest . 
Saturday : )0-45 minute warm-up. 
April : 
Sprints ov er 110 yards. 
Interval running over either 220, 44o, or 1100 yards. 
10-15 minute warm-down. 
Sunday: Training in the woods or on grass. 
20 minute warm-up . 
Sprints over 110 yards (')). 
10 minutes of walking and joggirtg. 
')/4 mile or l i mile run at three quarter effort. 
15-20 minutes of easy jogging and walking. 
)/4 mile or l i mile run at three quarter eff9rt. 
Warm-down . 
Monday: ')/4 of an hour easy running . 
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Tuesday: ~ minute .,.,arm-up. 
100 meter runs mixed l'li th jogging and walking for three 
minutes. 
Half mile runni ng and jogging. 
44o yard run at 5/4 effort. 
Half mile walking and jogging. 
50 yards sprint. 
44o yard run at ;/4 speed. 
Half mile walking and jogging. 
50 yard sprint. ~ 
440 yard run at ;/4 speed. 
\'farm-do vm. 
Wednesday ' 
Thursday: 
One-half hour easy running. 
20 minute \'/arm-up. 
100 meter sprints working on form (3). 
10 minutes l·Talking and jogging. 
220-440 or 1100 yard run. 
Half to three quarters of mile walking or jogging. 
220~44o or 1100 yard run . 
Half to three quarters of mile walking or jogging. 
Continue on until reach predetermined quota. 
Friday: Rest. 
Saturday : One hour of easy running. 
v~nday: 20 minute warm-up. 
100 yard sprints (;). 
Half mile walking and jogging. 
44o yard run. 
Half mile walking and jogging. 
50 yard sprint. 
440 yard run 
Half mile walking and jogging. 
50 yard sprint • 
440 yard run. 
Continue on until reach predetermined quota . 
Tuesday : Three-quarters of an hour easy running. 
\'fednesday: 3) minute wann-up. 
100 yard sprints (3). 
Half mile jogging an~ walking. 
220 yard run. 
Half mile walking and jogging. 
23) yard run . 
Half mile ,.,alking and jogging. 
880 (Half mile) in 3/4 effort. 
Thursday: Three-quarters of an hour easy running . 
Friday : Repeat monday's workout . 
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Saturday : Rest. = = =---== 
Sunday: Repeat 1tlednes day 1 s training only substi t uting a three-
quarter mile run in place of the half mile run. 
Many coaches and athletes are puzzled when setting up their training 
program as to just where to start, as far as time is concerned. Just how 
far above tl1 e a t i-.1 et e 1 s best time should be fast runs be started, and at ho 
many should be included? The quantity should be at the discretion of the 
coach or athlete concerned. However, the follo~nng table is offered as a 
guide in setting up the program, in referen ce to the time east fast run 
should be covered: 
Speed for 220 yard interval running 
220 Best Time Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. ¥l8.r. AEril ~ 
2) seconds ,31 30 29 28 27 26 25 
24 11 )2 ,31 50 29 28 27 26 
25 11 )) )2 ,31 .?0 29 28 27 
26 II ,34 )) )2 ,31 
.?0 29 28 
27 II .35 ,34 )) )2 ,31 .?0 29 
SEeed f or 44o ;zard interval running. 
44o Best Time Nov. Dec . Jan. Feb . iar . AEril ~ia;z 
50 seconds 7.3 71 69 67 65 6) 61 
51 II 74 72 70 68 66 64 62 
52 11 75 75 71 69 67 65 6) 
5.3 II 76 74 72 70 68 66 64 
54 II 77 75 7.3 71 69 67 - 65 
55 II 78 76 74 72 70 68 66 
56 n 79 77 75 75 71 70 67 
57 II 80 78 76 74 72 71 68 
58 II 81 79 77 75 7.3 72 69 
When running 220 yard intervals me rely add t he following amount of 
seconds to the previous best time of the individual. 
Nov. 8-7 sec., Dec . 7-6, Jan. 6-5, Feb. 5-4, lfurch 4-,3, 
April )-2 and May 2-1 second . 
In many cases the individuals may have never had a chance to post 
a really accurate time over 220 yards. lf t his be t he case andl hiS : 
iOOvyatd time ihs ekni5Yitl ;use ' tl:ae folloNing method to conv~rt 100 yard 
time to 220 yard time. Double the 100 yd. time and add 2.5 seconds. 
1. 
2. 
3· 4. 
5· 
6. 
1· 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
PART II 
AMERICAN LEADERS 
Ken Doherty 
William McCurdy 
Payton Jordan 
Bill Bo..,.•erman 
Kim Kehoe 
Dean Crom'\'rell 
Don Canham 
Gene Venske 
University of Pennsylvania 
Harvard University 
Stanford University 
University of Oregon 
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American Training Methods 
American High School Milers 
Ken Doherty University of Penn. 
Ken Doherty is Head Coach at the University of Pennsylvania, and 
has been a champion athlete himself. In 1928 and 1929 he was American 
decathlon champion. He received his Ph . D. from the University of Michiga • 
Doherty believes there are basically the same approach to weekly and 
daily training schedule plans for al l distance events. This is the tradi-
tional plan--~~nday, over-distance; Tuesday, under-distance; Wednesday, 
trials or speed work; Thursday, pace- work, Friday, rest; and Saturday, 
race--it applies equally well to the half-mile, mile and tt-~o mile. 
Similarly, the organization vlithin each day for each event follows a basic 
pattern--preliminary work, workout, and easy jogging--and is of equal 
value for each of the three events . 
The weekly schedule. The almost universally accepted pattern for 
each event's weekly workout schedule seems to have been adopted very 
early in the history of American track running. 
Monday : Usually a day of time trials and fevr assignments of definite 
distances at stated times. The primary objective is a gain in endurance 
\1hile relaxing mentally from the tensions of the preceding Saturday's 
competition. 
Tuesday : Either a day of all-out time trials, or under-dist ance 
'l'rork at specified times, or of repeated speed work. 
Wednesday: This day accomplishes whatever was not taken care of on 
Tuesday. If time-trials are over, speed v1ork is now in order, and vice 
versa . 
Thursday: Because it follows two days of relatively hard work and is 
but two day s from Saturday 1 s COIIIp.etition, Thursday is traditionally a day 
1. Kenneth Doherty, "Modern Track and Field" Prentice-Hall, N. Y., 
1953, Introduction. 
1 
of easy work and primarily pace Nork. 
Friday: Friday means rest not only physically but mentally and 
emotionally. ifuatever can be done to remove the tensions during the 
anxiety over the coming race should be done. A careful review of possible 
2 
problems that mig"1t arise on Saturday and their solution may help. 
2 
The daily practice period. The numerous academic and other 
activities of schools and coll ege s of the United States do not permit a 
practice period of more than about one and one-half hours on the track. 
Ordinarily, such a length of time is sufficient. A shorter period, 
however, tends to hurry practices and to remove the sense of freedom and 
fun that is necessary to best results. 
1. Speed-play. Repeated sprints of varying length, interspersed 
with restful jogs, taken off the track and preferably along wood or 
field paths. 
2. Circulators. A good warm-up procedure. Have from six to twelve 
men in line around the track at a rather slow pace. The last man should 
always be coming up to take the lead. 
;. "Follovt-the leader, 11 endurance work. 
4. Competitive pace work. 
5· Competitive pace relays. 
6. Pace work. 
7. Time trial. 
8. Competitive relays. 
9. Repeated fast work on the track. 
2. Ibid., pp. 178-180 . 
;. Ibid., pp. 180-182. 
Training For The Miles 
4o minutes: 
Typical Workout 
Group Running (Keep plan flexible but repeat all six 
steps everyday.) 
1. Easy jogging for five minutes. 
2. Upper-body exercises f or ten minutes. 
). Gradually increased and repeated speed ,.,ork f or ten minutes . 
4. Restful ~alking and jogging for five minutes. 
5· Repeated speed work for five minutes . 
6. Restful walking for five minutes . 
15 minutes: Individualized Work Period (Select one for each day's 
l·ro rkout.) 
1. Repeated 220 1 s or 44o's (slow pace, little rest between, for 
pace endurance). 
2. Repeated 220 1 s or 44o's (fast pace, long rest, for speed enduranc ). 
). Pace work at 440, 880, or .:S/4 1 s of mile. 
4. Endless relay s for pace and/or speed. 
5· Time trial at .:S/4 1 s of mile . 
5 minutes : Speed \'lork (Always end up with speed vrork). 
10 minutes: Recovery Period (Restful group jogging and walking . }~ 
Essential part of every day's workout). 
Daily Variations in Assignments 
~~nday: Repeated 44o's or 880 1 s for pace or speed. 
Tuesday: Pace work at .:S/4 1 s of mile or time trail at .:S/4. 
Wednesday : Repeated speed \'rork at 220 or 44o yards. 
Thursday: Pace work: 1 or more separate 880 1 s or 44o 1 s at Saturday's 
pace. 
Friday : Rest or a long walk. 
Saturday: Competition over one mile . 
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William 1'-icCurdy Harvard 
Bill McCurdy is the Harva rd track coach ••• a most successful coach, 
incidentally, and an independent thinker. McCurdy likes to think f or 
himself. He does not believe any one sy stem of training f its every member 
of a squad . All are not built the same, all do not think alike, so why 
coach on an a ssembly line basis? 
McCurdy does not belittle the interval system of trai ni ng he says, 
11 It has produced men like Zatopek, Kuts, and Barthel. It gave us Bannister 
and the four-minute mile. It has its merits, but I believe the athlete 
1 
makes the syst em just as the ball players make the manager." 
"Did Zatopek make the system? Or did the sy stem make him?" l-1cCurdy 
asks . 
}fcCurdy sticks in the main to the "under-and-over" method of training 
used by Dink Templeton, his coach at Stanford; by Jack Moakley (Colgate), 
Jack Ryder (ex-B . C.), John Magee (U. S. Olympic team & Bowdoin) and 
2 
other prominent American college coaches. For example, a 44o man must 
be able to run a good 100, hal f and a respectable mile. He trains under 
his distance and over it. These methods produced men like Mel Sheppard 
and Ted }eredith both f ormer Olympic Champions, Joie Ray and Glenn Cunningh 
both former world record holders. 
The Harvard trainer emphasizes \'rhat he calls t he "Three Effort 11 
system • • • that is, an athlete reaches a point of fatigue t hree times during 
the workout. That is if an athlete was running quarter miles he 1d run 
t hree of them as hard and as fast as possible. he prefers the all-out 
ef fort to the spaced workout which stres s endurance r ather than speed 
and fatigue. 
1. Personal interview with McCurdy at Bri ggs Cage, Harvard, Dec. 
2. Personal experience under Ryder, correspondence with Moakley, 
interview with Magee at Boston Garden, January, 1958. 
19517 and 
I 
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McCurdy feels the main thing is to overload the organism and to reac 
a point of fatigue. "You can get just as tired and impose just as much 
stress on the athlete with three times 44o all-out, as you can with 15 
2 
times 44G using the interval system. " This is contrary to the European 
philosophy, but, the ex-Stanford quarter miler has been getting results. 
Captain Pete Reider for example never bettered 4:)5 for the mile when in 
high school an~ the West Coast. He has done 4:11 at Harvard, a university 
4 
record. 
French Anderson was a sprinter during his high school days at Tulsa. 
This pre-med honor student did 1:12.4 in·;winning· the Ha.rvard-Yale-Princeto 
6oo as a sophomore whereas his previous best was 1:15. He was hampered by 
injuries as a junior but came back last spring to win t he 44o against the 
2 
fine English teams from Oxford and Cambridge. 
Bill McCurdy also feel s , "The recent improvements in middl e and long 
distance running is due mainly to the fact that runners work harder, not 
necessarily that they are using a particular system of training." He also 
disagrees with the great mileage covered by Kuts, Pirie, Kelley, Zatopek 
& Co ., "Total miles covered is not too important, it is unnecessary to 
cover fantastic mileage as the runners of today do. 11 By running intense 
6 
hard fast work they Hould receive just as much benefit feels McCurdy. 
Iv1cCurdy feels that his type of training is the best for the 
American youth that report to him at Harvard. He is very familiar vdth 
interval training because Josy Barthel did graduate work at Harvard in 
195)-1954· But, he feels that Americans are mo re immediately competitive 
). Jl1cCurdy, op. cit. 
1~. Personal interview with Pete Reider, Briggs Cage, Harvard, 
December 5, 1957 • 
5· Personal interview with French Anderson , Briggs Cage, Harvard, 
~~======~r-December 5, 1957· 
6 . FcCur y-;-Qp. cit-:-
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than Europeans and must get into condi~ion as fast as possible, the 
European method of slowly building up to a high level is too dull for 
the impatient American youth . 
A miler at Harvard runs all distances in training, one day under 
distance at a very fast pace; the next day over his racing distance at 
. slower than racing speed. Milers run either 220, 440, 660, 880, 3/4 1s 
of a mile for under distance speed work. i~ile an over distance run 
could be li , 1-3/4 1 s and so on up to 3 miles. 
·--
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Payton Jordan Stanford University 
Payton Jordan is one of the most successful middle distance coaches 
in America today. While at Occidental College in Los Angeles he trained 
famous miler Bob McMillen and the great John Barnes. In 1955 he took over 
the coaching reigns at Stanford and has continued to turn out top flight 
middle distance men. 
Jordan begins his middle distance fall and off-season preparation 
development program by impressing on the minds of his runners the vital 
factors that have brought and will continue to bring, the best possible 
results. 
1. An ever active willingness to vrork hard t o develop one 1 s middle 
distance running potential to the highest possible degree. 
2. Stamina, to a degree of having more endurance than is necessary, 
a condition that gives ease and comfort to one's running. 
3· Effortless, rhythmic striding. 
4. Sp eed, to a degree of having more than enough to set world records 
in every event from 800 meters to one mile. 
5· A true sense e f pacing so as to be able to know each pre-competitio 
and competitive day v1hat one is capable of doing . 
6. An absolute faith in one's ability to do his developed best at 
1 
all times and under all competitive conditions . 
During October and Novemb er, Jordan gives careful attention t o the 
devel opment of stamina and speed r eserve and to good general upper-body 
develo pment through pull-ups, push-ups , and stomach exercise in adequate 
proportions so as to attain the much needed overall body development. 
~........,_L=.. Payton Jordan, 11How We Coach The Middle Distance Runner", 
International Track~ Field Digest, Ann Arbor , Michi gan, 1956, p. 69. 
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Early Regular Training Season Work : 
\'lith the foundation for this phase of training well laid during t he 
f all traini ng period for midd le distance runners, \'/e nol<T become more 
specific in our v.rorkout schedule. Even though the 800 and 1500 meters run 
a re closely related, t he re a re a few variances in form and technique that 
must be considered. Let us take t he two together, ho\'lever, and merely 
point out differences as they arise. In both we consi der form , start, 
body of race , finish, racing tecr~iques and pace. For both races the one 
point probably assuming the most important, assuming basic stamina and 
speed reserve are present, would be pace. We 'llill take t he above mentioned 
points in order, discussing pa~e a~ t he last. Because style or form is I 
important to ef ficiency and coordination, our attention is directed so as I 
to perfect harmony of action, between the leg, trunk, arm and neck muscles 
and the respiratory and circulatory actions. My training program aims II 
t o mech~~ically correct all phases of our running action. I coach my boys 
in the 880 to be higher on the ball of t heir f9ot and in the mile to be 
a little further back on the ball of their ~oot. We want the body to be 
mor e upri ght as t he race gets longer, and we strive f or morerelaxation as 
the rac e increases in distance . The arm action is lo v1er, less vigorous and 
adapted to individual ease as the distance of the race lengthens. In the 
middle distance races, I like the stride somewhat and knee lift lower than 
in the sprints. I often advocate overstriding in practice so as to develop ! 
greater foot r eaction from the ground and bring about efficient use of the 1 
hips. To develop freedom and smootr~ess <:. o'f hip action in their middle II 
distance runs, I often use a small stick about t he size of a peneil and 12 
inches long , holding each end of t he stick in the hands so as to control II 
the use of the arm actio emphasize the use of the hipp while striding . 
91 
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I have the athletes look from 10 to 12 yards ahead cf the spot he is 
running to aid in establishing helpful balance and body lean for the 
rest of the body. ~ develop breathing by taking full regular breaths 
through the mouth and nose. In middle distances races, the relations 
between stride and breathing becomes especially important, f or the body 
2 
must have oxygen to continue its efficiency. 
Training The 880-Yard , 800-Meter, Mile and 1500-Meters Runners: 
The prescription or work plan I follow is partially an individual 
proposition and I allo'l'l for latitude in training methods. \'le approach 
our training with the physiological and psychological point of view, 
from the warm-up to the core of our program. Through 'l'rarm-up we bring 
the systems of the body and the mind to a point of adjustment necessary f or 
strenuous exercise and to give the at hlete a feeling of confidence needed 
for productive work. 
I work with the athlete to determine adaptations to be made in the 
training schedules according to individual condition and capabilities. 
Pre-competitive training is started between four to six ,.,.eeks prior to 
first scheduled competitive effort. 
For the boys that lack stamina, an over-distance workout such as five 
laps (li miles) and repeat half miles are given. I prefer, however, under-
distance on a repeated basis to over-distance during the in-season training 
periods. If our man i s lacking in speed it is indicated that he needs to 
'l'rork with the shorter races on a repeated basis such as the 220 1s, .?30's 
and 440's. A most effective method of conditioning, developing a speed 
reserve and stamina, is the running of "in and out" 220 1s, 44o's and 880 1 s 
in which the athlete runs a fast 220 yards, 44o yards or 880 yards at a 
2. Personal correspondence with Payton Jordan, January, 1958· 
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pace dependent upon need: an easy 220 jog before repeating the fast run 
again. Whether the man is a senior or a freshman, I always emphasize 
the development of pace judgment. Another formula to which we adhere is 
to run for a period of time rather than a given distance in a workout. For 
example, we feature continuous running for 15 minutes with 50 or 60 yard 
spurts numerous times enroute. It is common practice to use 44o yards 
repeats with three to five minutes rest between each and the number of these 
repeats is based upon the ability, condition and needs of the runner. It 
II is our philosophy that much i s to be gained by \'lorking runners together 
rather than singly. My beginners are requested to stay on the track under 
more rigid supervision than are my more experienced veterans as they II 
condition, learn pace and running strategy and tactics. he more experienced 
boys are encouraged to run on the stadium grass turf and golf course one 
or twice a week. 
Above everything else, we believe in a varied training program. We 
particularly recommend the use of speed on a dual basis, one to develop 
stamina and two, to increase basic speed and in doing so the program should 
embody repeat runs over 50-60 yards and brief spurts at intervals during 
steady striding and .?.?0 fast runs, on a sprint basis, at repeated intervals. 
4 
One Mile Training Schedule: 
February' Weekly schedule to be repeated each week of the month . 
Monday 
1. 
2. 
;. 
4. 
5· 
6. 
Warm-up, 10-15 mi~utes exerc1s1ng. Run an easy lap. 
First week, run 2-~ laps. Check running form. 
Second week, same as above but add a lap ()} laps). 
~hird week, same as above but add a lap (~ laps). 
Rest, t hen run three trips of 150 yards. 
Train down. 
~Ibid .,_ • ;. 
4. Jordan , op. cit., PP• 78-81. 
9.? 
Tuesday 
1. Warm-up, 10-15 minutes exercising. Run an easy lap. 
2. Stride a 44o at a 70 second pace. Take three of these with a 
five minute rest between each . 
,. Six easy svfinging 220 1 s, high knee lifts last ;o yards. 
4. Four sprints of 150 yards. 
5· Train down. 
Wednesday 
1. Warm-upl0-15 minutes exercising. Run an easy lap. 
2. Stride a 880 at a 70 second pace. 
,. Six 44o 1s at '/4 1 s effort. 
4. Four 110 1s on "in and out 11 basis. 
5 · Train dovm. 
Thursday 
1. Warm-up. 
2. Six 220 1 s a little faster than mile pace. 
,. Three ll0 1 s, power running. 
4. Train down. 
Friday 
1. 
2. 
,. 
4. 
March 
Monday 
1. 
2. 
,. 
4. 
5· 
Tuesday 
Warm-up. 
One '/4 1 s of mile for time. 
Two 220 1 s at fullspeed. 
Train down. 
Warm-up. 
Take six consecutive laps as follows: Stride one at hard 
breeze two, stride one at hard pace , breeze two. ~est. 
Run f our sprints of 150 yards wo rking on foot position. 
Four ll0 1 s power running. 
Train down. 
1. Warm-up. 
pace, 
2. Report for starting block practice, four starts of ~ yards. 
, . Stride two 880 1 s in 2:16. ~est. 
4. Four 110 1 s in and out. 
5· Aft er the end of the first week in March , drop #' work, stride 
a 68 second 44o following the rest period in #,. 
6. 'rrain down. 
~/ednesday 
1. Warm-up. 
2. Report for starting block practice. Four starts of ~ yards. 
,. Complete three laps of wind sprints. S1<1ing corners and sprint 
strai ght-a-ways. After a rest, run an easy lap. 
4. Report for rel ay practice . 
Train down. ~'=== 
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Thursday 
1. Warm-up . 
2. Report for starting block practice. Four starts of 4o yards. 
). Four 110 1 s on 11in and out 11 basis. 
4 . After a rest, stride a 66 second 44o. ~est 10 minutes. Repeat 
at a 60 second pace. 
5· ·rwo 220 1 s power running. 
6 . Train dovm. 
F'riday 
1. i'la rm-up. 
2. Run your race distance, and go all out for time. 
April and :VJ.S.y : 
Monday 
1. 
) . 
4. 
5· 
Warm-up . 
Report for starting block practice. Three starts of 50 yards. 
Take seven consecutive laps as folloi'lS: Stride one on pace, 
breeze t wo, stride one on pace , breeze tioJo, stride one on pace. 
Run three 350 1 s on 11in and out 11 basis. 
Train down. 
Tuesday 
1. Warm-up. 
2. Run ~~ laps as follows: 1st lap in 67 seconds, 2nd lap in 66 
seconds, last lap or 220 in 33 seconds (2:47 .o). Rest and repeat 
3· Three 110 1 s on 11 in and out 11 basis. 
4. Two 220 1 s, power running. 
5· Train down. 
Wednesday 
1. \'larm-up. 
2. Report for starting block practice. Four starts of 40 yards. 
). Run hto 44o 1 s at rac e pace. 
4. Run an 880 as follows: 1st lap 68 seconds, 2nd lap 70 seconds 
(2:18). 
5· Six 220 1 s at a little faster than mile pace. 
6. Take two laps of wind sprints. Sprint straight-a-ways and 
walk the curves. 
7. Stride a 70 second quarter mile. 
8 . Warm-d\·ton. 
Thursday 
1. Rest, if a track meet is scheduled for Friday. 
2. Warm-up. 10 minutes of exercise. 
3· Ta..lce three starts of thirty yards each. 
4. Run or stride a 66 second 44o, rest ten minutes and then repeat. 
5· 
Friday 1. 
2. 
3· 
Rest. 
Swing an easy 44o. 
Rest, if a track meet is scheduled for Saturday. 
Warm-u • 
If no meet is scheduled for Friday or Saturday, run your racing 
distance and go all out for time. 
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Rest. 
' ( 
Bill Bowerman University of Oregon 
Bill Bo\·terman owns one of the most unique records in modern track 
annals. Since 1954 he has placed an Oregon athlete either first or second 
in the National Collegiate One ~~le Championship. And only the tremendous 
Olympian Ron Delany has beaten an Oregon runner in this race. In 1954 Bill 
Dillinger a surprising sophomore won the race, in 1955 teammate and sub-
four minute miler Jim Bailey was triumphant. Then in successive years 
(1956 & 1957) Delany beat Bailey and then sophomore Jim Grelle. Each year 
the National Collegiate Athletic Association selects three All-Americans 
in the one mile-race, Oregon has been represented in 1954, 1955, 1956, 
and 1957· Bowerman in the years 1955 and 1956 also directed Oregon runners 
1 
to National Collegiate crowns in the two mile race. II 
II To Bowerman there are three essential things that a mile runner should 
either be born with or that he should work to acquire. These three things 
are (1) Endurance, a certain amount which he must be endowed with. (2) Pace 
judgment; this is something that some athletes seem to fall into with a 
great deal of ease and others spend a great deal of time acquiring. (3) Speed; 
11 it would be very nice if all milers had a great deal of speed. I think 11 
that it is possible for a miler or 1500 meter-man to increase his speed and 
toward that goal Bowerman spends some time worldng. He thinks of the three 
' 2 
essentials for a miler, speed is the least important. 
In discussing the three essentials for a distance runner. He sj;arts 
with conditioning. Conditioning begins at Oregon in th~ fall and has: two 
purposes. The first, of course, is for some cross country competition, 
which is rather a minor activity at Oregon. Second, is building the 
1. Official Track & Field Guide of N~, 1958, New York, N. Y. p. 71. 
II 
2. Bill Bowerman, "Trainin For The 15QO Meter Or Mile Run", lnter~ational 
Track & Field Digest. Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1956, P• 81. I 
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foundation for the track season which will start competitively in the 
Pacific Northwest about the first of April. Most impi~tant part of our 
conditioning activity is fartlek. We do all our fartlek at Oregon on the 
grass or on a golf course. This fartlek activity includes striding at an 
easy pace until some fatigue begins to set in and then easy slow jogging 
until recuperated • . •he other activities that are included are speedwork 
for 50 to as far as ;oo yards, depending upon when fatigue begins to hit 
the runner. Striding and challenging an imaginary runner, striding and 
meeting the challenge of actual runners. We start out with a run of 
about five minutes; as the conditioning period progresses, ;.re add five or 
ten minutes to each session until our runners can handle up to one hour. 
Bill Bowerman thinks the important parts of this activity are first of all 
not getting fatigued, and second, that the runner have a feeling of 
exhiliration. He feels this is the most important part of the training. 
Bowerman adds that the endurance activity should be followed the next day 
by a light day's work. tte also feels this should be true of conditioning, 
,_ 2 
pace and also speed \'tork ••• a heavy day followed by a light one. II 
At Oregon Monday, \'{ednesday, Friday are days for heavy training, and 
light work is done on Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday and Sunday. This is 
during the conditioning period of the practice. This, of course, must be 
varied ;.men competition begins. The second activity in training for the 
mile is that of pace judgment. Bowerman thinks that no runner could go out 
and run 44o if he hadn't considerable experience with it and tell how fast 
he was or had run. Therefore, Oregon athletes start each new year v1ith the 
idea that no runner knows how fast he is running. In other words, every II 
man is a beginner. To that end, they run 110 yards over and over during the 
conditioning eriod, and we Elan on running it at a pace that the competito 
3· Ibid., p. 81 
vdll use when he goes into the cross country season. In other words, if a 
man is going to hit an 80 second pace for 44o over the four mile course, he 
will run 110 yards in 20 seconds. Therefore, in the pace judgment work 
have the man run 110 in as near 20 seconds as he can, jog 110 yards, and 
repeat at the start of the next 110 yards . When the ability to judge 110 
yards is acquired, then the athlete moves on to 220 and finally to 44o. 
W;Ben a man is in excellent condition, he sometimes runs as far as a half 
4 
mile and very rarely a three quarter mile. 
The third element of the mile run is speed. Bowerman feels that 
sprinters have native ability towards speed and endurance men have native 
ability toward endurance. Therefore it would seem that some work should be 
spent on speed. The activities used at Oregon in speed work include 55 yard 
dashes and they are done in this manner. Sprint 55, jog 55, etc., Bowerman 
feels that it is difficult to cover a quarter of a mile in this fashion and 
that when his men can do a half mile of this work they are in extremely good 
condition. The second type of activity is windsprints. They are done on 
the side of the track in the grass and include as much as eight laps (two 
miles) windsprinting the straight-a-v1ays and jogging the turns and as few 
as four laps. here is a third sprint activity used, it is called a con-
tinuation relay. This is used not only as a speed activity but also for 
pace work. A continuation relay finds four men to a relay team, either 
half milers, milers or two milers, and line up directly across t he track from 
each other so that they run a 220, pass to a teammate who runs a 220 and the 
passes to the number t hree men and so on. They pass the baton until they II 
have had from two to eight 220 1 s at a selected pace such as 25 to 30 seconds J 
depending on how strenous they want to make it. 
4. Ibid., P• 82. 
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Training Schedules: 
Bowerman has a very interesting method of preparing a training schedule 
I 
for his athletes. To prepare a schedule for one month he l ay s out a period 
f rom one through thirty-one to include the lo~ month that mi ght be 
encountered · and block out not only the days also list a space for eight 
or ten checks. On the extreme right of the practice schedule he then lists 
what he calls the fundamentals of the event and numbers these from 'one to 
the total number of fundamentals e feels necessary. These \-tould· includes 
(1) The war m-up run and exercises. (2 P~c~ 110 1 s. (5) Pace 220 1s . (4) Pac 
44o's. (5) Pace -880 1s and, (6) Windsprints . (7) Pace three-quarters. 
(8 ) Pace Relays . (9) Trial at half or three-quarters of racing distance. 
(10) A run-out or cooling dolin of easy running. 
With t he days and the spaces for planning the workout prepared, 
Bowerman blocks out what he hopes his athletes to accomplish. In doing 
this he reverts to one of his first principles and t hat is for every hard 
day, he thinks there should be a recuperative period of one day. So if we 
start on the first of the month planning a workout, it might include the 
following check. (1) For a warm-up (2) 110 1s at pace and check the fartlek 
type of activities to be included. The second day would be light work 
with nothing strenuous. The next training day would include more of the 
f undamentals and of course it is up to the coach to make his own plans. 
Oregon coach Bowerman blocks out an entire month and plans his schedule to 
alternate hard and lhght until they get into the competitive season. \~en 
the competitive season arrives they plan on doing their heaviest work on II 
the earlier part of the week, gradually tapering off with usually light or 
6 
no activity before the competition. 
======f--=· __ 5• Bowerman, op. cit., p. 84=·=~ 
6. Personal correspondence with Ken Reisner, fo rmer NCAA Two ~al e 
Champion (1955)· 
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If an athlete appears who needs a special training schedule either 
because of peculiarities from experience he is given one. This special 
schedule of course includes the same fundamentals as the general schedule. 
The only thing is that it is geared for the indivudual. Bowerman, of 
course, has used a special training schedule for Jim Bailey, and also Bill 
Dillinger, aft er the competitive season arrived. Bowerman doesn't thiruc 
any training schedule can be followed absolutely to the letter. there are 
certain circumstances that make it necessary to deviate. For example, if a 
man looks or feels tired, naturally the plan must be varied, or perhaps 
it may be departed from completely. 
In early May of 1956, Jim Bailey, University of Oregon junior, stunne 
th e world with a smashing defeat over world record holder John Landy in a 
mile r ace at the Los Angeles Colosseum. The time for Bailey was ':58.6 
and ' :58.7 for the world record holder from Australia. Prior to this 
stunning upset Bailey's best time for one mile had been 4:05.6, this 
represented an improvement of exactly se~en seconds and immediately projected 
him into the role of co-favorite in the coming Olympics. For the two weeks 
previous to this race Bailey had been under one of Coach Bill Bowerman's 
! 
special schedules, this schedule follows : 
Monday 
1. 20 times 110 yards. 
2. Forty-five minutes of Fartlek. 
Tuesday 
1. 220 yards in 24 seconds. 
2. 880 yards in 1:59.0. 
Wednesday 
1. Easy running and exercising. 
Thursday 
1. 44o yards in 59 .0. 
2. Three-quartersof mile in ':o,.o. 
,. 880 yards in 1::;:9.0. __ 
7. Toni Nett, "Jim Bailey's Training", Leichtathletik, Berlin, Germany, 
29 January, 1957, P• 15. 
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Friday 
1. Easy running and exercising. 
Saturday 
1. Three-quarters of mile in -':05.0. 
2. 880 yards in 2:02.0. 
Sunday 
1. Easy running and exercising on the golf course. 
Monday 
1. A long easy run on the grass infield of the stadium. 
Tuesday 
1. 220 yards in 29.0. 
2. 880 yards in 1:59.0. 
-'· 220 yards in 24.o. 
Wednesday 
1. ~asy running and exercising. 
Thursday 
1 . Day of rest frQm training. Bailey traveled from the 
University of Oregon at Eugene, Oregon to Los Angeles, 
California. 
Friday 
1. Easy running and exercising. 
Saturday 
1. Victory over John Landy in a One ~file Race, the time 
for Bailey -':58.6. This time was then the second (to 
Landy's World Record -':58.0) fastest time in history 
for a mile race. 
---
Boston Unive eit y 
School of Ed cation 
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II 
Jim Kehoe University of Maryland 
Sport fans throughout the United States are familiar with athletic 
teams from the University of Maryland mainly through the fame their famous 
football teams have brought to the College Park Campus. However, in an 
equal manner the track teams from .aryland have been bringing laurels to 
this southern school, the Jim Kehoe guided swifti es a re a perennial winner 
in the annual Atlantic Coast Conference indoor and outdoor championships. 
Great individuals as Burr Grim, l04A indoor and outdoor mile champion and 
a host of others have kept the Terp 1s from Maryland in the top class among 
American college track powers. 
Jim Kehoe is also the man behind the great American sho wing in the 
1955 Pan-American Olympic Games at Mexico City. For four months prior to 
the 1955 games a group of fifteen milit ary athletes were housed at the 
1 
University of Maryland and worked out daily under the guidance of Kehoe. 
From this group emerged Lou Jones, and his new world record over 4oo meters, 
Fred D\~er who beat Wes Santee and world record holder Gunnar Neilsson in 
the Baxter Mile at N.Y.A.C. games that winter, John Barnes, Bob McMillen, 
and John Kelley, who in the Pan-American marathon had a sizeable lead at 19 
miles of the 26 mile race and appeared a certain vict or until the lack of 
oxygen ( American athletes in the long distance run at the Pan-American games 
had considerably difficulty in adjusting to the high altitude of Mexico CitJ ) 
caused him to collapse. 
During the spring of 1956 Kehoe again directed a group of military 
athletes, this time the goal was the final Olympic Trials in Los Angeles th t 
June. This group produced sprinters Willie ~lilliams ( World Record over 100 I 
meters), Rod Richards, tad Bush, hurdler Willard Thomson, broad jumper 
1. Kehoe is a Vajor i n the U. S. Army Reserve and had an extensive 
military career before entering the coaching profession. 
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Wilbur \'lilson, hammer thrower li.LS.rtin Engel, l.Joo meter man Lou Jones, and 
many others that performed superbly in the final trials. 
Training: 
Kehoe feels the inability of Americans to dominate the world in 
distance running as we do in other track events is due primarily to two 
_g 
factors: 
l. Our better athletes usually do not continue to run follo•dng 
graduation from college. They, therefore, never reach full distance 
running maturity. 
2. Our high schools and colleges racing distances a re far short of 
those so popular in Europe. 0ur national distance emphasis is the one 
mile run, never longer than t;-To mi l es. Very often our potential distance 
greats never attempt the longer races because of the general disinterest in 
these events. 
Like so many others Kehoe feels distance runners must have special 
mental as well as physical capacities. "In fact, I am convinced the psycho~ogy 
l1 of distance running is of far greater importance than the physiological. 
II 
The key to good distance running is the ability to overcome the feeling 
of being tired. 11 
2 
The l-1a!"'Jland leader feels a distance runner must possess great 
determination; he must be tenacious; he must have the ability to overcome 
the feeling of tiredness; he must have a tremendous capacity for work, 
plus strict adherence to training rules . 
During the training Kehoe has his pupils concentrate on three factors: 
1. Under distance at faster than race pace. 
2. Over distance at slo1ver than race pace. 
;. A great amount of ace work. 
2. The author was a member of the group of athletes preparing for the 
Olympic Trials under Kehoe in the spring of 1956. At this time I kept a . 
record of his suggestions, workouts, opinions, and methods. 
;. Ibid. 
h. _ Tl~~ ~ 
4 
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Generally speaking, he prefers constant work on speed with a very 
minimwn of over-distance 'lllOrk. He believes the short 11in and out 11 speed 
work accomplishes not only improvement in speed but also gives an individua 
endurance. In no area of track, as in distance running, ie pp.ce so 
vitally important as it is in this area. 
Since cross country running is done during the fall little over-
distance work is done on the track. Kehoe has his men run in and out 
22o 1s, )5o's, 44o's, and repeat repitions over 660 and 880 . Pace work is 
emphasized, and occasional time trial at three quarters of the racing 
distance is inserted if there is a wide space of time between competition. 
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Dean B. Cromwell University of Southern California 
Dean B. Cromwell has coached individual champions of the Olympic Game 
f rom 1912 to 1952. 11e has taught 17 holders of the world 1 s record, 35 II 
,_ 
national AAU individual champions, and 12 NCAA championship teams, including 
1 
nine in a row, from 19)5 to 194). For forty years at the Univ ersity of 
Southern California, the "Maker of Champions" has been perfecting his 
technique of producing winning teams and individuals. In 1952 he retired 
the coaching reignsto Jesse Mortenson, but, to this day he still remains an 
important figure on the American t rack scene, His appearance at a track 
meet immediately attracts attention, his opinion is still sought by sports 
w:ri-.t. ers throughout the world, and his advice is sought by old and young ali~e. 
Cromwell t hinks that conditioning for the middle and long distance 
runner should start in the fall and should include pull ups, push-ups 
and other upper body exercises that Nill develop the torso. Also regular 
stretching exercises that loosen the hips and crotch and strengthen the 
abdomen should be done daily. ~ e simplifies the training in the fall by 
,_ 
saying, "To get into condition for distance running, just run and walk, 
'"alk and run, and then do it some more . Whenever you want to go some1-1here 
within a reasonable distance, forget about the automobile or the streetcar 
2 
or bus. Use the old-fashion means of locomotion nature supplied.ft 
All candidates should walk two miles a day and should go out on the 
track and run a~ least twice a week. 1'he miler or cross-country man can ru . 
He should use moderation t hough! almost every day in the fall if he wishes. 
and take a day or so of rest if the training begins to get tiresome. 
Cromwell constantly reminds his athletes that in the fall they are 
- ( 
1. Al Wesson, "Championship Technique in Track & Field," McGraw-Hill, 
N. Y. , 1949. Preface, P• V. 
?· Dean Cromwell~~Champions ij!Technique In Track Fiel , 11 
McGraw-Hill, N. Y., 1949. P• 102. 
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just trying to get into condition, not attempting to break any records. Th 
athlete must not make his preliminary work so strenuous as to become 
drudgery or he will lose his zest for running and be spoiled entirely for 
the coming season. 
Success for distance runners comes from developing an enthusiasm for 
running. A distance runner doesn't need a set course. when he is going 
somewhere, that distance becomes his course. 
Interspersed with the walldng and jogging in the fall should be wind 
sprints which are so valuable for both conditioning and speed. Walk, jog, 
and run first. Then when the legs are strong enough, go into the familiar 
wint sprint routine of walk, jog, run, and sprint )0 to 4o yards, and 
repeat. With two wind sprints to a 44o yard lap, a distance man can go 
from one to two miles a day, getting invaluable training in speed, 
2 
relaxation, and endurance. It is interesting to note that Cromwell was 
using the basic principles of modern interval training forty years ago. 
The only difference being the amount of work done and the length of the fast 
run. Today 1 s coaches talk in terms of fast-slow repeats over ten miles, 
where Cromwell had his athletes covering only two, but the underlying 
principle is the same. 
Cromwell feels that in training for distance work, runners should make 
it a habit to finish fast. For it becomes habitual for them to turn on the 
speed on the last lap in every workout, they won't find a sprint so difficult 
races, time as well as stamina, speed, and determination is needed by the 
athlete who would succeed. Sromwell has already noted how much preliminary 
work is necessary both i xercisi~ and togging. __ I ne spring when he 
5· Ibid., P• 105. 
actual competitive season is starting, the candidate must give plenty of 
his time to his training. Besides jogging to develop endurance, ~e must 
run enough laps in exact t imes so that he becomes a sure judge of pace. 
He must take enough starts and short dashes with the sprinters to work 
up speed for his finishes. 
Here is a typical training week for a runner who has a good backgroun , 
of distance work to develop stamina and who is now attempting to increase I 
his speed: a mile of wind sprints, two to a lap, or a run of from 1 to 
l t miles at good speed on Monday; a lap at jogging pace, starts and short 
dashes with the sprinters and one or two fairly fast 220 1s and another lap 
and another lap at a jog on Thurs day; and rest on Friday f or Saturday's 
race. Naturally the daily wal king of at least 2 miles and the exercises 
4 
should never be overlooked. 
4 . eromwell, op. cit., p. 109. 
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Don Canham University of Michigan 
One of the top middle distance producing colleges is the University 
of 1-u chigan. The author': coach from this fine Big Ten athletic po\lrerhouse 
is Don Canham. Michi gan relay teams and mile and hro milers have been 
among the top in Amer ican collegiate comp etition since Canham's entrance 
to reigns at Ann Arbor . 
Canham like most American coaches feels that l'-1iddle distance training 
1 
should consist of four basic practices : 
1. Some over-distance at a slower t han race pace. 
2. lli1der-distance at a faster than race pace. 
~ · Repeated speed work . 
4. Pace work. 
Most middle-distance runners at Michigan compete in cross-country 
during the fall, but very often they are not as efficient in cross-country 
as they a re in track races. It is bel ieved by many coaches that middle-
distance men, in general, are not gr eatly benefited by long hard cross-
country work . It is agreed, however, that a fall running program is 
absolutely essential to top performance. ~here a fall running program is not 
possible, at least one month of condition running is necessary before 
2 
starting the training program. 
The basic pattern f or middle-distance training, as Don Canham sees it, 
is over-distance \liork during the fall, and under distance with repeated 
speed work emphasized during the competitive season. During late season, 
when men a re better conditioned, the peak is more easily maintained by 
a lighter speed-'l':ork program with no over-distance vrork done against the 
stop watch. 
1. Don Canham, "Track Techniques Illustrated 11 , Barnes Co., N.Y. 1952, 
P· 41. 
2. Ibid., P• 48. 
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Following is a program for a half-miler and a 1,000 yard man for use 
during the competitive season. In general, milers and 1,500 met er men 
should have the schedule doubled for a satisfactory workout. 
~funday : Jog a 44o to loosen up. Take ten minutes of calisthenics. 
\'fork outdoors if possible--cover a mile or so on a golf 
course to freshen up after Saturday's race and Sunday's 
inactivity--don't get overly tired. Jog ten minutes and 
sho>ver. 
Tuesday: Jog a 44o to loosen up. Take calisthenics and enough 
running to warm!!up. \'lo rk a 660 at a pace faster than race 
pace, but not all out. ~est and then run a good 44o. Rest 
and stride through a 220. Jog ten minutes and shower. 
Wednesday: Jog a 440 to loosen up. Warm-up as on Tuesday. Run a 
350 and two 22o 1s at seven-eighths speed with little rest. 
Jog ten minutes and shower. 
Thursday: Jog a 44o to loosen up. Warm-up as on Tuesday. Run two 
44o's (wi th rest between) at meet or race pace. Jog ten 
minutes and shower. 
Friday: Rest. 
Saturday: Competition. 
Two of Canham's outstanding athletes during his time at the 
University of Michigan have been Don McEwen, a native of Montreal, and 
John Ross from the same Canadian city. The 5'9" McEwen had best marks 
of 9:01.9 for two miles, and 4:09.0 for one mile. His taller (5 111! ") 
countryman Ross had a best of 4:09.4 in the mile and 1:52·5 for a half 
mile, and was famous for his anchor legs on Michigan's great two mile 
4 
relay teams of 1952-1954. The follo\'fing is a brief description of 
2 
their mid-season training programs. 
3· Ibid., p. 49. 
4. Browning Ross, "Long Distance Running Log" New Jersey, Sept. 1956, 
P• 11. 
5· Ibid., p. 11. 
l-icE:.,ren: ~'larm-up for training. Jog a mile gradually increasing 
paee until last 100 yards , then sprinting . Run four 
~dnd sprints of 50 yards each. 
Monday : Run on cross-country course. 
Tues~y : li mile trial in 6:,59 to 6:46. 
\'/ednesday: Eour or f ive 44o 1 s in 6o seconds, or .5/4 1 s in ,5 :15-- . 
886 in 2:05 and 44o in 55 to 58 seconds. 
Thursday : Two half-miles in two mile pace. 
Friday : Rest. 
Saturday : Competition . , 
v 
Sunday : Rest. 
Ross : Warm-up ~dth one mile of jogging, slow at first, stretching 
out a little faster, fai r l y fast last 220. 
Monday : Easy cross country or over-distance work . 
Tuesday : Two 660 1 s at fast pace. 
Wednesday : A workout similar to McEwen's on this day only, more 
emphasis on speed. 
Thursday: Four quartets : r in sixty· seconds. 
Friday : Rest. 
Saturday: Competition. 
Sunday : Rest. 
II 
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Gene Venske U.S.A. 
During the 1930 1 s the United States reigned among the top middle 
distance nations in the 1tror1d, a position they are seeki ng to regain in 
the near future. Along with Glenn Cunningham and Chas. Fenske, Gene 
Venske built the u. S. into a world power. 
Venske had a rather odd career, in 1924 as a sophomore in high 
school he couldn't run under five minutes for the mile. He then quit 
school for six years. In 1932 he returned and ran the mile in 4:10 in his 
s enior year in high school. 
The highlights of hi.s career were vlinning the National A.A. U. Indoor 
mile in 1932 and 1500 meters indoors in 1933 and 19)6. In 19;6 he 
defeated Cunningham in the N.Y.A.C. Baxter mile in 4:10.2; again defeated 
him in the Princeton Invitation mile in 4 :1 5 with water covering the 
track. In 1940 at the age of 32 he ran his fastest miles; 2-1illrose, 
4:08.2, 3rd place; i e\-t York A. C. 4:08.6; National A. A. U., 4:09.0, and 
1 
Chicago Daily Ne'lts, 4 :09.4. Charles Fenske ~1on each of those races. 
Venske tells of his training t husly : 
I ran only cross country for the purpose of getting myself into 
condition for the indoor season . One day a week, the best day, would be 
spent on the cinder track running 44o, 66o or 880 yards at fairly fast 
speed, walking about t mile between each effort. (8 quart ers, 6 66o's, 
4 halves). He'd run an easy 1} mi . before and after each workout. On 
the worst day of the week he 1 d run a 10 mile -v1orkout. On another day a 
run of 3 miles at e. fair pace. Once e. week a hard six mile run would 
be taken; on another day a fast run of 2 or 3 miles. If he ran six days, 
he'd take about twelve 220 1 s at 3/4 speed. One or t\'10 days would be taken 
1. Fred \'lilt, "Venzke's Training Routine", Amateur Athlete, N. Y. 
July, 1952, P• 10. 
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for complete rest. This type of work was done precompetitive to the 
indoor season, during the fall months. 
From the end of the above mention cross country vrork until the 
beginning of the indoor season Venzke worked as follows : "In 194o the 
year I determined I 1d break f our minutes ten seconds for the mile or die 
I started training on August 21st; it was still quite hot . I started 
running and walking quarters alternately, 12 of each, never working hard 
enough to tire myself. My whole theory -vras to take a long period of 
training with pressure being applied gradually . As the weather got 
cooler the severity of ey training \vould increase. I found that I could 
gradually do more work -vnthout tiring eyself any more--a condition I 
sought. I did quite a lot of speed work on the grass that year until 
about October. During October and November I did a lot of cross country 
running. Then in December I started to do a lot of middle distance work, 
2 
, n-
only running over the mile one day a week. I no\'>' rro rked 6 aays a -vteek . 
A detailed workout program for a week during the middle of the ~door 
season follows : Training program for one-mile and one half mile. Always 
precede and conclude each r10rkout with a half mile of easy running. .n. fev• 
stretching exercises are good before hard work. Monday--Run 1-~ miles at 
a fai rly hard pace. Tuesday--Run 6x220 at a fast striding pace, not 
as fast as possible. Walk a half mile and then run a quarter mile at 
7/8 full speed. v/ednesday--Run 3/4 1 s of mile time trial, walk about a half 
mile t hen run about 6 x 150 yards at )/4 1 s speed. Thursday--Run two 
660 1 s at 3/4 1 s effort, walk a half mile between each effort. Then run 
four 150 1 s with 150 yards of walking bet"vteen each . Friday--Run a half 
mile at 3/4 effort, walk for 15 minutes and then run 44o yards at full 
0 \'lilt__L__2_p._cit~ age 11. 
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speed. Saturday and Sunday should be strictly spent in rest and 
2 
recuperation. 
This program is presented to give the reader an insight into the 
type of training carried on by the champion milers of the mid-thirties, 
and also to allow us to see the great increase in the amount of running 
the modern athletes carry out in contrast to their predecessors . 1'here 
is no doubt that had the Venzkes, Fenskes, and Cunninghams if competing 
against today 1s super athletes while under modern interval training programs 
would more than hold their own. 
). Wilt, op. cit., p. 11. 
Training of George G. King 
One of the outstanding competitors in America today is 24 year old 
George G. King. A fiery runner since his high school days at Boston English 
the present school teacher is a familiar and popular sight to track fans 
throughout the world. During his four years of study at New York University 
(1952-1956) the lithe 5'6", 130 lb. middle distance runner achieved many 
outstanding performances in track meets throughout the world. Among his 
achievements were indoor and outdoor LC4A (Intercollegiate Amateur .-.A.thletic 
Association of America) two mile titles, plus being selected to represent 
the UDited States in Africa, Finland, England and Scotland. 
Vfuen George King graduated from N.Y.U. he had already established 
himself at the zenith of American middle and long distance runners. But, 
like ~~y great champions he was not satisfied ~dth his performances, he 
sought faster times and an improvement in all aspects of his running. This 
became increasingly difficult for after graduation he married and within a 
year was a father of a delightful baby girl. Working as a school teacher 
however gave him his afternoons free and allowed him a few hours daily for 
his training so he decided t9 continue on in athletics. 
During his travels throughout the l'lorl:d King had talked with many of 
the great foreign athletes and had ideas as ho'lr to alter his old training II 
methods to meet the new and higher demands of a present day champion. From 
these ideas he planned his preparation for the indoor campaign of January, 
February, and March of 1958. His training is similar to the interval metho 
as described earlier in this thesis, however, he titles his method as, 
!!.Stress Adaptation". George remains at one level of training performance 
for a month, that is to say if he is at a level of ten quarter miles in 
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62 seconds he runs that time f~~~one month before reducing the time of 
the quarter miles. It is his opinion that in general terms stress 
adaptation at one level of speed occurs after the workout (10 x 44o in 62 
sec. in this case) has been repeated ten or twelve times. He also believes 
that the time that he can handle comfortably in this repeated 10 x 44o 
workout is the pace that he could carry on for one mile of continuous 
running under racing conditions. In the case mentioned above he is running l 
10 x 4o in 62, therefore he feels he can maintain 62 second pace for one I 
mile, or 4 consecutive 62 second quarter miles for a total mile of 4:08. 
King selects a new "basic training speed" each month. Usually it will 
be t\'IO seconds faster than the previous month, thus producing gradual stress 
adaptation. I will use 44o yards and the time for 44o yards in describing I 
basic training speed. At the moment without going into specific details 
the following is his proposed schedule of basic training speeds: 
September 70 seconds 
October 68 seconds 
November 66 seconds 
December 64 seconds 
January 62 seconds 
February 6o seconds 
March 58 seconds 
King has three distances that he trains at they are: 440, 880 and 
)/4's of a mile. He never runs any distance over )/4 1s for time or at 
racing speed in training. However, occasionally he spends a day t~aining 
in the woods or on a golf course. This training is to give him a release 
from the constant strain of repeated work on a track and is looked upon as 
a day of recuperation and relaxation • During such a day he will cover up 
to eight miles by jogging easily over the soft surface of the golf course 
or wooded area. Incidently when running 44o 1s, 880 and 3/4's he never 
exceeds 10 x 44o ,__£f it training at 880 he never exceeds 5 x 800 1 the 
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maximum for repeated 3/4 mile runs is limited to four. 
THE FOLLOWING PAGES CONTAIN THE ACTUAL PREPARATION FOR THE INDOOR SEASON 
OF 1958···THE INFORMATION WAS OBTAINED FROM A DIARY BOOK IN vffiiCH KING 
RECORDS HIS DAILY TRAINING. 
He started his preparation in August of 1957· That month was spent 
jogging easily for three of four miles every Monday, Wednesday and Friday. 
This was done at a very easy speed and merely for the purpose of getting 
the muscles and circulatory system ready for the September training. 
Befo re and ~ each workout King jogs one mile. 
9/;!J/57 
10/1/57 
10/2/57 
10/3/57 
10/4/57 
10/5/57 
l0/6/57 
10/7/57 
10/8/57 
10/9/57 
10/10/57 
10/11/57 
10/12/57 
10/13/57 
10/14/57 
10/15/57 
10/16/57 
10/17/57 
10/18/57 
10/19/57 
10/20/57 
10/21/57 
10/22/57 
10/23/57 
10/25/57 
10/26/57 
10/27/57 
10/28/57 
10 x 44o @ 68 sec. jog 44o after each. 
5 x 880 @ 70 sec. per 44o, 2:20 each 880 . 44o Walk between 
each. 
10 x 44o @ 68 sec. jog 44o after each. 
4 x 3/4 ~. 71 sec. per 44o or 3:33 each. Walk 44o. 
10 x 44o @ 68 sec. jog 44o after each . 
5 x 880 @ 70 per 44o or 2:20 for each. 
6 miles easy running in the woods. 
10 x 44o ® 68 sec. 44o ~og after each. 
5 x 880 @ 70 per 44o or 2:20 for each. 
10 x 44o@ 68 sec. 44o jog after each . 
4 x 3/4's @ 71 sec. per lap or 3:33 for each. Walk 44o. 
10 x 44o @ 68 sec. each. Jog 44o between each. 
16 x 150 yard acceleration sprints. Jog 50, stride 50, 
sprint 50 · Walk 50 to 110 after each. 
6 miles easy cross country. 
10 x 44o @ 68 sec. each. Jog 44o after each . 
4 x 3/4 1s@ 71 sec. per lap or 3: 33 for each. Walk 44o after 
each. 
10 x 44o @ 68 sec. each. Jog 44o aft er each. 
5 x 880 @ 69 sec. per 44o or 2~18. Walk 44o after each. 
10 x 44o @ b8 sec. each. Jog ~between each. 
4 x 3/4's@ 71 per lap or 3:33 for each. Walk 44o after each . 
6 miles of easy cross country running. 
10 x 44o @ 68 per 411o. Jog 440 af'ter eacj,. 
5 x ooO ~ 69 per 44o or 2:18 each. Walk 44o after. 
10 x 44o ~ 66 sec. Jog 44o after each. 
10 x 44o @ 66 sec. Jog 44o after each. 
4 x 3/4's @ 69 sec. per 44o. Walk 44o after each. 
6 x 50 yards ••• lO x 220 @ 28 sec. each. Walk 220 after each 
••• 6 x 50 yards ••• johhing 50 yards betl'reen each . 
10 x 44o @ 66 per. Jog 550 after each. 
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10/';9/57 
10/;JJ/57 
11/1/57 
11/2/57 
11/)/57 
11/4/57 
11/5/57 
11/6/57 
11/8/57 
11/9/57 
11/10/57 
11/11/57 
11/12/57 
11/1)/57 
11/16/57 
11/17/57 
11/18/57 
11/19/57 
ll/2!J/57 
11/22/57 
11/2)/57 
11/24/57 
11/25/57 
11/26/57 
11/27/57 
11/28/57 
11/';9/57 
11/;JJ/57 
li/l/57 
12/2/57 
12/)/57 
12/4/57 
12/6/57 
12/8/57 
12/8/57 
12/9/57 
12/10/57 
12/11/57 
12/1)/57 
12/14/57 
12/15757 
12/16/57 
12/17/57 
12/18/ 57 
5 x 880 @ 68 per 44o or 2:16. Walk 44o between. 
10 x 44o @ 66 per. Jog 44o after each. 
10 x 44o @ 66 each . Jog 44o bet WEBn each one. 
4 x )/4 1s @ 69 per 44o or ) :27 each. Walk 44o between. 
6 x 50 yds ••• 10 x 220@ 28 sec ••• 6 x 50 yards. 
10 x 44o @ 66 sec. per. Jog 44o between each. 
5 % 880 at 67 per 44o or 2:14 each. Walk 44o between. 
10 x 44o @ ~sec. each. Jog 44o between each. 
10 x l~4o @- 66 sec. each. Jog !!.4o between each. 
4 x )/4's@, 69 sec. per 4~0 or ):27 each. \'Talk 44o. 
6 x 50 yds ••• lO x 220 ® 28 sec ••• 6 x 50 yards. 
10 x 44o @ 66 sec . each. Jog 44o after each. 
5 x 880 @ 67 per 44o or 2:14 each . \'Tal k 4l.Jo between. 
10 x 44o @ 66 sec. per. Jog 44o between each. 
4 x )/4 1 s @ 69 seer per 44o or ):27 each . Walk 440. 
6 x 50 yds ••• · 10 x 220 @ 28 sec ••• 6 x 50 yds. 
10 x 41~ @ 64 sec. each. Jog 44o between each one. 
5 x 880 ~ 67 sec . per 44o or 2:12 for each. Walk 44o. 
10 a 44o @ 64 sec. each. Jog 44o bet\.reen each one. 
10 x 44o @ 64 sec. each. Jog 44o between each one. 
6 x 50 yds ••• 10 x 22!J @ ;JJ sec ••• 6 x 50 yds. 
5 x 880 @ 66 sec. per 44o or 2:12 each. Walk 44o yards 
after each 880. 
10 x 44o @ 64 sec. each. Jog 44o bet'l'teen each one. 
10 x 220 @ ;JJ sec. each. ;JJ second \'talk between each. 
10 x 4l.Jo @ 64 sec. each. Jog 44o between each one. 
4 x )/4's @ 67 sec. per 44o or ):21 each. Walk 44o. 
10 x 44o @ 64 sec. each. Jog 44o between each one. 
10 x 220 @ 27 sec. each. Walk 22!J after each. 
Met AAU Cross Country Championships, l~ ew York, 2nd Place ••• 
10,000 meters (6i miles) 
10 x 44o ® 64 sec. each. Jog 44o after each one. 
)/4 mile fast run in ):15 seconds. 
10 x 440 @ 64 sec. each. Jog 44o after each one. 
10 x 44o @ 64 sec. each. Jog 44o after each one. 
National AAU Cross Country Championships, Chicago, Ill. 
4th Place ••• lO,OOO meters (6; miles) ••• notice at this 
point in his training King is able to place 4th in a meet 
of this caliber at ~ miles and yet in his training he has 
never run hard for a distance over )/4's of a mile. 
10 x ))0 yards in 4) seconds. Walk two minutes between each one. 
10 x 44o in 62 sec. each. Jog 44o after each one. 
2 x 880 in 2:06 ••• 1lxl6o yards in 19 sec. jogging 160 yards 
between each. 
10 x 44o in 62 sec. each. Jogging 44o between each. 
10 x ~0 in 62 sec • .ach. Jogging 44o between each. 
4 x 3L4's in 65 sec. per 44o or ):15 each. Walk 44o. 
6 x llo yds ••• 10 x 220 yds. at 27 sec ••• 6 x 4o y~ 
10 x 44o in 62 sec. each. Jogging 44o between each one. 
A fast )/4 1s ••• 11x 160 yds. JQgging 160 between. 
10 x 440 @ 62 sec. each. Jog 4~ between each one. 
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12/20/57 
12/21/57 
12/22/57 
12/23/57 
12/24/57 
12/25/57 
12/26/57 
12/27/57 
12/28/57 
12/29/57 
12/:;J/57 
12/31/57 
1/1/57 
1/2/57 
1/4/57 
1/5/5~ 
1/6/58 
1/7/58 
1/8/58 
1/10/58 
1/11/58 
1/12/58 
1/13/58 
1/14/58 
1/15/58 
1/18/58 
10 x 44o @ 62 sec. each. Jog 44o between each one. 
5 x 880 @ 63 sec. per 44o or 2:06 for each. t'l'alk 44o. 
6 x 4o yds. 10 x 220 yds. in 27 sec. 6 x 44o yds. 
10 x 44o @ 62 sec. each. Jogging 44o between each one. 
2 x 880 in 2:00 minutes ••• ll x 160 yards. Jog 160. 
10 x 44o @ 62 sec. each. Jogging 44o between each. 
10 x 4o yds ••• lo x 220@ 27 sec ••• 10 x 4o yds. 
10 x 44o @ 62 sec. each. Jogging 44o between each one. 
4 x 3/4 1 s @ 65 sec. per 44o or 3:15 for each. Walk 44o. 
10 x 4o yds ••• lO x 220 yds. ~ 27 sec. each •• lo x 4o yds. 
10 x 44o @ 62 sec. each. Jogging 44o betl-teen each one. 
A very fast )/4 1s of a mile in 3:02. 
10 x 330 yds. @ 42 sec. each. Walk 2 minutes after each. 
7 miles of easy cross country running. 
lJJ:et AAU Mile Championship New York, lst place. 
10 x 330 yds.@ 41 sec •• Walking 3 minutes between. 
10 x 44o in 6o seconds each. Jog 44o between each. 
2 x 880 in 1:59.o ••• Walk 10 minutes between each one. 
10 x 44o @ 60 sec. each. Jogging 44o between each one. 
10 x 44o @ 6o sec. each. Jogging 44o between each one. 
4 x 3/4 1s @ 64 sec. per 44o or 3:12 for each. Walk 44o. 
One hour of easy running on golf course during which he 
covered eight miles with some easy striders included. 
8 x 45 yds ••• 10 x 170 yds ••• 8 x 45 yds. 
10 x 44o in 6o sec. each. Jog 44o between each. 
2 x 880 in 1:59.0. Walk for ten minutes between each. 
A very fast 3/4 1 s of mile in 2:59 seconds. (57-1:55·0) 
At this point races are run weekly in various cities throughout the east 
coast. In his first three races King's record was as follows' 
1. Philadelphia, Friday 24th of January ••• King \'Tas a starter in the One 
Mile race but on the first turn a runner in back of him stepped on his 
shoe and it flew off, therefore forcing King to stop ••• Twenty minutes 
later he entered the 1,000 yard run against the best competition in 
America and was an easy victor. 
2. \'lashington, D. C. Saturday 25th of January ••• King ~n the One Mile 
Race against excellent competition by ten yards. 
). Boston, Mass., Saturday 1st of February ••• King ran 4:08.6 in a one mile I 
race ru1d finished third behind Olympic Champion Ron Delany and Jim Beat y 
from North Carolina ••• Despite his placing third, his time of 4:08.6 was the 
7th fastest time in the 69 years of the B.A.A. Meet History. 
It is a pity that this thesis is being written at this time because 
George King does not plan on hitting his peak until late February or 
early ~Arch. At ~that ' time he should, according to his plan, be 
approaching the ~rld Indoor Record f or One Mile. 
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John J. Kelley United States 
On April 19th of 'each year the Boston Athletic Association sponsors 
the world famous "Boston Marathon". From all over the world runners come 
to take part in this greatest race of its kind. In this exhausting tace 
over a distance of 26 miles )85 yards, the ~rorld 1 s best long distance 
runners take part in a struggle, lasting almost three hours, to determine 
who is to be king of the world's marathon runners. 
This classic international race from 1946 to 1956 lias dominated by 
foreign champions. Stylianos Kyriakides, a hal f starved native of Athens, 
Greece opened the door for the foreign run."lers i n 1946 \d th a surprising 
victory. In 147 tiny Yun Bok Suh from the Republic of Korea Whipped Finnie 
Champion ~tikko Hietanen for the honors. 1948 found Canadian, Gerard Cote 
with the victor 1s laurels. Sweden's Karl Gosta Leanderson crossed the 
finish l ine on Boston's Exeter Street first in 1949. The 1950race was a 
Korean Holiday as 19 year old Kee Yong Ham f rom Seoul led a 1 - 2 - ~ 
Korean S'l'teep of honors. Japan won her first Boston title in 1951 l'lhen 
Shigeki Tanaka was the winner. On a blistering hot day in 1952 South 
American, Doroteo Flores from Guatemala City, found the weather to his 
liking and romped to an eas.y victory. The 1953 race was a record 
shattering performance by tiny Keizo Yamada of Japan, also second and third 
place men, Karvonen (Finland) and Leanderson ( 149 winner from Sweden) 
ran under the previous record. Karvonen returned in 1954 to whip world 
record holder Jim Peters (England). Japan gained their third win in 1955 
as Hideo Hamarura beat Eino Pulkkinen, the Finnish representative, with 
a fast finish over the final three miles. In 1956 the Finn, Viskari, ran 
the fastest marathon in history to beat the great American prospect, 
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John Kelley by a scant thirty seconds. 
Possibly the strongest foreign field marathon runners in the races 
history were present to answer starter Walter Brown's send off in 1957· 
Three Japanese champions were present , including the former B.A.A. and record 
holder, Keizo Yamada. Also, there were three Koreans, all of whom had run 
under 2 hours 30 minutes, with Chung Wong Lim in 2 hours, 23 minutes, their 
country's fastest marathoner. Athletes from ~xico, Canada, Hawaii, and 
Puerto Rico were present. Back again were the Finns, Clavi Manninen, 
conqueror of Viskari, the 1956 champion, and Veikko Karvonen, at 31, the 
2 
most consistent and possibly the great est marathon runner in the world. 
The 1957 Boston Marathon \"as 'l'ron by John J. Kelley, America 1 s all-tim I 
fastest long distance and marathon runner. The ex-Boston University cross 
country champion, 2 26 year old junior high school English teacher from 
Groton, Connecticut, put a convincing end to the foreign domination of 
2 
the B.A.A. Marathon. 
There is possibly no athlete in American history possessing such a 
love of running and passion for training as John J. Kelley. Such men as 
Nick Castes and ~~x Truex, may, over a period of months, trained more 
intensely than Kelley. However, over the past five years, possibly no one 
in America and few men in the world, have run as many miles as the 1957 
4 
Boston Marathon 'I'Tinner. 
Kelley never tires of running. His dedication to training and his 
boundless natural ability in addition to a well rounded professional and 
social life, help toward a freshness of thinking, a zest for year-round 
training and competition. As Kelley himself puts it, "One should make 
1. 'the results of the marathons from 1946 to 1956 were obtained from 
newspaper records of each race in the Boston Public Library. 
2. John A. ucas "John Kelley: - ~.rathon Cham 11 , ~te Ath~, 
N. Y. (November, 1957) p. 10. 
3· Ibid., p. 10. 
4. Ibid., p. 12. 
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running a joyful activity throughout life. The peaceful solitude of 
workouts , the arduousness of training, and the sense of achievement of a job 
2 
\vell done, are fundamental lessons of life to be learned from running. 11 
Keller's Training: 
II The excerpts that follow are from Kelley 1 s training diar-.1 of 1956 
6 
& 1957;-
(1) Typical -vreek before the B .A.A. l.fu.rathon. 
Sunday, April 8th , 1956. In The Boston Garden due to a snoivstorm. 
Ran 90 laps around the midway tier. Including 20 x 220 in )5 
seconds. Distance \tas 1) miles in 90 min. 
Monday . Off. Calisthenics and nothing more. 
Tuesday, 5:15 A. M. 16 miles at 6:25 per pace . With 100 yard 
sprint striders included. In the evening, four miles along 
the Charles River. Total distance for day 20 miles. 
Wednesday, 5:00 A. M. One hour and fifty minutes of running at 
steady 6:25 per mile pace. 
Thursday, 5:15 A.M. Tvrelve miles along the Charles River in one 
hour, twenty-five minutes, including ten 220 1 s in thirty-five second • 
Friday, 5:15 A.M. Twelve miles along the Charles River in one 
hour, t wenty four minutes. 
Saturday, 6 :90 A.M. Fourteen miles along the Charles River, 
including h1o half miles in 2:45 each and two sprints of 150 yards. 
Time for 14 miles was one hour, thirty-eight minutes. 
Sunday, April 5th, 1956. In Buttomrood Park , Neiv Bedford, 15 miles 
in one hour, thirty-seven minutes. i·Jith last 100 yards all-out. 
Monday, April 6th, 195§. 7:15 A. M. Twelve miles around Buttonwood 
Park, at steady 6:20 per mile pace. With ver-.1 heavy shoes on. Time 
was 1:2) for the 12 miles. 5:15 P. !Jl . Five miles in thirty-three 
minutes. Distance fo r day was 17 miles. (Note this is only three 
days before the race). 
Tuesday, April 17th, 1956· 7:15 A. M. Nine miles in 6) minutes. 
Wednesday, April 18th, 195(). Six miles in .57 minutes . 
5-- lbi ' 1 
6. Personal correspondance idth John Kelley, 56 School St., Groton, 
Conn. , 4/5/58 . 
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Thursday, April 19th, 1956· Ran second in B. A. A. Marathon. Finmtsh 
Visari won in 2:14 . 5. 
(2) A Typical week during mid-year period: 
Monday, August 6th, 19~· Eight miles of running in one hour done in 
the follo1'ling menner.O yards in 70 sec. then 75 seconds rest, 
;oo yards in 45 seconds, 200 yards in 30 seconds with 35 seconds rest, 
and 100 yards in 13 seconds with 15 seconds rest. This was repeated 
three times during the hour. 
Tuesday, August 7th, 195§. A day of rest. 
Wednesday, August 8th, 1956. 6:15 A. M. Fourteen miles in one hour, 
twenty-nine minutes. With twelve 22o~s in 35 seconds included 
between 2 and 6 miles. 
Thursday, August 9th, 1956· X day off due to sudcien infection of 
blis~ers on right foot. 
Friday, August lOth, 1956. \'lon ten mile race in Salem, Mass. Time 
was 57:23. A new course record. 
Saturday, August 11th, 1956· Six miles on golf course in )4:15. 
(3) A typical week during winter. (At this time he was on Olympic Team and 
in lllelbourne for the Olympic Games). 
Monday, November 26th, 1956· Jogged in warm-ups to Olympic Village 
Track. Ran 65 laps on track starting at a !'<ilmfottab.!;e t~·~-~~ pace, 
but 'ltrith about 55 laps to go A. tllinoun (,.,inne r Olympic Harathon 156) 
joined me, and the pace picked up considerably until I think the last 
five miles were done at 5:20 pace. Too fast fo r comfort. 
Tuesday , November 27th, 1956 . Jogged to Olympic Village Track, and 
there did 52 laps in warm-ups and flat soled sneakers at a fairly 
steady 6:10 - 6:20 mile pace. 
Wednesd;y, November 28th, 1956· Jogged to Olympic Village and in a 
field off the road there did 13 miles in one hour, thrty-three minutes. 
In the evening on 0. V. Track did four miles with two 220 1 s in 29 
seconds included. Di stance for the day \·ras 17 miles. 
Thursday, November 29th, 195§ •. 10:30 A. M. Jogged to OV Track and ran 
32 laps in warm-up suit at about seven min. to the mile pace. Distance 
for day wight miles. 
Friday, November ) Oth, 195§. Jogged eight laps around grass course 
encircling 0. V. Track. Distance for day 6 mi. 
Saturday, December 1st, 1956. Olympic ¥~rathon. I was running in 
first from 6 to 12 miles at r easonable feeling pace. I was stricken 
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by heat (85 o ) exhaustion, barely able to continue after 14 miles. 
f4anaged by walking and trotting from refreshment station to station. 
Finally finished 21st. 
Some important workout in preparing fo~ the Olympics: 
November 4th, 1956· At Los Angeles Collosseum. 5 x 880 yds. 2:26, 
2:2,3, 2:2,?, 2:21 and 2:21. 
November llth2 1956. 8 x 44o yards in 72 seconds . 
November 12th! 1956· 10 x 220 yar ds in 30 seconds. 
November 18th! 1956- 4 x one mile in 5 :00 to 5 :05· 
November 2lst 2 1956· 10 x 220 in .?.? seconds. 
Here is a felv days prior to Kelley 1 s great 1957 B. A. A. win. 
Sunday, April 14th2 1957· 16 miles in one hour, forty-five minutes. 
Monday, April 15th 2 1957, A day of rest. T\·10 mile walk. 
Tuesday 2 April 16ttQ 1957· 17 miles in one four, fifty-three minutes 
~~th ten 220 1 s in seconds included. 
Wednesday 2 April 17th, 1957· 1.? miles in one hour, twenty-six minutes 
on golf course. 
Thursday, April 18th, 1957· Ten miles in 71 minutes. 
Frida Six miles at stea~ pace, time was forty 
Boston Harathon is usually ron on April 19th, but 
on Good Friday, so the rae e was r.un on the 20th) • 
Saturday, April 20th, 1957· Boston V~rathon. Won by 5:45 from 
Karvonen. Ran easily behind leaders for 8 to 10 miles until we reached 
Natick. Then alternated with Lin, (Korea) and Karvonen (Finland) until 
Route 128 over-pass. 16 miles I took over for good. I felt good, 
but was straining at finish. 
Some important training sessions in preparing for 1957 marathon. 
January 12th. Two runs of fifteen minutes each at fast pace. 
Januar;r 16th. Six runs of 880 yards in 2:4o seconds . 
Januar;r 18th. Twelve 220 1 s in 40 seconds in snow. 
Januar;y 19th. Ran thirty one miles in .? hrs . .?7 mins. 
12.? 
January 24th. Four runs of one mile in 5:00 each. 
January 26th. Six half-miles in 2:4o. 
January 28th. Twelve 22o 1 s in 4o seconds. 
Februar;z:: 6th. Twenty 2a) IS in 4o seconds in snow. 
Februa!Z lOth. Three separate mile runs in 5:00 each during 
a 15 mile workout. 
February 16th. Twenty . 220 1s in )2 seconds each. 
February 24th. Eight half-miles in 2:.30 each during an 18 mile 
workout. 
March )rd. Eight half-miles in 2:.30 each during a 22 mile •.;orkout. 
MarAh 6th . Five separate mile runs in 5:10 during a 13 mile workout. 
l4arch 9th. Two separate six mile runs in )2:05 and )) :17 with three 
miles of easy jogging bet•-reen. 
March lOth. Ten 220 1 s in 35 seconds. 
March l)th. Five 44o 1 s in 70 seconds. 
~~rch 17th. Fifteen 220 1 s in 35 seconds, in 16 mi. workout . 
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American Training Methods 
This chapter will provide for the reader an understanding of the 
typical program used by American middle and long distance runners. It is 
a synopsis of American training, in the other chapters covering Americans 
I have p-r esented individual opinions concerning speed, stamina, early season 
\·rork, cross country, etc. Now in order to avoid repetition I will summarize 
the training procedures employed by various American coaches and athletes. 
Some of the coaches mentioned have either passed on or have retihred from II 
active coaching. Nevertheless, the effect of their techniques of training 
have had much influence on the present day coaches and athletes. Many of 
them such as Bresnahan and Tuttle, Tom Jones, George Gauthier and George 
Haney, and Billy Hayes wrote books on their training, these books are still 
found on the shelfs of libraries throughout the country and fall into the 
hands of present day athletes and coaches. 
1 
George T. Bresnahan, University of Iowa. 
Training for One Miles 
Monday, (a) jog 66o yards, walk 100 yards and run 220 yards at 
seventy-eights effort; (b) five to ten minutes warming-up exercises; (c) 
take t1r1o starts, running 60 to 70 yards around the curve; (d) run hlenty-
five percent beyond the distance of your chosen event at seven-eights effort. 
Tuesday. (a) at a pace slightly faster than racing speed, run 
either three-quarters of a mile (for the milers) or one and one-half miles 
( for the two milers); rest for a period of 25 to .?5 minutes; (c) run twenty-
five percent of your racing distance at nine-tenths speed. 
\'lednesday. (a) jog 4lio yards follot~red by 4lio yards at three-quarters 
effort; (b) three to five minutes of body building exercises and a ten minute 
sun bath; (c) stride through 50 percent of your racing distance at one-half I 
effort and continue running twelve and one-half percent at slightly less 
than top effort; (d) walk two or three minutes, rest for ten minutes; 
(e) cover 44o yards as f ollows: jog 400 yards and sprint the last 4o yards. 
Thursday. (a) jog 44o yards on the grass, and run 220 yards on thJ 
cinders at seven-eights effort; (b) take one or two starts with the gun, 
1. George T. Bresnahan and W. \'/. Tuttle, "Track and Field Athletics", 
St. Louis, C. V. Mosby Co., 1947, p. 150. 
~ ~ 
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sprinting )0 yards, then assume your normal distance stride for an addition 1 
100 yards; (c) pass the baton two or three times; (d) jog 880 yards on the 
grass . 
Friday. (a) jog an easy 44o yards; (b) take three to five minutes 
of free exercise, varied in nature; (c) jog 220 yards on grass. 
Saturday. Race. 
2 
Thomas E. Jones, University of Wisconsin Coach. 
Training of Charles Fenske, One Mile Runner: 
Monday. Endurance work, run an easy one and one-half miles, 
running the last quarter fast 
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I 
I Tuesday. Speed work, alternate quarters, three fast at 57, 57 and 59, 'VTith a \'Talk between each. Finish up with an easy mile. 
II We dnesday. 
Pace work, three-quarters of mile at racing speed. 
Thursday. Endurance and pace work. Go through a mile in seven-
eighths best time , taking the first half at racing speed, floating '·t.he 
next 660, and sprinting the last 220. 
Friday. Rest, or very easy jogging. 
Saturdaz. Race. 
William Hargiss, University of Kansas Coach. 
Schedule of Glenn Cunningham, One Mile Runner. 
l; onday. Rope skipping, shadoi·T boxing , bag punching, and calisthenl cs. 
Jog two 44o's for rhythm, form and ease of stride. Walk one 44o, finishing 
"I'Ti th a 75 yard sprint. 
Tuesday. Two 660 1 s ivi th fifteen minutes rest betvreen, the first 
one in heavy basketball shoes and the regular sweat suit in around 1:)0; 
the second one in track suit and spikes in about 1:2).0. 
Wednesday. Pace work, about four 44o 1 s in 62, 6), 61, 58· At the 
conclusion of each lap he Si·rings into a fast i.Yalk for 440 yards. Then with 
one minute rest, swing into the next running 44o. He finishes this practice 
period \.Yith a 220 yard sprint. 
Thursday. ~ork is light and f or ease of form. Jog two laps, 
walk 44o, finish idth t;·ro wind sprints of about 75 yards. 
2. Thomas E. Jones, "Track and Field", Nei-l York, Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 19.39, P• 84. 
). \'/illiam Hargiss, "Cunningham's Training Routine," Amateur Athlete 
N. Y. April, 19;54, P• ). 
II 
Friday. Complete rest. 
Saturday. Race. 
4 
Jack Matthews, University of Missouri. 
Schedule of John M\L~ski, One Mile Runner. 
Monday . Easy jogging for about a mile. Run three-quarters of 
a mile; 60- 2:00- 3:03·7· 
Tuesday. Easy jogging for one mile. A 52 second 44o. 
Wednes day• RUn an 880 in 1:59.0. 
Thursday. Long Walk . 
Friday. :Rest. 
Saturday. Race. 
E. C. "Billy" Hayes, Indiana University. 
Schedule of Mel Trutt and Jim Smith, One and Two Milers. 
Monday. Mixed running and walking for approximately three miles 
;.Tith quickening pace on the last 44o. .nest. Three to five sprints of 
110 yards. Entire workout takes one hour. 
Tuesday. Fast three-quarters of a mile. Pace \"IOrk was very 
important to them so each was given the responsibility for setting the pace, 
at various times. Walk, ending the workout with a brisk 44o, emphasi zing 
the finish. 
i'lednesday. Run actual distance at a slol>fer pace, than in 
competition , emphasizing the last 44o. After the usual walk of one or 
h•o laps, several sprints of 110 yards each were give1:1. 
Thursday . Light work on separate 44o 1 s were given \-tith equal 
pace and ability to judge within one second emphasized. These were given 
\-lith the purpose of having t hem fresh for Saturday's race. 
Friday. No work was assigned. 
Saturday. Race. 
4. Jack l4atthews, "Missouri's Miler- John ~1unski, " The Athletic 
Journal, (Feb. 1941) p. 6. 
5· E. C. Hayes, "The Distance Runs", In~ianapolis: International 
Sprots, Inc. 1959, p. 24. 
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Jack Weber, former U. S. Olympic Trainer. 
l-1onday. In the morning, run ~ or ; miles cross-country over the 
hills. Use a relaxed, leisurely pace . In the afternoon work out on the 
cinder track.· Swing through 2 miles at 9/10 1s maximum speed. Then do two 
1,000 yard distances, one at ;/4 1s speed, the other at 9/10 1s speed. Rest 
for half an hour. Run two long \dnd sprints of 600 yards each. Jog and 
into the showers. 
Tuesday. The same as Monday. 
\/ednesday. The same as Monday, except you might taper off a 
little, and practice a series of starts instead of running the two 600 
' yard distances. 
Thursday. In the morning a jog of two miles. In the afternoon, 
on the track, run two miles at ;/4 speed. Rest two wind sprints of 600 
yards and two ;oo yard dashes , all at 9/10 speed. Jog and into the showers 
. Fri day. ~st .. 
Saturday. Race. 
Note: During your entire schedule, except the day before the 
race, take a brisk one-hour walk each night, making sure you take a 
shower before you go to sleep. In addition, when you get up in the 
morning, you might do rope-skipping, and 10 minutes of calisthenics, 
including leg~kicking, knee-bending and arm-swinging . 
6. Jake Weber, "Training Olympic C'nampions In Track & Field 11 , 
Th MacMillan Co., N.Y., 191, P• 51· 
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American High School Milers 
Just as the improvements of training techniques have had a great 
effect on college and post college athletes, t oday 1s high school milers 
are far superior to their predecessors. In recent years their progress 
has gone hand in hand with their elders. 'J.'he champion school boy of six 
years would be badly left behind by today 1s high powered youngsters, today 1s 
champions in the high school brackets are even surpassing times considered 
excellent college performances a decade ago. In 1954 Richard Ollen won 
the IC4A indoor mile crown in 4s20 and the follo~dng year Alex Breckeridge 
won the indoor IC4A mile crown with another 4:20 clocking. Can you~agine 
how young Tom Dempsey of Archibishop Stepinac High School in White Plains, 
N. Y. felt running a 4:18.1 indoor mile on the same track three years 
later! But, the sensational Dempsey was beaten by another New York 
schoolboy, Tom tarris of George Washington High ran 4:16.9. 
l 
College coaches sat in amazement as young Larris led all the way and 
passed by the quarter mile posts in 62.2, 2:09, and )sl4.9. Tom cracked the 
meet (National High School Champ), of 4:22.7 set by John Kopil (Bayonne, 
N. J.) in 195) and equalled by Jim Irons (Brampton, Canada) last year. 
Kopil held the all-time indoor mark pf 4:20.1, while Jim Bowers of DeKalb, 
2 
Ill., set the present outdoor mark at 4:16.1 in 1956. -
We track fans here in America are amazed at the progress our schoolbo Is 
have made, but as \dth their older countrymen, they still fall short compar d 
~dth Europeans of the same age. Take, for example, the case of 17 year 
old Bill Cornell of Essex County, England ~mo is the world's fastest ever 
for his age with a 4:14.6 clocking. He is cautious - about the future, but 
Field News, Los Altos, Calif., February, 1958, p. 14 • 
• 14. 
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admits he aims to lo'l'ler Roger Dunkley 1 s British schoolboy record of 
2 
4:12.8! 
In 1957 Ron Clark of Australia's under 19 years of age record of 
4:06 for the mile, a truly great re cord, was smashed beyond recognition 
by the sensational Herb Elliott. Ten days before he was to celebrate his 
twentieth birthday, last February, the 5'11 11 spinule-shan'n:ed Elliott dipped 
4 
below four minutes for the one mile ••• For the third time! l 
Above the half mile other countries definitely outclass the U. S. A. 
in schoolboy track competition. The year Jim Bo\iers lo\'fered our record 
to 4:16.1, Britain had f our juniors ahead of his scholastic record. Nine 
Britons broke 4:20.0, compared ,..,ith t\·To Americans in this event. Roly 
Langridge was t he top Briti sh schoolboy that year with times of 4:1).8 for 
the mile and 9:11.), for two miles, far ahead of .\merica 1s Ron Larrieu's 
4:20.1 and 9:;9.0. 
2 
II Ho\iever , ;ore are improving and the time ;.rill probably return \ihen the 
U. S. will regain her prestige among the distance races. The training 
of schoolboys has progressed amazingly as indicated by the training of 
6 
schoolboy champions Jim Bo1vers and Bon Gregory (4:17) which follo;.Is: 
Bovrers: Always v1arms-up with 1 or 1~ miles of jogging. 
~bnday. 10 x 44o yards at 62 to 65 seconds each. With a walk 
of 2-~- minutes betvreen each. 
Tuesday. 5 x 880 yards in t wo seconds faster than racing speed for 
each. (example, 2:08 if training for a 4:20 mile) Walk five to ten minutes 
after each. 
Wednesdt4Q 3/4 1s of a mile at racing speed . 
after each. 2 x under 60 seconds. 
Walk ten minutes 
Thursday. Two or three 44o's at 63 or 64 seconds each. 
Friday. Warm-up and then rest the remainder of the day. 
3· World Spo.rts, 11 Wat.ch Tl'le~ Y-G,ungste:rs, 11 London, Dec. 1957, P• 34 
4. Track & Field News, op. cit., p. 9. 
5· Athletics World, U. S. and G. B. Juniors Compared, 11 Feb., 1957, p. 2)0. 
6. Fred Wilt, 11Long Distance Running Log, 11 July, 1957 .. p. 8 . 
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Saturday. Race. 
Sunday. Rest. 
Ron Grego!l, Negro Miler from St. Louis, ~fo., 5 111" and 1.55 lbs. 
Monday. 
Tuesday. 
minutes after each. 
Three miles of cross country at a good speed. 
7 x 44o in 57 to 59 seconds each. Walk and jog for fiv1 
\•Tedne sday. ) x 880• First in 2:06; second in 2:04; and third 
in 2:02. Walk ten minutes after each. 
Thursd5[• )/4 1 s of mile in ):09 to ):10. 
Friday. Rest. 
Saturday. Race. 
Sunday. Rest. 
PART III 
Su~Y AND CONCLUSIONS 
SUMMARY 
The purpose of this study has been to present to track coaches, 
veteran runners, aspirants, and enthusiasts of the sport a view of the 
training methods of leading wor ld athletes and coaches in middle and long 
distance running. To help improve the low standard of distance running in 
the United States by showing the training methods of successful coaches 
and athletes from other parts of the world. And to give an increased 
insight into the factors which are causing the tremendous improvement in 
middle and long distance running throughout the world, but not in America. 
The merits of the coaches and athletes that have been presented speak for 
themselves and need little reviewing in this phase of the study. Also there 
has been presented a year round training schedule for the American trackman! 
based on the merits of both European-interval and American methods of 
training. 
CONCLUSIONS 
If Americans are to ever reach world class performances in middle 
and long distance running they must drastically change their outdated 
methods of training. The American system of over and under distance 
training has to be remodeled to include more interval work. It is also 
apparent that some form of running must be done throughout the year. 
American coaches and athletes are more immediately competitive than 
Europeans and Australians and therefore sacrifice valuable training 
preparation, by substituting early season meets for training sessions. 
This practice tends to limit the amount of background, or preparation 
that is essential for late season championships. 
Many Americans in the past few years have changed their training to 
include interval-running. The results have been their meteoric rise into 
international stardom. THese~few ··interval-training Americans have been 
carrying the burden of America on their shoulders in international races. 
The training of John Kelley and George King, illustrated in the study, 
indicates how interval-training can be adopted to American needs. Tom 
Courtney, Olympic 800 meters Champion and Don Bowden, America's first 
sub-four minute miler are faithful users of this type of training. There 
is nothing to prohibit others from following in their footsteps; it is 
the aim of this study to help show athletes what training is necessary 
if they \dsh to attain top flight performances in middle and long distances 
races. 
==========~==~~~~==============~~-==~·==~--==~==============~--=--~-~-~-============~~1F========== 
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A SUGGESTED TRAINING 
PROGR.o\M FOR AMERICANS 
Suggested Training Program 
This section of the thesis will be devoted to setting up a suggested 
training program for American trackmen. It must be remembered that competit ve 
seasons vary in accord to location and the athlete should make the necessary 
adaptations t o meet the needs of his section. The schedules and workouts 
suggested are only to be used as guides, athletes and coaches can make the 
necessary alterations to meet individual needs and differences. The reader 
should keep in mind the principles followed by the \'lorld leaders and explained 
throughout the earlier pages of this i'lriting. It is generally agreed that 
running should be done throughout the year in some f orm or other, that too 
much training is a rare disease, training should be gradually, increased in 
I quality and quantity, these already explained principles will not be repeated 
since they should become a part of the training of the athlete without 
daily reminders. 
The competitive season ends in late June, the usual tendency in the 
U. S. is for the athletes to then forget about track until re-entering school 
the next September. This fault is nothing but laziness on the part of the 
athletes and coaches in the U. S. By taking this period of two or three 
months off the athlet~ loses all that potential improvement time, the benefit 
of the previous nine months work, and must start at the bottom of the ladder 
the next fall when he enters training again. Rather than have the athletes 
forget about track completely I suggest that they run five times a week for 
a period of one hour. This running may be done along the shore if the 
athlete is vacationing at the se~side, along wooded paths if vacationing 
or located near such, or if st~ing in the city there are always parks and 
golf courses available for the ambitious sportsman. The training should be 
done in the evening after the hot sun has disappeared, or if more desirable 
in the morning before it gets too hot. The athlete should merely run and 
enjoy himself for an hour or more \'tith no pressure or tension involved in 
his training . He should not be aiming for speed or endurance, just merely 
enjoying his running and at the same time maintaining his physical condition. 
Any athlete that carries out such a summer program will enter school 
in the fall three months ahead of his opponents and within a month or two 
(of concentrated work) will be in bett~~oondition that at any time during 
the previous year. '.!.'here is no harm that can come from this summer of 
easy running, only improvement can be gained . 
When returning to school in the fall the athlete should be ready to 
start his background work on the track and in the woods. During this perio 
of the training he should be striving to furnish himself with a suitable 
background of running upon which he \dll build the foundation of his later 
training and races. The emphasis is on running, running and more running. II 
Speed should be the least prominent factor in his mind. The runner should 
strive to cover ten to fifteen miles every dey, this is a minimum! What 
is fifteen miles compared to Kelley 1s twenty-five, Kuts 1 thirty, or 
Zatopek 1 s thirty-five. In order to reach the European level of performance 
we must reach their level of training. Merely thinking and talking about 
it will not get the desired results. The small group of Americans like 
Kelley, Truex, King, Costes, Bowden, Courtney and a few others who have 
adopted_ these European methods have attained Olympic and \-Torld class 
performances beyond the reach of their easier training American countr,rmen. 
The fall work should be centered around long runs repeated as many II 
times as possible l'lithout straining the performer. Repeated two mile runs 
is ten minutes, ten seconds; tak _two or three times. EiYe Qr six easy 
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miles in five minutes, or five minutes ten seconds with a jog of one mile 
between each. Four runs of 1* or 1~ miles at the same pace or a bit slower 
with a mile of easy jogging bet\.,een each. Ten 880 1 s in 2:25 or 2:30 with 
a half-mile jog between each is another workout typical of this phase of 
the training cycle. If possible the athlete should strive to get in three 
or four miles of easy running in the morning , and warm-up in the woods or 
golf course \'lith .?5 to 45 minutes of easy running. 
A Typical \'leek At This Period of Trainings 
A.M. P. ~i . \'/arm-up Workout Jog Between 
I~ . ,?mi. 5 mi. easy ,?x2mi. 1 mi. 
T. .? mi. 5 mi. easy 4 11 • x 2m~. 1 mi. 
'Vl • .? mi. 5 mi. easy 5 x 1 mi. 1 mi. 
T. 5 mi. 8 miles of easy running in woods 
F • .? mi. 10 X 880 , . 2 nu. 5 mi. easy 
s. .? mi. 5 mi. easy 5 x 1 mi. 1 mi. 
S. One hour of easy running through the woods. 
Total Miles 
17. 
16. 
18 . 
18. 
18. 
The reader is reminded that ~his work should be done without strain, 
if the athlete has trouble repeating the runs the time should be slower. I 
The i mportant thing is to get in the repetitions, t he time is no~ i mportant I 
at this period, perhaps even taking t he runs over t he country side would be 
14o 
more suitable for different individuals. This is remember the background phase 
of the athlete 1 s training, t-Te a re not striving for ·fast times or sparkling 
performances during this phase. In fact, there is little need f or t he 
coach to even time his athletes during this period. ¥~y coaches the 
minute they get a stop watch in their hands become addicted to making their 
athletes race against it, if it must be used it should be used as a guide o 
check and nothing eLse. Both at _this time of the training and t h roughout 
the entire year, many a great race has been left on the practice track simp] 
because a coach didn 1t reali ze the rightful place of his stopwatch. II 
After the athlete has obtained a suitable background he is then ready 
to start his intervals. In the beginning . of t his type of training the work 
should be very slo\'I and cautious. Gradual progre ss is again the essence. 
II The number of repetitions should be comparably larger than that \ihich \;rill 
Twenty 44o 1 s be undertaken later on as the competitive season approaches. 
in 72 or 7~ seconds, "ten 880 1 s in 2:20, 5 three-quarters in ~ :;o, and 30 
22o 1 s in ~seconds is a good level to begin at. Then as the athlete 
progresses decrease the number of repetitions but increase the tempo, 
example 15 x 44o in 70 seconds, 6 or 8 times 880 in 2:18 or so, and 20 times 
220 in ~1 seconds, this would be an excellent second level for this phase 
of the training. This program of decreasing the number as the tempo 
increases should carry right up to the beginning of the competitive season. 
The levels shoul d eventual l y reach this point : 4 times 880 in 2:00 or bette , 
~ times three-quarters in ~:06 or bet t er, ten times 44o yards in 58 seconds 
or better, 5 times 660 yards in 1:27, and 20 times 220 in 27 seconds. If 
the progression has been slo\;r and >'lell planned the athlete should be able to 
accomplish these results in training \'li thout undue strain, and report fit jl 
and ready the next day f or training eage r to attack the new day's workout. 
During this phase of the training it is advisable to have the runner 
train in the woods or golf course every third or fourth day . This training 
day would be called a day of recuperation and the runner merely frolics 
about in the woods for an hour or longer refreshing his mind and body . As 
the severity of the repetitions increases, so should the frequency of these 
days of r~~ing entirely in the woods. So that at mid-season the athlete is 
onj,y \·torking on the trac on Monday , Tuesday an We.dnesdey o eac week. 
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The other days are spent running through the woods enjoying himself, 
accelerating occasionally, stopping for exercise when it pleases him and 
generally enjoying himself. 
When the competitive season arrives the athlete will find himself in 
excellent condition and ready for apything his opponents will offer. 
During the early season races, excellent times are of little importance 
as long as victory is attained. This is the time for experimenting and 
developing, the athlete should regard these races as preps for the coming 
championships. Many young and eager athletes run to the point of exhaustio 
in the earlier season races and develop fear and other emotional handicaps 
that later effect their performances. The earlier season races should 
provide proof for the athlete his training is at the right level, build 
up his confidence, polish his tactics, mold his mind to the pr~per thinking 
and provide joy and satisfaction. 
As t he season progresses there is little need for him to work as 
hard as he had been, because races will take the place of three or four 
days training. Planning for a race on Saturday , on Monday he should run 
44o 's at a good speed (probably 10 ~n 57 or 58 seconds) Tuesday either 
three-quarters o~ 880 1 s again at a good speed. Wednesday should emphasize 
speed with either 220 1s or 530 1s on the menu. Thursday, three easy quick 
44o's in 54 or 55 seconds with the emphasis on running the last 220 fast. 
Friday should be spent in the woods . The race Saturday. And Sunday back 
to the woods for training. 
The race itself presents a new and different problem each time the 
gun goes off to start it. No two races are exactly the same. But, one 
thing is true, especially today in international or top flight championship 
competition, the man that ·s the fastest over th last ~~yard~ of a rae 
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will win. So therefore, races, training and tactics should be planned with 
this in mind. You must be within striking distance at the start of the lasy 
lap, and you must possess a strong finish or you will not win in top flight 
competition today. With this in mind training distances and when doing 
accelerations in the woods, the second half of t he distance should be run 
at an increased speed. If attempting to run a sixty second quarter mile, 
the first 220 should be run in around 31 and the second in 29 seconds. 
This principle should be applied to all distances used in training. A good 
workout to bring the athletes "kick" to razor sharp perfection during the 
height of the competitive season is this Wednesday training: run four 660 1s 
passing the quarter in 62 or 63 seconds and then running the last 220 as 
fast as pos sible. In the year of 1954 I saw Olympic 1500 meter Champion 
Josy Barthel complete this workout, and his last 220 1 s were run in 23.8, 
24 .1, 24.0 and 24.3! 
In races there is little need to be the leader at the first quarter, 
half mile or three-quarter, what is important and the object of all track--
is to be the leader at the finish line . Training , thinking, planning, and 
concentrat i on should always be aimed at one point ••• TO \flN THE RACE ••• 
Possibly for each individual there is a different "best method" of 
training , what I have tried to do in this chapter, or for that matter in 
the thesis, is provide for the reader a guide or channel on which td tune 
his thinking along the lines of training. 
